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Abstract
The coupling between polymer models and experiments has improved our understanding of polymer
behavior both in terms of rheology and dynamics of single molecules. Developing these polymer
models is challenging because of the wide range of time and length scales. Mechanical models
of polymers have been used to understand average rheological properties as well as the deviation
a single polymer molecule has from the average response. This leads to more physically signifi-
cant constitutive relations, which can be coupled with fluid mechanic simulations to predict and
understand the rheological response of polymer solutions and melts.
These models have also been used in conjunction with single molecule polymer experiments.
While these have provided insight into the dynamics of polymers in rheological flows, they have
also helped to design single molecule manipulation experiments. Promising research in this area
includes DNA separation and stretching devices. A typical atomic bond has a length of 10-1 0m
and vibration time scale of 10- 14s. A typical experiment in a microfluidic device has lengths of
order 10-5m and times of order 102s. It is not possible to capture these larger length and time
scales of interest while capturing exactly the behavior at the smaller length and time scales. This
necessitates a process of coarse-graining which sacrifices the details at the small scale which are not
necessary while retaining the important features that do affect the response at the larger scales.
This thesis focuses on the coarse-graining of polymers into a series of beads connected by
springs. The function which gives the retractive force in the spring as a function of the extension is
called the spring force law. In many new microfluidic applications the previously used spring force
laws produce significant errors in the model. We have systematically analyzed the coarse-graining
and development of the spring force law to understand why these force laws fail. In particular,
we analyzed the force-extension behavior which quantifies how much the polymer extends under
application of an external force. We identified the key dimensionless group that governs the response
and found that it is important to understand the different constraints under which the polymer is
placed. This understanding led to the development of new spring force laws which are accurate
coarse-grained models by construction. We also examined the response in other situations such as
weak and strong flows. This further illustrated the disadvantages of the previous force laws which
were eliminated by using the new force laws.
This thesis will have practical impact because the new spring force laws can easily be imple-
mented in current polymer models. This will improve the accuracy of the models and place the
models on firmer theoretical footing. Because the spring force law has been developed independently
of other coarse-grained interactions, this thesis will also help in determining the best parameters
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for other interactions because they will not need to compensate for an error in the spring force law.
These new spring force laws will help form the framework of coarse-grained models which can help
understand a wide range of situations in which the behavior at a small scale affects the large time
and length scale behavior.
Thesis Supervisor: Patrick S. Doyle
Title: Doherty Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The coupling between polymer models and experiments has improved our understanding of polymer
behavior both in terms of rheology and dynamics of single molecules. Developing these polymer
models is challenging because of the wide range of time and length scales [1, 2]. Mechanical models
of polymers have been used to understand average rheological properties as well as the deviation
a single polymer molecule has from the average response. This leads to more physically significant
constitutive relations, which can be coupled with continuum fluid mechanic simulations to predict
and understand the rheological response of polymer solutions and melts [3].
These models have also been used in conjunction with single molecule polymer experiments [4,
5, 6]. While these have provided insight into the dynamics of polymers in rheological flows, they
have also helped to design single molecule manipulation experiments. Promising research in this
area includes DNA separation and stretching devices.
1.2 General Polymer Physics
A natural place to begin talking about the modeling of polymers is to consider explicitly each of the
atoms. However the bonds between two atoms are quite stiff, with typical frequencies of oscillation
of 1014Hz and also small fluctuations away from the average bond length. On the scale of the
entire molecule these small fluctuations will have a minimal impact on the static (configurational)
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properties. To resolve this fast vibration physics in dynamical simulations, the time resolution must
be very small, which would make these too computationally intensive for the long chains and long
simulation times of interest here. However, a number of researchers are interested in properties at
that length and time scales, for which models at this scale must be used [7, 8]. The conventional
choice is to replace these bonds with rigid rods (or infinitely stiff springs). Using this idea, the
simplest and first attempt at coarse-graining a polymer is to replace the atomic bonds with rods
and assume that the rods are freely jointed [9, 10, 11].
Consider a model of N beads connected by N - 1 rods, each of length a. We will take advantage
of the equivalence between this problem and a random walk to calculate the properties of this model.
Note that there is a difference in behavior, even static distributions, between a system where the
rods are rigid constraints and where the rods are the limit of very stiff springs [12, 13]. The system
of very stiff springs is considered more physically relevant, thus we consider that system here instead
of the system with rigid constraints. The very stiff spring system behaves as a random walk. The
average end-to-end distance squared of a random walk is
(r2) = (N- 1)a2 . (1.1)
While this model does neglect the fluctuations of the bond lengths (making them rods), the much
more severe assumption is that neighboring bonds in a real polymer are not freely jointed. A
better approximation is that the neighboring rods have a constant bond angle. This is called the
freely rotating chain. The common sp3 hybridized orbitals of atoms such as carbon prefer to have
tetrahedral symmetry and thus a bond angle of 0 = 109' between subsequent bonds (i.e. rods).
A similar analysis as for the freely jointed chain can be performed for the freely rotating chain to
obtain [10]
1 + cos(y)(r 2) = (N- 1)a2 1  cos(Y) (1.2)1 - cos(Y)
if the number of rods is large, and y = 180 - 0. We see that the result still scales with the number
of rods but with an altered prefactor which depends on the details of the model. This is in essence
analogous to the idea of the central limit theorem applied to random walks. If a large number of
steps are taken and the system is at equilibrium (not stretched), it looks like a random walk with
some effective (average) step size.
Even this freely rotating chain model does not accurately represent some features of real poly-
mers. The first deviation is evident by looking at the behavior of butane. With each bond angle
fixed, the configuration is specified using a dihedral or torsional angle. In the freely rotating chain,
each of these dihedral angles is equally likely. However, in butane, these angles are not equally
likely because of steric interactions between parts of the chain. The trans configuration reduces
these interactions and so is most likely. The cis configuration maximizes these interactions and
thus is most unlikely. There also exists a gauche configuration which is a local minimum in the
interactions. This is still considered a "local" interaction along the chain because it only affects
monomers that are a finite distance along the contour independent of the length of the polymer.
Thus including this effect will not change the scaling exponent with N of the average end-to-end
distance squared, but only will change the prefactor (like how the prefactor was different when
comparing the freely rotating chain with the freely jointed chain).
A similar interaction occurs at the next level along the chain, and first appears for pentane, so
is called the pentane effect. For a molecule of pentane, it is possible for a set of rotations to be
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made which bring two terminal hydrogen atoms into very close contact. Steric repulsions prevent
this from occurring. Including this effect also will only change the prefactor to the scaling with
N, as long as N is large enough. These type of "local" interactions are accounted for by using the
rotational isomeric state (RIS) model [14].
To this point in our analysis we have examined the configuration space of the polymer. The
solvent has only acted as a temperature bath. No explicit interactions have been included between
the polymer and solvent. Other than the local (along the contour) steric interactions, we have also
not included interactions between segments of polymer. In a real system, segments of polymer can
not occupy the same position in space. This has been neglected in our previous analysis, a so-called
"phantom chain". The inclusion of these other effects can cause a change in the exponent of the
scaling of the size with length (or number of steps). Under certain conditions, known as "theta
conditions", these two additional interactions cancel in the sense that the scaling exponent is the
same as if both effects were neglected. In this special circumstance, both effects can be neglected
while obtaining an accurate prediction. This should be done with caution in nonequilibrium sit-
uations because there may be subtle variations that have not been explored yet in the literature
in nonequilibrium situations [15]. This also neglects physics such as knots which can be present in
theta conditions.
If the polymer has a size which is smaller than the theta size, the solvent is considered poor.
If the size is larger than under theta conditions, it is considered a good solvent. It is important to
note that the solvent quality is also a function of temperature. For a given polymer-solvent pair,
there is only a single temperature which corresponds to theta conditions.
The simplest model to show an example of a good solvent is to consider a self avoiding random
walk instead of the random walk already considered. For a self avoiding walk, the scaling behavior
is approximately No. 6 [9].
1.3 Progression of Coarse-grained Models
1.3.1 Necessity of coarse-graining
In the previous section we discussed the progression of polymer models, in which each new model
correctly included more and more details about the polymer behavior. The result of this is a good
understanding of the static properties of the polymer. However, we are also interested in dynamic
properties of very long polymers over a wide range of time scales. For these purposes, the models
such as RIS are still too intensive to deal with.
Flexible polymers near equilibrium
Consider a polymer under theta conditions. Suppose some detailed model, such as RIS, can calcu-
late the average end-to-end distance squared. It can be written as
(r 2 ) = (N- 1)a2 CN , (1.3)
which serves as a definition of CN. If N is large enough, CN becomes close to the infinite value
C, [15]. For these large N
(r2) f (N - 1)a 2 C" , (1.4)
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where the parameter Co, depends on the details of the polymer. This looks very similar to the
behavior of a chain which is freely jointed, equation (1.1). It is possible to define a coarse-grained
freely jointed chain, made up of NK steps, each of length aK. The parameter aK is called the Kuhn
length. We can choose the values of NK and aK such that
L = (N - 1)a3 = NKaK (1.5)
(r2 ) = (N - 1)a2 C0 = NKa2 , (1.6)
where L is the contour length (fully extended length) of the chain. The contour length is shorter
by a factor 3 from the length of extending all of the bonds because the bond angles cannot be
straightened. Solving these two equations for the Kuhn length and number of Kuhn lengths gives
aCooaK .a (1.7)
(N - 1)032NK = (1.8)Coo
Provided the polymer is long enough that equation (1.4) holds (CN " Coo), this coarse-grained
model represents the contour length and end-to-end distance squared correctly (by construction).
The main question becomes, does this model represent other properties of the polymer and under
what conditions does it? This freely jointed chain is rigid over the length of a rod and those rods
are freely jointed. Although the polymer is very stiff over the length of an atomic bond, over the
length of a Kuhn length it is not a rigid rod. Those segments of the polymer are also not freely
jointed. However, for long enough polymers (such that CN - Co) and if the concern is only
near equilibrium, the freely jointed chain does describe other equilibrium properties correctly. For
configurational properties, this is basically a statement of the central limit theorem. In other words,
if the properties of the polymer only depend on the two matched properties, then the polymer and
the coarse-grained model will have the same behavior.
Many polymers of interest contain a very large number of Kuhn lengths for which this holds
and the freely jointed chain models well many properties near equilibrium. These are generally
called flexible polymers. Some polymers, however, do not contain a large number of Kuhn lengths.
This includes so called semiflexible (NK - 1) and rigid (NK << 1) polymers. Thus even in the
equilibrium state the polymer must contain many Kuhn lengths to be modeled well by the freely
jointed chain. This is in part because N needs to be a large number for CN C ,, but also so that
all properties only depend on L and (r2).
Flexible polymers out of equilibrium
The question of whether the freely jointed chain models the behavior of the polymer out of equi-
librium is a separate question. Out of equilibrium, the central limit theorem does not hold. The
details of the steps matter. This is clearly evident if you examine two models in which one has
steps with a finite maximum extent versus one which can have infinite extent. If the behavior is
examined at extensions comparable to the maximum possible extension, the response will certainly
depend on whether there exists a maximum extension or not. It is conventional to analyze this
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response in terms of the ratio of the Kuhn length to the bond length, aK/a = 6o0/0. If this ratio is
only slightly greater than one, such as 5 to 15, it is generally believed that the freely jointed chain
correctly represents the behavior out of equilibrium. This is the typical range for many synthetic
polymers.
However, if the value of Coo/ is very large, such as about 300 for double stranded DNA, the
freely jointed chain does not represent the behavior of the polymer out of equilibrium. Note that
this is true even if the chain is flexible in that the chain contains many Kuhn lengths, NK > 1. The
typical micromechanical model which is used to describe these polymers is the continuous worm-like
chain instead of the freely jointed chain [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. The continuous worm-like chain
is a continuous space-curve like a string which has a bending rigidity. Essentially the backbone of
the chain is so stiff that the Kuhn length is much larger than the bond length. Therefore, at the
scales of interest, the bonds look essentially as a continuum.
The worm-like chain micromechanical model is defined by a space curve r(s) where s measures
the position along the contour and runs from 1 to L. A unit tangent vector is defined by
( Or\ Or
The energy of a configuration is
E- = ds (1.10)2 0 5s
where r, is the bending modulus. It is common to replace the bending modulus with a persistence
length, which in three dimensional space is defined by , = kBTAp. Because of the energetic
cost to bending, within short distances along the contour the chain persists in the same direction.
At long distances along the contour, the chain orientation becomes uncorrelated with previous
orientations. The persistence length is the characteristic distance over which this decorrelation
occurs. Mathematically this is written as
(t(s) - t(p)) = exp(-Is - pI/Ap) . (1.11)
Another important property of the worm-like chain is
(r 2) = 2LAp + 2A2(exp(-L/Ap) - 1) . (1.12)
In order to be in the limit where (r2) oc L, the contour length must be much larger than the
persistence length. The response of the continuous worm-like chain in this limit is
(r 2) = 2LAp . (1.13)
Recall that in this limit, near equilibrium, any polymer can be describe by the freely jointed chain.
By comparing this formula with the formula for a freely jointed chain, we see that for the freely
jointed chain to model a very long continuous worm-like chain near equilibrium, the Kuhn length
must be equal to twice the persistence length. Note however that this whole discussion of the
worm-like chain was motivated by the fact the freely jointed chain does not model the response
correctly away from equilibrium.
Even though this discussion was motivated by flexible polymers which are not modeled correctly
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by the freely jointed chain out of equilibrium, the continuous worm-like chain model is often an
accurate model for semiflexible and rigid polymers, such as F-actin and tobacco mosaic virus. In
essence these polymers are not long enough such that CN • C,, so the freely jointed chain does
not represent well the equilibrium properties.
Linear bead-spring chains (near equilibrium)
At this point we see that most polymers are typically modeled by one of two micromechanical
models, the freely jointed chain or the worm-like chain. Only for flexible polymers at equilib-
rium are these two models equivalent. These models are still too computationally intensive for
many dynamical calculations for long polymers. Therefore, these micromechanical models are often
coarse-grained even further to bead-spring chains. The simplest bead-spring chain model contains
Hookean, or linear, springs [9, 12]. In this model, the restoring force in the spring is proportional
to the length of the spring
Fspr = Hr . (1.14)
This can be motivated from a number of different but equivalent methods. One method is to
consider a random walk of linear springs. At equilibrium the spring will be sampling all possible
lengths weighted according to the Boltzmann factor, since the system is at constant temperature,
with a harmonic potential Hr2/2. The average end-to-end distance squared is
kBT(r2 ) = 3 Nspr Hk  (1.15)
For this to match the behavior of the freely jointed chain, the spring constant must be taken to be
3NsprkBTH = (1.16)LAK
where the number of springs remains arbitrary. In the same way that the freely jointed chain only
models a polymer if that polymer has NK > 1, this Hookean chain will only model the freely
jointed chain if NK > 1 and it is near equilibrium. A more detailed analysis could consider not
just the average end-to-end distance squared, but the entire probability distribution of the end-
to-end vector. The probability distribution for the freely jointed chain can be analyzed from the
theory of random walks. In the limit of a large number of Kuhn steps the equilibrium distribution
approaches a Gaussian distribution. The distribution for a chain of linear springs is exactly a
Gaussian distribution. Matching these two Gaussian distribution gives the same value for H as
above.
Another motivation for the chain of linear springs is the so called entropic restoring force. We
just saw that a freely jointed chain with a large number of Kuhn steps has a Gaussian distribution
for the end-to-end vector near equilibrium. The most likely value of the end-to-end vector is zero,
the ends are not separated at all. Therefore, in order to separate the ends apart, an external
force must be applied. This restoring force is not due to internal energy differences because the
freely jointed chain does not have any internal energy. It is due to the fact that the number of
configurations which give a small vector is larger than the number that gives a larger vector.
The bead-spring chain model with linear springs is often called a Gaussian chain because the
chain has a Gaussian distribution between any two beads. The Gaussian chain is analogous to the
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random walk in Brownian motion, but where the number of steps is like the time of the walk.
The Gaussian chain has the advantage that many calculations can be done analytically. Also the
formulas can be examined in the limit of an infinite number of springs. This limit of Nspr -- oo can
be done at constant H, which corresponds to chains of progressively larger LAK, or at constant
LAK, which means H must be be made larger as Nspr increases. The first case represents the
behavior of progressively larger chains while the second case represents a finer discretization of the
same polymer. The fact that these two view points are equivalent is because of the scale invariant
nature of the Gaussian distribution. For this reason, the limit of an infinite number of springs
is typically taken and the methods of renormalization group theory are often applied to this and
related models. We will see later in this thesis similar ideas but with nonlinear bead-spring chains.
It is important to note that this scale invariance is due to the linearity of the springs. Recall that
the freely jointed chain only matched the behavior of the polymer if the polymer contained a large
number of Kuhn lengths and was near equilibrium. Similarly the Gaussian chain only matches the
behavior of the freely jointed chain if the freely jointed chain contains a large number of Kuhn
lengths. This is true for the Gaussian chain no matter how small L/(NsprAK) is because of the
structure of the Gaussian distribution.
Nonlinear bead-spring chains (out of equilibrium)
Recall the discussion of flexible polymers out of equilibrium. Although we found that all flexible
polymers looked the same near equilibrium, equivalent to the freely jointed chain, the details of
the chain mattered out of equilibrium. Similarly, the Gaussian chain can be used to model flexible
polymers near equilibrium, but fails to describe the behavior out of equilibrium. The details of
the micromechanical model will determine the type of bead-spring chain needed to describe the
response out of equilibrium.
This is clearly evident from the fact that the Gaussian chain can be infinitely extended, while
real polymers and micromechanical models such as the freely jointed chain and the worm-like chain
can not be extended past the contour length. To represent this finite extensibility, the spring force
law can be changed from a linear spring to one that becomes infinite at a finite distance. The
diverging force prevents the chain from being extended past that point. Extensions near this finite
extent are far from equilibrium and thus the central limit theorem does not hold; the behavior
depends on the details of the individual steps, even for flexible chains which contain many Kuhn
lengths.
The development of the nonlinear force laws to represent coarse-grained models can proceed in
a similar manner as with the Gaussian chain. The spring force law can be chosen to give the correct
probability distribution of the end-to-end vector or the correct force-extension behavior (how much
the molecule extends under application of an external force). These methods are equivalent and
are typically performed in the limit of an infinite number of Kuhn lengths in the chain. This has
been done for the two common micromechanical models, the freely jointed chain and the worm-like
chain. For the freely jointed chain, the result is that the spring force should be taken to be [23]
Fspr = £-1(r/L) , (1.17)AK
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where £-1 is the inverse Langevin function. The Langevin function is
1£(x) = coth(x) - 1/x . (1.18)
A simple formula does not exist for the equivalent response for the worm-like chain; it must be
calculated numerically. However, a number of approximate formulas exist. Most of them come
about from examining the large and small force limits, in which series expansions can be developed,
and patching together those expansions. Many of the analytical techniques used to investigate the
worm-like chain proceed through analogies to the path integral formulation of quantum mechanics.
The simplest and most common approximation is due to Marko and Siggia [18]
Fspr - BTP ( _1 _ + 1 (1.19)Asprp L 4 4(1 - r/L)2
Note that just like the Gaussian chain, these force laws only represent the micromechanical model
if the chain contains a very large number of Kuhn lengths or persistence lengths. However, these
force laws have the advantage that they also model the behavior out of equilibrium, such as the
force-extension behavior. A more subtle aspect concerns using these force laws in bead-spring chain
rather than simply dumbbell models. The natural extension would be to assume that, even in a
chain model, each spring represents a large number of Kuhn lengths, and thus the contour length
in the spring force law is replaced by £ = L/Nspr, which is the fully extended length of a single
spring. This is similar to what was done for the Gaussian chain. For the Gaussian chain, we noted
that the chain retained accuracy if the chain contained a large number of Kuhn lengths regardless
of the number of springs, and therefore regardless of how much of the polymer is represented by
a single spring. This is true only because of the special nature of the Gaussian distribution and
so is not true for the nonlinear bead-spring chains. At equilibrium, even though the polymer is
not represented correctly at a small scale by the Gaussian distribution, the Gaussian chain is able
to correctly model the global behavior of the chain which, in total, contains many Kuhn lengths.
In order for nonlinear chains to retain accuracy, each spring must represent a large number of
Kuhn lengths. This difference is a major focus of this thesis. This thesis will be examining the
coarse-graining of micromechanical models such as the freely jointed chain and worm-like chain into
nonlinear bead-spring chains. We will be analyzing the error introduced by using these spring force
laws to represent small segments of polymer, even if the whole polymer contains a large number
of Kuhn lengths, and generating new nonlinear spring force laws which can be used to represent
these situations accurately.
Coarse-graining other interactions
To this point we have discussed coarse-grained models in terms of the distribution function of the
chain, which represents the size of the polymer coil and represents the response of the chain to
external forces applied to the ends of the chain or forces applied to the positions of the beads in the
coarse-grained model. However, there are a number of other interactions which should be included
in the coarse-grained model.
The coarse-graining analysis, both from the polymer to the micromechanical model and further
to bead-spring chains, has not treated the solvent other than as a temperature bath. In discussing
the behavior of the real polymers we have already discussed the interactions of the polymer and
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solvent and the existence of a theta state. The Gaussian chain model and the nonlinear chain
models developed thus far only give the correct behavior in the theta state. To give the correct
behavior outside of the theta state, additional interactions must be included between the beads. It
is common to study good solvent conditions because those are prevalent for polymers that do not
precipitate from solution. In these conditions, the chain acts as a self-avoiding walk which has an
expanded coil size. For a coarse-grained model, a repulsive interaction must be included between
the beads to obtain an expanded coil size. This repulsion measures the penalty for the two segments
of polymer modeled by a bead (or spring) to overlap. It is common to use a repulsive Gaussian
potential energy between the beads [24]. This is motivated by the repulsion between two Gaussian
chains. Note that even when two beads are overlapping, the potential is still finite, therefore it
is still possible for two beads to pass through each other. This is because, although the atoms
of the polymer can not overlap, two beads which represent the average behavior of the polymer
can still overlap. The excluded volume interactions could also be included through spring-spring
repulsions [25] or Lennard-Jones type repulsions [26].
The solvent also has a viscosity which exerts hydrodynamic drag on the chain. It is typical to
treat the beads in the bead-spring chain as spheres with radius a, for which the Stokes drag on the
sphere corresponds to the drag due to the solvent on the segment of polymer modeled by the bead.
This Stokes drag on each bead represents the hydrodynamic drag on a segment of polymer due
to the solvent, neglecting the presence of the other beads. The other beads will disturb the solvent
flow field, which alters the drag from the simple Stokes formula. This additional drag is a result of
hydrodynamic interaction. [27] Hydrodynamic interaction does not affect any static properties such
as the probability distribution of the end-to-end vector or the force-extension behavior. Through
an analysis of Stokes flow, it has been shown that the velocity disturbance in the far field due to a
force on the fluid can be calculated using the Oseen-Burgers tensor [12]
A/ = OOB - F (1.20)
1 RR'\
S= 6 RR) (1.21)87O s7R R2
The Oseen-Burgers tensor can produce numerical issues if two beads interact with this tensor
and are allowed to be closer than the diameter of a bead. To correct for this problem and to
approximately account for the near field disturbance, an alternative form due to Rotne-Prager-
Yamakawa [28, 29] is often used.
1.4 Problems with Current Models
The problems with the current models essentially stem from an issue already mentioned. The
nonlinear spring force laws that are currently used were derived assuming each spring represents a
very large number of Kuhn lengths. These spring force laws have been used, though, to represent
smaller segments of polymer. Doyle et al. [30] performed simulations in which they held two ends
of a freely jointed chain at a fixed distance r apart and calculated the average force necessary to
keep them held fixed. A plot of (f) versus r was compared with the inverse Langevin function. It
was found that if the freely jointed chain contained more than about 10 Kuhn lengths, the response
was close to the inverse Langevin function.
1.5. Importance of New Models
Somasi et al. [31] argued based on these simulations that a spring should not be used to model
a freely jointed chain if each spring represents less than 10 Kuhn lengths, and should not model a
worm-like chain if each spring represents less that 20 persistence lengths. They performed simu-
lations of bead-spring chain models in which they changed the number of beads in the chain used
to represent the same polymer. They found for A-phage DNA that the response changed up to
the limit, that is 20 persistence lengths per spring. Thus they proposed to operate at this limit
for A-phage DNA. This is an example of the balance which must be made between using too few
springs such that the drag is not exerted continuously along the contour and using too many springs
for which each spring represents a small number of Kuhn lengths.
Larson and coworkers [32, 33, 34] have also examined the behavior of the bead-spring chains.
They examined the force-extension behavior of bead-spring chain models of A-phage DNA which
contains about 400 persistence lengths. Force-extension experiments have shown that it is well
modeled by the worm-like chain. Larson and coworkers examined a series of bead-spring chain
models with a constant L but with increasing Nspr and noticed that the force-extension behavior
of the bead-spring chain model deviated from the behavior of the worm-like chain. They argued
that the introduction of more beads in the chain has introduced more locations that are free hinges
and thus increased the flexibility of the chain. They found that if they artificially increased the
persistence length used in the spring force law, they could reduce the error.
The use of this effective persistence length has not been quantified, and the residual error even
after changing the persistence length has not been analyzed and understood. The argument about
free hinges does not explain why the same effect is seen when using bead-spring chain models of
the freely jointed chain. When using this effective persistence length, are there still limits on how
few persistence lengths can be represented by a single spring? Why does the same issue not present
itself when using a Gaussian chain to model a chain with a large number of Kuhn lengths, even
when each spring represents a very small number of Kuhn lengths?
1.5 Importance of New Models
It is important to understand the coarse-graining of polymers into bead-spring chains so that the
error in current models can be quantified. The limits on the current models are critical, not only
to better understand any effect on previous work, but also to enable new simulations which are not
possible with the current models. This will help us understand the response better even if it is not
necessary to use small springs to obtain accurate simulations of the physics of interest.
Some problems exist in which the behavior at the scale of small springs is critical to under-
standing the physics of the problem. Consider for example the problem of the dynamics of double
stranded DNA in microfluidic or nanofluidic devices [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44]. To predict
the behavior correctly in these devices the response of the polymer must be captured at the scale of
the features in the device, typically a few microns or less. Double stranded DNA has a persistence
length of about 50 nm, so these features correspond to smaller than about 20 persistence lengths.
To correctly understand the response in these devices it is necessary to have a feasible model which
can capture the DNA behavior at a scale smaller than this scale.
In this thesis, I will analyze the role that the spring force law plays in producing these new
accurate models. By understanding the failure of the current force laws, I will be able to develop
new force laws which do not have the same errors. These new force laws provide more accurate
predictions of the response of the micromechanical models in a variety of different situations.
CHAPTER 2
Methodology
In this chapter, I will review the two methods used to calculate the behavior of bead-spring chain
polymer models. The first method is equilibrium statistical mechanics. When this method is
applicable, it has the advantage that it is an analytical method so that the governing parameters
can be explicitly derived. It is also useful in developing exact asymptotic expansions. However,
the properties of some systems can not be written in terms of equilibrium statistical mechanics
and certainly non-equilibrium transient behavior can not. To address these situations we use
Brownian dynamics simulations. While this method naturally addresses non-equilibrium situations,
the intrinsic stochastic noise makes it more difficult to make exact statements of equality, especially
at equilibrium where the noise is larger. In this way the two methods are complementary even
though both can be used in equilibrium situations.
2.1 Statistical Mechanics
Within the context of equilibrium statistical mechanics the probability density of a configuration
is proportional to [45]
exp ff (2.1)
if the configuration is consistent with the macroscopic constraints. The quantity Hegff is the effective
Hamiltonian, kB is Boltzmann's constant, and T is the absolute temperature. The specific form of
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the effective Hamiltonian depends on the macroscopic constraints, i.e. the ensemble. For the often
used canonical ensemble the effective Hamiltonian is equal to the energy.
Given the above definition, the probability density at the configuration i, pi, is given by
pI -exp ,ikT (2.2)
where Z is the partition function and is equal to
Z . ... exp I dV (2.3)
{configurations} kBT
to ensure that the probability density is properly normalized. It should be noted that for the
bead-spring chains considered in this paper we do not need to worry about the kinetic energy
contribution to the effective Hamiltonian and the momentum configuration space [12]. This is
because our system has no rigid constraints that freeze-out degrees of freedom, and also we will not
compute the average of any quantity that depends on momentum.
Average quantities are computed by integrating that quantity times the probability density over
all the configuration space. Thus, for a property signified by F, the average is
( 1 exp dV. (2.4)
S configurations} expZ kT
2.2 Brownian Dynamics
The technique of Brownian dynamics (BD) [46, 47] has been widely used to study the non-
equilibrium and equilibrium properties of polymer models in flow, in particular bead-rod and bead-
spring models [48, 49, 50, 51, 30, 52, 53, 54, 24]. Most previous investigations of the dynamical
behavior of bead-spring chains have used BD. BD allows researchers to study the time-evolution of
the system which is not possible using equilibrium statistical mechanics.
It is a mesoscopic method which integrates forward in time the equation of motion similar to
molecular dynamics (MD), although in BD explicit solvent is not included. The solvent is replaced
by two forces, a drag force resulting from movement through a continuous, viscous solvent and a
stochastic force resulting from the random collisions the solvent molecules make with the particles
of interest. This stochastic force causes the particles to undergo Brownian motion and makes the
equation of motion a stochastic differential equation.
Having developed the governing stochastic differential equation, one performs a BD simulation
by integrating this equation forward in time. The stochastic nature means that one must produce
many independent trajectories that are averaged together, producing the time-evolution of an
ensemble-averaged property. The repetition of many independent trajectories is a time-consuming
but necessary part to follow the time-evolution of a property. However, to calculate a steady-state
property, one uses the ergodic hypothesis to time-average a single trajectory.
2.2. Brownian Dynamics
2.2.1 Stochastic differential equation
The equation of motion is given by
miii = Fnet = F  + Fd + FS -- 0, (2.5)
where the subscript i denotes bead i, m is the mass of each bead, i is the acceleration, Fnet is
the net force, FB is the Brownian force due to collisions of the solvent molecules with the beads,
Fd is the drag force due to the movement of each bead through the viscous solvent, and F" is the
systematic force on each bead due to the springs and any external forces. We neglect the inertia
(mass) of the beads, and so the net force is approximately zero. In some situations this is a singular
limit and should be done with care.
The drag on each bead is taken to be the Stokesian drag on a sphere, and we will neglect any
hydrodynamic interaction between beads. Thus,
F -((i - u'(ri)) , (2.6)
where ( is the drag coefficient, and u"(ri) is the undisturbed solvent velocity evaluated at the
center of bead i. The governing stochastic differential equation (SDE) then becomes
i(t) u(r1(t)) + [F ({rj(t)}) + FB(t). (2.7)
Note that the systematic force depends on the set of all particle positions {rj(t)}. This is a
stochastic differential equation because the Brownian force is taken from a random distribution. In
order for the dynamics to satisfy the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, the expectation values of the
Brownian force are
(FP(t)) = 0 , (2.8)
(FB(t)FB(t')) = 2kBTCijs6(t - t')6 . (2.9)
The symbol J.ij is the Kronecker delta, 6 is the unit second-order tensor, and 5(t - t') is the Dirac
delta function.
2.2.2 Integration methods
Explicit method
The most basic integration scheme, which we use for most of the simulations in this thesis, is a
simple explicit; first-order time-stepping algorithm:
ri(t + St) _ ri(t) + fi(t) St . (2.10)
In this type of discrete time-stepping, the Brownian force at any discrete time represents the
collective effect (or average) of the Brownian force over the time step. Thus, the correlation
between these Brownian forces becomes
(FB(t)F(t')) = 2kBT6 ij tt6 , (2.11)(Fi 3 it
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where now the times t and t' are discrete times.
The main disadvantage of this scheme for this thesis is that, when simulating bead-spring chains
with finitely extensible springs, there can be a small probability that the length of a spring at the
end of a step will be greater than the finite length. Unless specifically noted, all simulations in this
thesis using the explicit scheme used a time step small enough that no examples of overstretching
were observed over the course of the simulation time.
It should also be noted that, within the restrictions on the two expectation values of the Brow-
nian force, the exact random distribution used to obtain the random forces is arbitrary. This is
essentially an example of the central limit theorem. If a large enough of these random steps are
taken, the result will look like a Gaussian distribution which is determined by the mean and vari-
ance of the steps. However, care should be taken because this only holds when the number of steps
is large enough (the time step is small enough) and the observation is not made in the tail of the
distribution. Obviously the result after a single time step will depend on the distribution used for
the Brownian force in that step. Because of the prevalence of random number generators which
produce a uniform distribution, we often sample the Brownian force from a uniform distribution
(appropriately scaled and shifted to obtain the correct mean and variance). The standard genera-
tor which is used in most simulations in this thesis is given by Ottinger [46], denoted by routines
RANILS and RANULS. For some situations it is convenient to use random numbers taken from
a Gaussian distribution. For this task we use the subroutine RANGLS from ref. [46] to convert
uniform random numbers into Gaussian distributed ones. We also use the uniform random num-
ber generator ran3 from the Numerical Recipes in FORTRAN. Although this generator has not
withstood as many rigorous tests, it performs in only about half the time.
Semi-implicit method
In some situations, the time step required to have no occurrences of overstretching is so small that
the computation is no longer feasible. To make these simulations feasible we use a semi-implicit
method [31].
This algorithm is essentially an implicit algorithm for the spring force law in which the equations
are solved iteratively until it converges to an implicit solution. The iteration proceeds in terms of
the spring connector vectors instead of the explicit positions of the beads. This is possible when
the strain rate is homogeneous in space. The strain rate tensor is defined as
-= (Vu)) t . (2.12)
Because this strain rate tensor is a constant (does not depend on position), the velocity can be
written as
u ° = n - r + u0 , (2.13)
where u0o is a constant. The connector vectors are defined as Qi = ri+l - ri, defined for i from 1
to N - 1. By taking the difference between equation (2.7) for neighboring beads, we can write the
stochastic differential equation for the connector vectors
Qi(t) M -Qi(t) + FS+ ({rj(t)}) - Fs({rj(t)}) + FB 1 (t) - FB(t)] . (2.14)
Before it becomes obvious that this set of equations only depends on the connector vectors, we
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must replace the systematic forces, Fs, with the spring forces, Fspr. The systematic forces on a
bead are the sum of the spring forces pulling on that bead. We define F"Pr to be the spring force on
bead i due to the spring connecting it to bead i +1, and therefore it only depends on the connector
vector Qi. The systematic force on bead i is the difference between two spring forces
FS = F~pr - F - pr . (2.15)
In order for this formula to be valid even for the terminal beads (beads i = 1 and i = N), we define
Fsr = 0 and F -Nr = 0. In terms of the spring forces, the SDE becomes
QO(t) • -Qi(t) + F pr(Qi+ 1 (t)) - 2F pr(Qi(t)) + Fr(Q_(t)) + Bi(t)] , (2.16)
where we have used a short-hand notation
Bi(t) = F ,+(t) - FB(t) . (2.17)
The algorithm proceeds as a series of iterations, calculating from the current set of vectors Qi(t)
a new set Qij(t + St), where j signifies the j-th iteration. The algorithm starts with j = 1 and
proceeds from i = 1 -+ N - 1. Then the cycle repeats with j = 2 from i = 1 -- N - 1. This
procedure continues until the iterations converge. This converged set of vectors then becomes the
new set of vectors Qi(t + 6t). From this point on, we will drop the subscript notation with the
spring force because it is redundant with the subscript to the connector vector in its argument.
The first iteration is an explicit first order step similar to the method discussed earlier
Qi,1 (t +6 t) = Q •( Qi (t)6t [Fspr (Qi+ 1 (t) )-2Fspr(Qi(t)) +FSPr (Qi- 1 (t))Bi(t)] . (2.18)
The second iteration uses a semi-implicit method in which the connector vectors from previous cal-
culations in the second iteration are used, while for connector vectors that have not been calculated
yet in the second iteration, the values from a previous iteration are used
26t 1(t
i,2(t + 6t) + iFsP (Qi,2 (t + t)) = Qi(t) + (Qi(t) + i,( + t))t
(2.19)
+ - [Fspr (Q,+l(t)) + Fspr (Qi1,2(t + t)) + Bi(t)]
Note that one of the spring forces has been moved to the left hand side and is being treated
implicitly. We must solve this nonlinear equation for Qi,2(t + 6t). Note however that the right
hand side is simply a sum over known quantities, and can be written for the purposes of solving
the nonlinear equation as a vector R. We will be solving this same nonlinear equation many times,
but with different values of R. For this reason, it is beneficial to generate a lookup table for the
solutions to this nonlinear equation. We will return to the use of a lookup table.
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Iterations j > 3 proceed like iteration 2 except for one slight change
25t 1Qi,j(t + .t) + 2tFspr(Qi,j(t + t)) = Qi(t) + 2 - (Qi(t) + Qij-_(t + it))bt
(2.20)
+ St [Fspr (Qi+1 ,j, 1(t + 6t)) + Fspr(Qi_,j(t + 6t)) + Bi(t)]
After iterations j > 3 a residual error between iterations is calculated as
N-1
S= (Qi,j(t + 6t) - Qij_l(t + 6t)) 2  (2.21)
The iterations are stopped when this e is below a specified tolerance. We have chosen a tolerance
of 10- 6 times the fully-extended length of a single spring. Note that it should be verified that the
tolerance is small enough such that the results are independent of the size of the tolerance.
Let us pause here to review the result of the semi-implicit method. The Brownian force contri-
bution is treated in a explicit manner. Note that the Brownian force is evaluated once, during the
first iteration, and the same value is used for all subsequent iterations. The flow force is treated in
a type of midpoint algorithm. The flow force used is the average between the explicit force and the
force at the next to last iteration. However, because the iterations have converged, the next to last
iteration value and the final value are essentially the same. Therefore, the flow force is essentially
an average between the initial force and final force. The spring force for the current connector
vector i and the previous vector i - 1 in the current iteration are treated implicitly. The spring
force in the next connector vector i + 1 (not yet calculated in the current iteration) is used from the
previous iteration. Since the iterations have converged, this is essentially like calculating all spring
forces implicitly. Therefore, by construction, each spring will not be beyond the fully-extended
length of a spring.
The final issue to discuss in terms of the semi-implicit method is solving the nonlinear equation
and the use of a look up table. Recall the equation to be solved is
25tQ+ Fspr (Q) = R. (2.22)
Because Fspr (Q) is parallel to Q, we can deduce that R is also parallel and reduce the equation to
a scalar equation by taking the dot product with a unit vector in the direction of Q. We now can
consider the scalar equation
26t
Q + Fspr (Q) = R, (2.23)
where Q is the magnitude of the vector Q, R is the magnitude of the vector R, and F spr is the
scalar spring force function defined by
Fspr(Q) - Q. Fspr(Q)/Q. (2.24)
Figure 2.1 shows a sketch of the solution to equation (2.23). The function is generally a smooth
function which would lend itself to using a look up table with linear interpolation between points
in the look up table. However, some issues must be noted and addressed. First, as the time step
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Fig. 2.1: Sketch of the solution to the nonlinear equation for Q as a function
of R used in the semi-implicit integration method, where e is the fully-extended
length of a spring.
gets progressively smaller, the function has a sharp turn over from a slope of nearly 1 to a slope
of nearly zero. This sharp turn over does not lend itself well to linear interpolation, and linearly
interpolating in that region results in serious errors. Moreover, that is precisely the region of most
importance because it is near full extension of the springs. The only times where the semi-implicit
method is necessary is when the springs are near full extension. This can result in the strange
result that as the time step is reduced, the error in the simulation actually increases because of the
large error from the linear interpolation.
Another word of caution with respect to a look up table concerns the maximum value of R
within the table. Because the range of R extends to infinity but the look up table is necessarily
finite, a method must be devised to choose the maximum R value in the look up table and to deal
with situations in which the R value needed in the simulation is larger than the maximum value
in the look up table. We can deal with these issues by expanding Q for large R. This is done by
expanding the left hand side of equation (2.23) as Q approaches the fully-extended length. This
series can then be inverted to obtain the series expansion of Q for large R. If the value of R in the
simulation is larger than in the look up table, a truncated series expansion is used. The maximum
value of R in the look up table and the number of terms used in the truncated expansion must be
determined such that the error in Q because of the use of the truncated series is small enough.
The last word of caution is concerning the accuracy required for Q, both in terms of the
tolerance needed when generating the look up table, in terms of the linear interpolation and the
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use of a truncated series at large R, and even when stopping the iterations with e. When solving
the nonlinear equation for Q, it is not only sufficient to specify a tolerance on the accuracy of Q. In
addition to knowing Q accurately, it is also necessary to know the spring force accurately. Because
the spring force law diverges, it is sensitive to small changes in the spring length. We can calculate
the change in the spring force due to a change in the spring length using the derivative
dFSpr
AFspr  AQ . (2.25)aQ
This can be written as
AF spr  Q OF'P" AQ
FSPý Fspr OQ (2.26)
which means that
(relative error in F) - Q p Fspr (relative error in Q) . (2.27)
Fspr OQ
Typically force laws are proportional to extension for small extensions, F oc Q, which results in
(relative error in F) -- (relative error in Q) . (2.28)
However, force laws will diverge near full extension, F oc (f- Q)-n, which results in
(relative error in F) - (relative error in Q) . (2.29)
The key point here is that when Q is very close to the maximum extension, the relative error in
the spring force becomes very large. In order to have a small relative error in the force, which we
require, the relative error in the extension must be very small. When solving equation (2.23) for
Q, it is important to keep in mind the accuracy to which Q must be known in order to have an
accurate solution.
Force- extension Behavior
As was mentioned in the introduction, one of the most important and widely known properties of
polymers is elasticity, and in particular the presence of an "entropic restoring force." Furthermore,
with the advent of optical and magnetic tweezer technologies, much more attention is being paid
to the relation between force and extension [55]. In particular, these experiments have been used
to test polymer models which are then used in other contexts. Making quantitative calculations of
the force-extension behavior of bead-spring chains for comparison with the polymers they represent
is the goal of this chapter. This chapter was reproduced in part with permission from Underhill,
P.T. and Doyle, P.S., J. Non-Newtonian Fluid Mech., 122, 3 (2004), copyright 2004 Elsevier B.V.
3.1 System Definition
The typical set-up used to calculate the restoring force using statistical mechanics is shown in
Figure 3.1. One end of the polymer is tethered at the origin, and a constant external force, f, is
applied to the other end of the polymer. The direction of this constant force defines the z-direction
of the coordinate system. The x and y coordinates are therefore in the plane perpendicular to the
applied force. The expectation value of the polymer's z displacement, (z), can be calculated as a
function of the applied force. This function, (z) vs. f, defines the polymer's force-extension (F-E)
behavior. Note that this is different from the behavior found by performing the analysis shown in
Figure 3.2, in which the ends of the polymer are held fixed at points that are z (or equivalently r)
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Fig. 3.1: Illustration of a polymer and bead-spring model in the constant force
ensemble. One end is held fixed, while a constant force is applied to the free
end. The direction of the force defines the z-direction. The z-displacement of
the chain is averaged.
distance apart and the average force, (f), to hold them at those positions is calculated. Because
the former approach is more computationally tractable than the latter, it has been the preferred
approach by previous investigators using bead-spring chains, and it will be the approach initially
used here. See Chapter 4 for a more detailed comparison of the two approaches.
When developing a bead-spring model for the polymer, it is crucial to verify that the model
accurately describes the polymer. Because the concept of replacing the polymer by a bead-spring
chain is largely motivated by the F-E behavior, it seems natural to verify the accuracy of the
coarse-graining by requiring that the F-E behavior of the bead-spring chain is the same as the
polymer it represents. However, it is also critical that the bead-spring chain is compared to the
polymer using the exact same "experiment." Since the polymer behavior is calculated by applying
a constant force, as shown in Figure 3.1, the bead-spring behavior will be calculated in the same
way.
3.2 Decoupled Springs
Because the bead-spring model is in the (Np)fT ensemble (the number of polymers Np is trivially
held constant at one), the effective Hamiltonian is obtained by performing a Legendre Transform
from z to f [45]. Thus the effective Hamiltonian is
'eff = U - fztot , (3.1)
where U is the potential energy of the bead-spring system (recall that all kinetic energy has been
dropped), and ztot is the z coordinate of the end of the chain. For all the systems considered
here, the potential energy will have no bending potentials, and the energy for each spring will only
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Fig. 3.2: Illustration of a polymer and bead-spring model in the
tension ensemble. Both ends are held fixed at a distance r apart.
force required to hold one of the ends fixed is averaged.
constant ex-
The external
depend on the magnitude of extension. It should then be clear that the effective Hamiltonian can
be separated into a sum over each spring
Jeff = E[Us(rj) - fzj] , (3.2)
where j denotes each spring, Us(rj) is the potential energy of each spring as a function of the radial
extension of the spring, and zj is the z displacement of spring j. Because the effective Hamiltonian
can be decomposed into a sum over each spring, the partition function for the whole chain, Zw,
splits into a product of the partition functions for single springs, Zs,
Zw = (Zs)N (3.3)
where NLs is the number of springs in the chain, and Zs is given by
Zs exp - fZ]d3rkBT I (3.4)
This separation of the partition function has two important consequences. First, the compu-
tational effort needed to calculate the F-E behavior is greatly reduced because the properties of
any size chain can be determined by knowing the properties of a single spring (a single integral).
Second, it illustrates that for this set of conditions the springs are decoupled. In particular, it will
be shown later that the F-E behavior of these bead-spring chain models does not depend explicitly
on the number of beads, which act as free hinges, but only depends on the level of coarse-graining
for each spring. This is counter to other investigators who have argued the importance of the
number of springs in the bead-spring chain model [33].
fixe(f
fixed
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Table 3.1: Summary of dimensionless parameters
parameter definition physical interpretation
Ztot total z-displacement as fraction of contour length
r radial single spring displacement as fraction of fully-extended
length
f ATe externally applied force in units of kBT divided by true per-
sistence length
AaL number of true persistence lengths in polymer's contourAtrue
length
A_4_A effective persistence length in units of the true persistenceAtrue
length
v • number of true persistence lengths represented by each spring
e() Ue() A potential energy of a spring in units of kBT times the number
of effective persistence lengths represented by each spring
3.3 Dimensionless Parameters
In describing the the behavior of bead-spring chains it is useful to define a set of dimensionless
variables. Many of these variable transformations are motivated by the worm-like chain (WLC)
force law, which is the force law that correctly describes the behavior of dsDNA. Specifically the
transformations are motivated by the interpolation formula approximation to the WLC by Marko
and Siggia [18]. However, it must be noted that the formula remain general, as will be shown
later in Section 3.9. A summary of these parameters and their physical interpretations is given in
Table 3.1. These dimensionless variables are
Ztot r fAtrue
ztot L,re, f kBL ' ' kBT (3.5)L Aeff a (3.5)
SAtrue ' Atrue ' Ns Atrue
where L is the contour length of the chain, £ = L/Ns is the fully extended length of a spring, Atrue
is the true persistence length of the polymer, a is the number of true persistence lengths in the
polymer's contour, Aeff is the effective persistence length, A is the ratio of the effective persistence
length to the true persistence length, and v is the number of true persistence lengths represented
by each spring. It is also useful to define two energy functions. First, we will denote as Ueff(r)
the spring potential, Us(r), with all additive constants dropped. This is done as a convenience and
changes no results. Second, a dimensionless energy is defined as
Ueff(r) A
Veff (?) -= k (3.6)kBT v
It will become clear later that this scaling is the one appropriate for the spring potential, in which
it is scaled by kBT times the number of effective persistence lengths represented by each spring.
3.4. Force-extension Results
3.4 Force-extension Results
The F-E behavior is now calculated using a general result based on equations (2.3), (2.4), and (3.1):
(Ztot) = kBT- InZ . (3.7)
For bead-spring chains in particular, for which Z - Zw, using equation (3.3) and non-dimensionalizing
with equation (3.5) shows that
1a
(£tot)m I-- nZs , (3.8)V af
where the m-subscript on the mean fractional extension is used to signify that it is for the bead-
spring model. The angular integration for the single spring partition function can be performed,
resulting in the following formula for the mean fractional extension
(Ztot)m = -1 - In ( di P& sinh[vf exp Uef~) . (3.9)f af I)
This shows explicitly that the F-E behavior of the model depends parametrically only on v and
A, but not explicitly on the number of springs, N,. This means that a polymer with a = 400
represented by 40 springs has an identical F-E behavior as a polymer with a = 10 represented by
1 spring because both have v = 10.
At this point it is useful to apply these definitions to the Marko and Siggia interpolation formula.
It should be noted that within the context of this Chapter the differences between the interpolation
formula and the exact numerical solution for the WLC are unimportant. Thus the polymer modeled
by our so-called WLC model is not quantitatively the "true" WLC, but is a hypothetical polymer
for which the Marko and Siggia formula is exact. For this polymer, the F-E behavior is given by [18]
1 1f ==(tot)p - 4( (3.10)4 4(1 - (Ztot)p)
where the p-subscript on the mean fractional extension signifies that it is the exact value for the
polymer (to separate it from the behavior of the bead-spring model). It has been conventional for
this behavior to directly motivate the following choice for the spring force law
fspring(r) - 4(1- )2 . (3.11)
Aeff f 4 4(1-L)2 "
It should be emphasized that this assumption has replaced the mean fractional z projection of the
polymer with the fractional radial extension of the spring. The true persistence length appearing
in the polymer behavior has also been replaced by the effective persistence length in the spring
force law to use as a "correction-factor." Integrating the spring force law gives the effective spring
potential
Ue,,(r) =) kBT (r)2 1 , (3.12)
ff) T2- 4 f+e 4(1- )(3.12)
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Fig. 3.3: Calculation of the relative error of the mean fractional extension,
((itot)m - (Ztot)p)/( tot)p, for a bead-spring model as the level of coarse-graining
changes. The Marko and Siggia potential was used with A = 1. The curves
correspond to v = 400 (dashed), v = 20 (dotted), and v = 10 (dash-dot).
The symbols represent Brownian dynamics simulations. The single spring sim-
ulations correspond to v = 400 (0), v = 20 (D), and v = 10 (A). The
twenty spring simulation corresponds to v = 10 (*). Inset: The mean frac-
tional extension of the models compared with the "true polymer" (solid line,
equation (3.10)).
which results in a dimensionless energy of
S 2 r 1
Ueff() =- + 4 ( 1  ) (3.13)2 4 4(1 - P)
Specific examples of F-E behavior, calculated using both equation (3.9) and BD simulations,
can be seen in Figure 3.3 as the level of coarse-graining, v, is changed. The spring potential used
is the Marko and Siggia interpolation formula (equation (3.13)), and for all examples in the figure
the effective persistence length equals the true persistence length (A = 1). Most of the Brownian
dynamics simulations were performed using a single spring for simplicity. However, we calculate
one of the points also using twenty springs to explicitly show dependence only on the level of
coarse-graining, v.
The fact that the F-E curve for a bead-spring model changes as more springs are added for
a fixed contour length has been seen before [33]. However, the conventional explanation for this
discrepancy is that the introduction of more springs directly introduces extra flexibility, which pulls
in the end of chain, resulting in a shorter extension for the same force. From equation (3.9) we see
that this can not be fully correct because the absolute number of springs never appears, only the
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3.5. Phase Space Visualization
level of discretization of each spring. Thus the force-extension curve of a bead-spring chain under
any conditions can be understood by only considering the behavior of a single spring, and how its
force-extension behavior changes as the number of persistence lengths it represents changes.
3.5 Phase Space Visualization
To get a better physical understanding of why the F-E behavior deviates from the polymer, let us
examine the probability density function over the configuration space. In general for a bead-spring
chain the phase space has too many dimensions to visualize easily. However as we just saw the F-E
behavior can be understood by looking at a single spring, which has a phase space of only three
dimensions.
Recall that the probability density is proportional to
exp[ , (3.14)
so that only configurations near the minimum of the effective Hamiltonian contribute significantly
to the average. The configurations that contribute must have a Heff less than kBT above the
minimum
eff = ( eff)min + O(kBT) . (3.15)
For the case of a single spring as considered here the effective Hamiltonian is
H7eff = Ueff(r) - fz = kBTV ( U ) f), (3.16)
and therefore the important configurations are determined by
eff ( ) ) = (e ] ) min -( ) (3.17)
where we have defined a dimensionless effective Hamiltonian, 'Heff. From equation (3.17) we see
that 1 plays a similar role in the F-E behavior as temperature usually does in statistical mechanics,
determining the magnitude of fluctuations in phase space about the minimum. A detailed and
quantitative description of fluctuations will be performed later in Section 3.7. Here we will discuss
how the portion of phase space the system samples (fluctuates into) with significant probability
determines the mean extension. In the limit v --+ oo, the system is "frozen-out" into the state
of minimum Heff. Note that as v -- oo, the polymer becomes infinitely long. By calculating
the fractional extension, we are scaling all lengths by the contour length. Thus even though the
fluctuations may not be getting small if a different length scale were used (such as the radius of
gyration), the fluctuations of the end-to-end distance do go to zero compared to the contour length.
Alternatively in the limit v -- 0, the system is equally likely to be in any state, and thus the mean
fractional extension of the bead-spring chain, (Ztot)m, approaches zero.
In order to understand the behavior at intermediate v, Figure 3.4 shows a contour plot of leff
for the four cases f = 0.444, f = 5, A = 1, and A = 1.5, and the Marko and Siggia spring potential
(equation (3.13)). The contour lines correspond to lines of constant 'Heff within the 1-- plane. Note
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Fig. 3.4: Visualization of phase space using contours of constant 7-lef for a
single spring with the Marko and Siggia potential. The square (0) represents
the position of the "true polymer" mean fractional extension, (itot)p. The cross
(x) represents the position of minimum 7 t eff. Upper left: f = 0.444, A = 1
Lower left: f = 0.444, A = 1.5 Upper right: f = 5, A = 1 Lower right: f = 5,
A = 1.5
that because all directions perpendicular to i are equivalent, rotating the contour lines about the
2 axis produces surfaces in the three-dimensional phase space with constant Refff. While Reff, and
therefore the contour plots, are independent of v, they can be used to understand the behavior at
different values of v because of equation (3.17). The value of v governs the size of the fluctuations
around the minimum, and thus the number of contour lines above the minimum the system samples
with significant probability. We also see that each of the 7 -eff contours is not symmetric about the
minimum of 7 ieff, causing the mean extension of the bead-spring chain, (itot)m, to deviate from
the point of minimum Reff. For A = 1 the minimum of ?teff corresponds to the mean extension of
the true polymer, (itot)p. This is because of the way of choosing the spring potential from the true
polymer behavior as illustrated with equations (3.10) through (3.13). As A is increased, the position
of the minimum moves to larger i while the depth of the minimum increases. The minimum also
moves to larger i and deepens when the force is increased. These plots explain why as v -+ oo the
bead-spring chain behavior only approaches the true polymer behavior if A = 1, why as v -* 0 the
mean fractional extension approaches zero, and why for intermediate v there may exist a value of
<H <N
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Fig. 3.5: Calculation of A for the three different criteria at different levels of
coarse-graining for the Marko and Siggia potential. The criteria shown are
low-force (dash-dot), half-extension (dashed), and high-force (dotted). Upper
axis: The level of coarse-graining in terms of the number of springs, Ns, for a
polymer with a = 400 (approximately A-phage DNA stained with YOYO at 4
bp:l dye molecule). Inset: Expanded view showing the divergence of the criteria.
A for which the mean fractional extension matches the true polymer.
3.6 Effective Persistence Length
Now that we understand better the reasons why the F-E curve deviates from the true polymer F-E
curve, we would like to change the model to get closer agreement. A very simple method that has
been used by previous investigators [33] is to use a different persistence length in the spring force
law (Aeff) from the true persistence length of the polymer (Atrue), i.e. A 5 1. In particular, if A is
increased, the extension of the chain also increases, back to the extension of the true polymer. The
conventional explanation for this is that the free hinges in the bead-spring chain have introduced
extra flexibility. To counter-act the flexibility introduced by the hinges, the stiffness of the springs
must be increased by increasing the effective persistence length. Let us now analyze the effect of
increasing A within the framework presented above. Looking at equation (3.9) shows that increasing
A acts to decrease the spring potential energy. Because the spring gets weaker (less stiff), it is not
surprising that the extension gets larger. It should be noted that for infinitely long polymers
increasing the persistence length causes a decrease in the restoring force.
Though it is true that by increasing A from one the extension increases towards the true exten-
sion of the polymer, it does so non-uniformly. This means that there exists no value of A such that
the F-E curve exactly matches the true curve. It is unclear what value of A to choose to give the
cF:
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Fig. 3.6: Calculation of the relative error of the mean fractional extension,
((itot)m - (itot)p)/(Ztot)p, for a bead-spring model for different best fit criteria.
The Marko and Siggia potential was used with v = 20. The curves correspond
to A = 1.41 (low-force, dotted), A = 1.21 (half-extension, dashed), and A = 1
(high-force, dash-dot). Inset: The mean fractional extension of the models
compared with the "true polymer" (solid line, equation (3.10)).
"best fit" between the model curve and the true curve. We will present here an analysis of possible
choices and place bounds on the range of choices. The first criterion that might come to mind is
some type of integrated sum of squared error. However, that quantity becomes very cumbersome
to manipulate analytically and it is unclear that it is any better of a criterion than another. The
criteria that we will consider looks at matching exactly one section of the F-E curve. The three sec-
tions are at zero applied force, at infinite applied force, and at the applied force for which the true
polymer has a mean fractional extension of 0.5. Before calculations can be made of the "best-fit"
A in each region, the exact meaning of matching the true polymer behavior must be specified. The
half-extension criterion is straight-forward: we will require that the model and polymer curves are
equal at the point where the polymer is at half extension. The other two criteria are more subtle
because the model and polymer become equal at zero and infinite force for all values of A. For the
low-force criterion we will require that the slopes of the F-E curves be equal at zero force. It should
be noted that this is equivalent to requiring that the relative error of the model goes to zero at
zero force. Again, a similar criterion can not be used at infinite force because the slope (or relative
error) will always be zero at infinite force independent of A. Thus our infinite force criteria will be
that the relative error of the slope of the F-E curve at infinite force will equal zero. Physically, this
means that the fractional extension versus force curves approach one at infinite force in the same
manner. Figure 3.5 shows a plot of the "best-fit" A versus 1 for each of the three criteria for the
WLC force law.
It is important to mention that both the low-force and half-extension curves diverge for a finite
•1 ,- s-
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Table 3.2: Table of properties for models of unstained A-phage DNA. Mod-
els with 10, 20, and 40 springs are compared using three best-fit A crite-
ria. Unstained A-phage DNA has the following properties: L = 16.3 Am,
Atrue = 0.053, m, and a = 307.5.
Ns v region A Aeffs(/m) Rg(im) ( ,p N( c T (pm4) ((N kBT ( m 2)
low 1.28 0.068 0.56 0.052 -0.0011 0.021
10 30.8 mid 1.13 0.060 0.53 0.047 -0.00091 0.019
high 1.0 0.053 0.50 0.042 -0.00074 0.017
low 1.55 0.082 0.55 0.050 -0.0010 0.020
20 15.4 mid 1.29 0.068 0.51 0.044 -0.00077 0.018
high 1.0 0.053 0.47 0.036 -0.00052 0.014
low 2.52 0.133 0.54 0.049 -0.00096 0.019
40 7.7 mid 1.78 0.094 0.50 0.041 -0.00068 0.016
high 1.0 0.053 0.42 0.029 -0.00034 0.012
. This means that there exists a v small enough such that the low-force or half-extension region can
not be matched simply by adjusting A. The position of these divergences can be calculated exactly
in a simple manner as will be shown in Section 3.8. For the WLC the low-force curve diverges at
v* = 10/3 while the half-extension curve diverges at v* = 2.4827. However the high-force curve is
always A = 1 for finite .
To illustrate the difference between the three choices of A, let us look at a specific example.
Figure 3.6 shows the relative error in the mean fractional extension versus force for the WLC force
law, three different values of A, and v = 20. The three values of A correspond to the three criteria
shown in Figure 3.5. By comparing the relative error curves, we can see the entire range of effects
A has on the F-E behavior. The criteria at low and high force form a bound on the choices for a
"best-fit" A as seen in Figure 3.6, even if none of the criteria presented here is believed best.
As a further example we show the parameters that would be chosen to model A-phage DNA
at different levels of coarse-graining, as well as some properties of the models. These parameters
could be used in a Brownian dynamics simulation to capture the non-equilibrium properties of
A-phage DNA. Tables 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 show what effective persistence length to choose for the
model for the different "best-fit" criteria and for different staining ratios of dye. The parameters
were calculated by repeated application of Figure 3.5. The resulting properties of the model were
calculated from formulae in Chapter 5. The contour length and persistence length for unstained
A-phage DNA were taken from Bustamante et al. [17]. We used that the contour length is increased
by 4A per bis-intercalated YOYO dye molecule [56], and we assumed that the persistence length
of the stained molecule is the same as the unstained value.
In these tables we see examples of the expected general trends. As the polymer is more finely
discretized, the number of persistence lengths represented by each spring, v, decreases. This causes
a larger spread in the possible choices for the effective persistence length, and thus a larger spread in
properties. We see the general trend that the magnitude of the properties decreases as v decreases.
Note that for the low-force criterion, Rg and r/o,p are exactly the "Rouse result." The "Rouse
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Table 3.3: Table of properties for models of A-phage DNA stained with YOYO
at 8 bp:l dye molecule. Models with 10, 20, and 40 springs are compared using
three best-fit A criteria. 8 bp:l dye A-phage DNA has the following properties:
L = 18.7 pm, Atrue = 0.053 pm, and a = 352.8.
Ns v region A Aeff((pm) Rg(/?m')np() m2 (m 4 (n') f kT(O m 2)S (Nu (N) kBT(
low 1.25 0.066 0.60 0.060 -0.0015 0.025
10 35.3 mid 1.11 0.059 0.57 0.054 -0.0012 0.022
high 1.0 0.053 0.55 0.050 -0.0010 0.020
low 1.47 0.078 0.59 0.058 -0.0013 0.023
20 17.6 mid 1.24 0.066 0.55 0.051 -0.0010 0.020
high 1.0 0.053 0.51 0.043 -0.00073 0.017
low 2.18 0.116 0.58 0.056 -0.0013 0.022
40 8.8 mid 1.62 0.086 0.54 0.048 -0.00091 0.019
high 1.0 0.053 0.46 0.035 -0.00049 0.014
Table 3.4: Table of properties for models of A-phage DNA stained with YOYO
at 4 bp:l dye molecule. Models with 10, 20, and 40 springs are compared using
three best-fit A criteria. 4 bp:l dye A-phage DNA has the following properties:
L = 21.1 pm, Atrue = 0.053 pm, and a = 398.1.
N, v region A Aeff((pm) Rg(pm) n (Npgm) bn(N)4 /kBT ( Tm 4  Nm2
low 1.22 0.065 0.64 0.068 -0.0019 0.028
10 39.8 mid 1.10 0.058 0.61 0.062 -0.0016 0.025
high 1.0 0.053 0.58 0.057 -0.0013 0.023
low 1.42 0.075 0.62 0.065 -0.0017 0.026
20 19.9 mid 1.21 0.064 0.59 0.058 -0.00013 0.023
high 1.0 0.053 0.54 0.049 -0.00097 0.020
low 1.98 0.105 0.62 0.064 -0.0016 0.025
40 9.95 mid 1.52 0.081 0.57 0.054 -0.0012 0.022
high 1.0 0.053 0.50 0.041 -0.00067 0.016
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Result" is the value of the Rouse model if the spring constant is taken to be the zero-extension
slope of the spring force law. The "Rouse result" will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
The only difference from the "true polymer" is that the mass and drag are localized at the beads
instead of along a continuous contour. This is true until v reaches the point of divergence of the
low-force criterion. However, b2 and To are only approximately the "Rouse result" as discussed
in Chapter 5. The properties for the other best-fit criteria have even smaller magnitude than the
low-force criterion. This decrease is due to an error in the zero-force slope of the force-extension
curve, and thus a smaller coil size.
3.7 Fluctuations
In addition to discussing the F-E behavior of the model, it is important to discuss the fluctuations
around the mean extension. We have already seen the use of fluctuations thus far. In Section 3.5 we
saw how examining fluctuations can help us better understand the mean extension. The fluctuations
in the F-E behavior are also important in trying to extend our understanding from the F-E behavior
of the bead-spring chains to the behavior in a flow field. For a bead-spring chain in a flow field,
the fluctuations of the chain determine how much of the flow field the chain can sample. In turn
this determines the total force applied to the chain by the flow. This is particularly important
in shear flow, in which the fluctuation of the chain in the shear gradient direction plays a central
role [57, 58].
It is shown in Appendix A.1 that the fluctuations can be calculated as
(j)2 ((tot _ (j 2) 1 a =
S t- (tot)m) m = tot)m - -(Ztot)m , (3.18)N. v af a 1f
()2 ot) m  (tot) 2m - (tot)m = -(4tot)m , (3.19)SN vf a f
where we have defined the root-mean-squared fluctuations as 65 and 6i. One important thing
to notice about the fluctuations is that once the F-E behavior is known ((;tot)m versus f), the
fluctuations can be calculated directly without performing any further integrations. In fact, both
types of fluctuations can be calculated by finding the slope of a line on the F-E curve, as seen in
Figure 3.7. From the figure we see that the longitudinal fluctuations are proportional to the slope
of the curve, while the lateral fluctuations are proportional to the slope of the line connecting the
point of the F--E curve to the origin. Because the F-E curve is concave, the lateral fluctuations are
always greater than or equal to the longitudinal fluctuations.
Another important aspect of equations (3.18) and (3.19) is that the fluctuations depend explic-
itly on the number of springs in the chain, unlike the F-E curve which just depends on the level of
coarse-graining for each spring. In fact we see the expected scaling of the root-mean-squared fluc-
tuations as a-1/2. Since the persistence length is the length-scale over which the polymer backbone
loses correlation, the fluctuation of the polymer length should scale like a sum of "independent"
random variables. The number of these "independent" random variables is precisely the number
of persistence lengths in the polymer contour, a. We show in Figures 3.8 and 3.9 plots of the
root-mean-squared fluctuations for the same cases for which we showed the F-E behavior in Fig-
ure 3.3. We have scaled the fluctuations by a1/2 to collapse the fluctuations of different length
chains onto the same curve. The fluctuations after this scaling only depend on the number of
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Fig. 3.7: Graphical illustration of longitudinal and transverse fluctuations. For
a given force f, the longitudinal fluctuations are proportional to the slope of
the tangent curve (dashed). The transverse fluctuations are proportional to
the slope of the chord (dotted) connecting the origin to the point on the force-
extension curve.
persistence lengths represented by each spring, v, and the ratio of the effective persistence length
to the true persistence length, A.
Note that it is easy to calculate exactly the high-force scalings for the fluctuations using equa-
tions (3.18) and (3.19) and our knowledge of the high-force scaling for (£tot)m. It is easy to show
that for bead-spring chains using the Marko and Siggia potential (equation (3.13)) the high-force
scaling is
(itot)m 1 - 1/21/2+ 0 . (3.20)
Using this result, we can show that
-1/2 6 -~ 1/ + O , (3.21)2A1/4 3/4 5/4
a1/2 6 f l/-0 +  . (3.22)
fl/2 ( i)
Of particular interest are the fluctuations at "equilibrium" (zero applied force) because it relates
to the size of the polymer coil. In the context of the F-E behavior, these fluctuations at equilibrium
are equivalent to calculating the slope of the F-E curve at zero force, as can be seen by taking the
limit f -- 0 in equation (3.18) or (3.19). By taking that limit, and rewriting the average as the
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Fig. 3.8: Calculation of the longitudinal root-mean-squared fluctuations at dif-
ferent levels of coarse-graining. The Marko and Siggia potential was used with
A =: 1. The curves correspond to v = 400 (dashed), v = 20 (dotted), and
v = 10 (dash-dot). The solid line corresponds to the high-force asymptotic
behavior, 1/(2f3/4).
average of the radial coordinate of a single spring, it can be shown that
lim / (tot) ex eff)]
f--o ~f ) 3 f o d? f2 exp[ Ueff(r)] (3.23)
This expression was used previously in Section 3.6 to calculate the "best-fit" A at zero force as seen
in Figure 3.5, and it will be used extensively to understand rheological properties in Chapter 5.
We also note here that Ladoux and Doyle [58] derived an expression similar to equation (3.19)
based on scaling arguments and a single spring. Based on the scaling argument, they developed a
model which compared favorably to experimental data and lends support to the results presented
here.
3.8 Limiting Behavior
We have seen thus far that the F-E behavior of bead-spring chains can be written analytically
as integral formulae for arbitrary spring force law. This has allowed for the determination of
the important dimensionless groups that determine the behavior, as well as provide for rapid and
accurate calculation through numerical integration. However, another important advantage to
having analytical formulae is that expansions can be performed. Those expansions can be used
to illustrate limiting and universal behavior as well as obtain approximate algebraic formulae that
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Fig. 3.9: Calculation of the transverse root-mean-squared fluctuations at dif-
ferent levels of coarse-graining. The Marko and Siggia potential was used with
A = 1. The curves correspond to v = 400 (dashed), v = 20 (dotted), and
v = 10 (dash-dot). The solid line corresponds to the high-force asymptotic
behavior, 1/(fl/2).
illustrate what aspects of the force law are needed to estimate the exact behavior without performing
numerical integration.
We have already seen numerically in Figure 3.3 that the F-E behavior of the model only matches
the "true" polymer behavior if each spring represents a large number of persistence lengths. Thus
it seems natural to find asymptotic expansions of the integrals in the limit v --+ +00. We start
by expanding directly the force-extension curve (equation (3.9)). The asymptotic expansion is a
straightforward application of Laplace's Method [59]. The calculation is made significantly easier
by noting that the hyperbolic sine can be replaced by only the growing exponential, because it only
results in subdominant corrections. Up to first order, the expansion is given by
00o 1 -1 1 f 2 1(Ztot)m - - - - O ( (3.24)
S f c fc a2 +0 2
where
C = (tot)p (Axf) . (3.25)
We thus see again that as v oo00 with A = 1 the F-E behavior of the bead-spring model approaches
the true polymer. However, we also have the correction terms written as a function of the true
polymer F-E curve. No assumption has been made about the spring force law other than it is
determined from the "true polymer" F-E behavior as was done for the WLC model in Section 3.4.
Provided the value of v is "large enough," equation (3.24) can be used to estimate the F-E behavior
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Fig. 3.10: Comparison of the fractional extension with its high v asymptotic ex-
pansion for the Marko and Siggia potential with A = 1 and f = 0.1. The curves
correspond to the exact result (solid line), the expansion including O(1/v)
(dotted), and the zero-one Padd P°o(1/v) (dashed). Inset: The analogous com-
parison for f = 1.25.
of a bead-spring model without performing any numerical integrations for any value of f or A within
0< f < oo , 0<A<co. (3.26)
To give a sense of the applicability of the expansion in equation (3.24) to smaller v, we show in
Figure 3.10 a comparison of the exact force-extension result for the Marko and Siggia potential with
A = 1 and the asymptotic expansion for forces f = 0.1 and f = 1.25. We see that the expansion
is applicable to smaller v when f is larger. The zero-one Pad6 approximant Po(1/v) is seen to
improve the small v behavior.
Care must be taken if equation (3.24) is subsequently expanded for large or small f because of
the order in which limits are taken. If the F-E curve is expanded to O(v-a), then the asymptotic
expansion f --, oo can only be obtained to O(f -a). At low force, the quantity of greatest interest
is the slope of the F-E curve at zero force, given by equation (3.23). In general, expanding equa-
tion (3.23) directly for v --* oo gives a different result from expanding equation (3.24) for small f.
The expansions are the same if and only if the spring force law is an odd function of its argument
(the potential is an even function).
Even for the case of an odd spring force law, it is more computationally convenient to obtain
the expansion of the slope of the F-E curve at zero force directly by expanding equation (3.23).
Application of Laplace's Method requires the expansion of the spring force law, of the following
form
00oo
Ueff(?) = 0o + 25~2 + E3 h . (3.27)
i=0
' ' '"" ' ' ""'
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Note that there is no linear term because we require this potential to look Hookean near f = 0 and
that the value of the constant term, 0o, does not affect the final answer. Also note that 02 > 0.
Proceeding with Laplace's Method, the complete asymptotic series can be calculated to be
lim -(2 tot)m X di (3.28)j-o ( afO 22 2 i=O V 2
The coefficients of the series can be calculated from a collection of recursion relations that include
the coefficients of the Taylor series of the spring potential. The recursion relations are given here
for completeness
do = F(4)/F(2) 1
i- ) = m 2 ) (3.29)
(n)-1 I(j + 2 + n+2)1
= Ei )G( / ( j!(+ (3.30)
j=02 2
rn = 0,1,2,..
(m)G(n) = (m-1)G()h(ni) m = 1, 2, 3,... (3.31)
i=M 1,23... (3.31)
(o)G(o) = 1 (o)G(1,2,...) = 0
We have also examined the ability to use this expansion at smaller v, as shown in Figure 3.11 for
the Marko and Siggia potential with A = 1. It should be noted that the zero-one Pade Po(1/v 1/2)
performs worse than the first two terms of the expansion in equation (3.28). However, the two-point
zero-two Pad6 P20(1/l/2) that includes the behavior at small v does perform better. This low v
behavior will now be discussed.
In addition to examining the bead-spring chains in the limit v --+ co, it is interesting to examine
the F-E behavior in the limit v --* 0. In this limit the F-E behavior can approach a curve independent
of the functional form of Ueff( ). Physically one can think of this limit as taking a polymer with fixed
contour length, and infinitely discretizing the model. Therefore each spring is becoming very small.
However, it should also be noted that each spring is getting weaker, as seen in equation (3.16). It
has been postulated previously that as the chain is infinitely discretized, the F-E behavior would
approach that of the freely jointed chain [33]. Using the formalism presented thus far, we can
examine explicitly this limit and test the postulated behavior. To understand the F-E behavior in
this limit, we simply need to expand equation (3.9) for v -- 0.
It should first be noted that expanding the prescribed integral is an example of an integral
that can only be expanded rigorously using asymptotic matching, but the leading-order behavior
is relatively easy to obtain [59]. In fact, the leading order behavior is obtained by setting
exp [ Uef ()] 1 . (3.32)
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Fig. 3.11: Comparison of the zero-force slope with its high v asymptotic expan-
sion for the Marko and Siggia potential with A = 1. The curves correspond to the
exact result (solid line), the expansion including O(1/ v1/ 2 ) (dotted), the zero-
one Padd P°o(1/v 1/2) (dashed), and the two-point zero-two Padd P2(1/vl/2)
(dash-dot).
By further expanding the hyperbolic sine, it can be easily shown that
f fixed .
Note that this is consistent with Section 3.5 in which we saw that, for f fixed, the mean fractional
extension approaches zero as v -- 0. We also see explicitly that the F-E behavior does not approach
the FJC, which is given by
(3.34)
(3.35)
(4tot)m - £( ) ,
11£(x) = coth(x) - -
x
is the Langevin function. We can also contrast the behavior in equation (3.33) with a different
"experiment" in which free hinges are introduced into a true continuous worm-like chain while the
force is held constant. If one considers v to be the ratio of the contour length of the continuous
curve between. free hinges to the persistence length, then it is clear that the average extension of
this discretized worm-like chain, (itot)dwlc, approaches the limit
(tot)dwlc £(v) ~v f3
f fixed (3.36)
It should be noted that holding f fixed corresponds to the physical process of holding the force
where
(3.33)(itot)m v--O Vf5
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constant as the model is infinitely discretized. This is the appropriate limit to examine processes
in which the force applied to the end of the system is independent of how the system is discretized.
However, another universal result can be obtained by instead of holding f fixed, holding vf fixed.
This corresponds to pulling harder and harder on the model as it is more finely discretized. One
might expect that the length of a spring should play the role of the "Kuhn length", and thus the
scale for the force. This corresponds to a dimensionless force of vf. The expansion of the bead-
spring chain model behavior with vf fixed is calculated by simply integrating the hyperbolic sine
in equation (3.9) to obtain
v-O -3 1
(itot)m +" 7 (vf])fixed . (3.37)
We see that even in this limit the system does not approach a modified "freely jointed chain" result
(-tot)m -= (V) . (3.38)
To understand the true limiting shape (equation (3.37)) it can be shown that
-3 1
- + - C(x/2) x large, (3.39)
-3 1
- + Z £(3x/5) xsmall. (3.40)
In addition to being used to understand the limit of infinite discretization, equation (3.37) can
be used to understand the divergence of the "best-fit" A curves in Figure 3.5 and discussed in
Section 3.6. Recall that previously we considered the limit in equation (3.37) to be as v -- 0 as
(vf) was held fixed, and A was implicitly being held constant. By examining equation (3.9), we
see that if (v f) is held constant, the only remaining parameter is v/A. Thus the expression in
equation (3.37) can be rewritten as the limit (v/A) -+ 0 :
\to --3 1
(4tot)m Mr - + , both v, f fixed . (3.41)
vf c(vf)
Now suppose that one is choosing A such that the model matches the true polymer at an extension
of (Ztot)p, which occurs at a force denoted f((Ztot)p). The value of v for which that "best-fit" curve
diverges (denoted v*) will be the value for which only as A - co will the extension of the model
equal that of the polymer. This condition is written as
-3 1
( tot)p = + •. (3.42)
This can also be used to find the divergence of the low force criteria by examining the limit as
f - 0. Because of the way of choosing the force law from the true polymer behavior, it can be
shown easily that
J-o f( tot)p b40 (3.43)2¢2
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It can also be shown that
-3 1 f-o v*f
+ (3.44)/v*((itot)p) (v/*f((itot)p)) 5
Therefore the point of divergence for the low force criteria is
520 (3.45)
2¢2
By applying equation (3.45) to the Marko and Siggia force law we see that the low force criteria
diverges at v* = 10/3 as stated in Section 3.6. To calculate the divergence for the half-extension
criteria, we set (itot)p = 1/2 in equation (3.42) and substitute for f(1/2) from equation (3.10). The
divergence is then given by the solution to
1 -3 1S= - (3.46)2 5v*/4 C(5v*/4) '
which is v* = 2.4827 as stated in Section 3.6.
It must be noted that while equation (3.42) is valid for any 0 < (itot)p < 1, and can be used
for the low force criteria, in general it can not be used for the high force criteria. This stems
from the break-down of the assumption in equation (3.32) if f -- oo, in particular because the
spring potential for the WLC model diverges at full extension fast enough. In fact, we know that
equation (3.42) can not be valid for the WLC model for the high-force criterion because we know
that the high force criteria does not diverge. It is shown in Section 3.9 that the high force criteria
for the FENE model does diverge, and equation (3.42) can be used to calculate the position of
divergence.
3.9 FENE and Fraenkel Force Laws
Thus far whenever a particular spring force law has been needed the Marko and Siggia interpolation
formula has been used. It has been noted that the general formula will work for other force laws.
Here we will explicitly show how the formulae can be made specific for two important force laws
commonly used in modeling polymer rheology.
The first force law we will consider is the FENE force law [60], which is a widely used approx-
imation to the behavior of a freely jointed chain (FJC). The FENE force law can be written in
general as
f -H(tot)p (3.47)
In the sense that the FENE force law is an approximation to the true force law for a FJC, the
spring constant H is given in terms of the length of a rod in the FJC, or Kuhn length aK, as [12]
3kBTH= 3BT (3.48)faK
Combining equations (3.47) and (3.48), the appropriate scale for the force is kBT/aK, or for the
general case HE. The general formalism presented earlier scaled the force by kBT/Atrue where Atrue
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was called the true persistence length. Now it is clear that it would be more appropriate to call
Atrue a generalized flexibility length, and only for the WLC is it equal to the "persistence length."
For the FJC the generalized flexibility length is proportional to the Kuhn length.
To apply the framework presented in Section 3.4 to the FENE force law in equation (3.47), we
will let Atrue = kBT/(Htrue ~) = aK,true/ 3 so that the "exact" polymer F-E behavior is
f = (tot)p (3.49)1 - (- tot )2 "
This directly motivates the choice for the spring force law
fspring(r) (AkBT 2  (3.50)Aeff 1- (r/f)2
where Aeff is defined in the expected way as
kBT aK,eff
Aef =H (3.51)
Heff e 3
It is then clear that the dimensionless energy for the FENE spring becomes
-1ff(i) = In(1 - 2 ) , (3.52)
and all formulae from Section 3.4 follow directly. However, while interpreting the previous discussion
it must be kept in mind that the parameters dependent on Aeff and Atrue can have slightly different
physical interpretations depending on the exact force law used. What does not change is the concept
that those parameters consist of generalized flexibility lengths. Thus, for example, v still must be
large in order for the bead-spring model to behave like the true polymer.
For the FENE force law many of the calculations (integrals) can be performed analytically. In
particular, the F-E behavior is
(-tot)m )
Ik (fv) (3.53)
3+v
k- 2
where Ik(x) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind, order k. The moments can also be
calculated analytically in terms of the Beta function, or equivalently Gamma functions
n F(n-~) q( +-+)
()eq - (3.54)
For even values of n> 2, they take an even simpler form:
(n + 1) (n -1)--.(3)
n) n 3 + ) (n +1 + (3.55)
In order to more easily compare these results with the large body of literature on FENE springs,
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Fig. 3.12: Calculation of the relative error of the mean fractional extension,
((4tot)m - (itot)p)/(itot)p, for a bead-spring model as the level of coarse-graining
changes. The FENE potential was used with A = 1. The curves correspond to
v = 400 (dashed), v = 20 (dotted), and v = 10 (dash-dot). Inset: The mean
fractional extension of the models compared with the "true polymer" (solid line,
equation (3.49)).
we will relate the common FENE notation to the notation used here. Typically the FENE force
law is written as [12]
HiitQflit(Q) - 2 " (3.56)1 - (Q/Qo)2
Comparing equations (3.50) and (3.56) we see the following equalities in notation:
Q -r (3.57)
Qo f a (3.58)
Hit -- Heff . (3.59)
The other very important parameter in the FENE notation is b defined by
H1itQ2
b = 0 (3.60)kBT
which can be related to our notation as
_ /] (3.61)
I"" I I"~
I
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Fig. 3.13: Calculation of A for the three different criteria at different levels
of coarse-graining for the FENE potential. The criteria shown are low-force
(dash-dot), half-extension (dashed), and high-force (dotted). Inset: Expanded
view showing the divergence of the criteria.
For comparison with the WLC results presented thus far, we here present the corresponding
results for the FENE model. In Figure 3.12 we show the F-E behavior of FENE bead-spring chains
as the level of coarse-graining, v, is changed. We see that the FENE result is qualitatively similar
to the WLC result in Figure 3.3.
For the FENE force law A can also be taken greater than 1 to obtain a better behavior from
the model. Figure 3.13 shows the "best-fit" A versus 1 for each of the three criteria introduced
in Section 3.6. The most obvious difference from the WLC result in Figure 3.5 is that for the
FENE chain the high-force criterion curve deviates from A = 1. In fact, the high-force criterion
curve diverges similar to the other criteria. We will see that this high-force divergence is because
of the weaker divergence of the FENE force law approaching full extension compared to the WLC
force law. This divergence of the high-force criteria also causes the best fit A curves to form a
relatively narrow strip bounding the choices for A. In Figure 3.14 we compare the force-extension
behavior of the three criteria for v = 20. While we see a qualitative match for the relative error
with the Marko and Siggia result (Figure 3.6), the error is greatly reduced. Thus for the FENE
force law simply adjusting the effective flexibility length does a much better job at reproducing the
true polymer behavior over the entire force range. This is due to the form of the high-extension
divergence of the force law. The trade-off for this improved performance is that the range in v that
this correction-factor can be used is reduced.
The high-force and low-force best-fit A curves can be calculated exactly. Recall that the low-
force criterion is that the slope at zero force matches the true polymer slope. Using equation (3.23)
for the slope, and using equation (3.55) for the second moment, we find that the low-force criteria
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Fig. 3.14: Calculation of the relative error of the mean fractional extension,
(( 2 tot)mn - ( tot)p/)/ (tot)p, for a bead-spring model for different best fit criteria.
The FENE potential was used with v = 20. The curves correspond to A = 1.33
(low-force, dotted), A = 1.30 (half-extension, dashed), and A = 1.25 (high-
force, dash-dot). Inset: The mean fractional extension of the models compared
with, the "true polymer" (solid line, equation (3.49)).
curve is given by
A= 5 ,
1--
(3.62)
from which it; is easy to see the curve diverges at v* = 5. This could also have been seen from
the general low-force divergence formula in equation (3.45) since 02 = 1/2 for the FENE force law.
The high-force curve is calculated from the high-force expansion of the fractional extension
(_tot)m 1- A l f + O 
Since the true polymer has a high-force expansion of
( 4 0 1
2fthe high-force criteria curve is given f2by
the high-force criteria curve is given by
(3.65)A 4 ,
1-
with a divergence at v* = 4. This can also be derived from the general divergence criteria in
I I ' ' " '
S0.1 1.0 10.0
(3.63)
(3.64)
--
--
--
- -
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Fig. 3.15: Calculation of the longitudinal root-mean-squared fluctuations at dif-
ferent levels of coarse-graining. The FENE potential was used with A = 1. The
curves correspond to v = 400 (dashed), v = 20 (dotted), and v = 10 (dash-
dot). Inset: Detailed look at the high-force limit with solid lines corresponding
to the asymptotic behavior, ((v/A + 4)/(2v))1/ 2(1/f).
equation (3.42). By comparing the expansion
-3 1 --)oo 2
+ 1 - (3.66)
V* ((itot)pP) (**j((totp)) O*
with the expansion of the true polymer, we can verify that the high-force criteria diverges at v* = 4.
The half-extension divergence is found by solving the equation
1 -3 1I-= - + (3.67)2 2v*/3 L(2v*/3) '
which has a solution v* = 4.6551.
In addition to the F-E behavior of the FENE chains, we should look at the fluctuations, as
done for the WLC in Section 3.7. In Figures 3.15 and 3.16 we show the plots of the scaled root-
mean-squared fluctuations for different levels of coarse-graining, v. From the high-force expansion
of the FENE force-extension behavior in equation (3.63) we can calculate the high-force scaling of
the fluctuations:
1/2 -oo 6/_; i+4 
1 / 2
a 1 + O (3.68)
2v (3.69)
7f/2 + 3/2
.- h
0.1
J
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Fig.. 3.16: Calculation of the transverse root-mean-squared fluctuations at dif-
ferent levels of coarse-graining. The FENE potential was used with A = 1.
The curves correspond to v = 400 (dashed), v = 20 (dotted), and v = 10
(dash-dot). The solid line corresponds to the high-force asymptotic behavior,1/(fl/2).
We can also analyze the limiting behavior from Section 3.8 in terms of the FENE force law.
Because the FENE force law is an odd function of its argument, the general expansion of the F-E
behavior in the large v limit can additionally be used at zero force. We can examine in detail the
expansion of the zero-force slope (equation (3.23)) because the zero-force slope can be calculated
exactly. Using the expression for the second moment of the FENE force law
lim a (tot)m - (3.70)
-.0O (8f 5 + v/A
We see that the expansion of this slope for large v should just be the Taylor expansion. Calculating
the coefficients, di, using the FENE force law shows this explicitly. The parameters of the FENE
force law are
1
¢2 = , (3.71)2
S0 , i even
= 1 (3.72)
i+3, i odd
which gives coefficients
di 0 (-5/2)i/ 2  i odd (3.73)
Since this t5/2)e geometric series,heconvergence is even
Since this is the geometric series, the convergence is well-known. Note also that the zero-one Pad6
-- - -- ------
I .. . . . .I .... I .
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P°(1/v) gives the exact result.
The other force law we consider explicitly is the infinitely-stiff Fraenkel force law, which is
equivalent to the FJC. This force law differs from the others considered because the spring potential
is not obtained by examining the force-extension behavior of a true polymer. In fact, this force law
is a model of a "true polymer" (the FJC or random walk model). Thus the previous discussions
of the comparison between the bead-spring model and the true polymer do not apply for this force
law. However, we can still use the formulae developed to calculate the F-E and rheological behavior
of this true polymer.
The Fraenkel force law is a Hookean force law, but with a minimum energy at a non-zero
extension
fspring(r) = HF(r - aK) • (3.74)
HF is the spring constant of the Fraenkel spring, and aK is the position of minimum energy. We
use the symbol aK because for the infinitely-stiff Fraenkel spring this minimum corresponds to the
Kuhn length in the FJC. After integrating, the spring potential becomes
Ueff(r) = (r - aK) 2 . (3.75)
For the infinitely-stiff model, HF --+ oo, the Boltzmann factor becomes a Dirac delta function
exp -Ueff(r) - (r - aK) . (3.76)
Furthermore, in this limit the contour length of the model, L, becomes NsaK, so the length of a
spring, f, becomes aK. Since the choice of Atrue is arbitrary, we will take it to be the Kuhn length,
aK. Thus in dimensionless form
exp [- -Uef () f] - (- 1) (3.77)
= 1 (3.78)
Using these expressions in equation (3.9) for the F-E behavior, we see that
(Itot)m = + In (j df f sinh [f] J( - 1)) = (]) , (3.79)
which we already know is the F-E behavior of the FJC. Note that this is the F-E behavior for any
integer number of springs (Kuhn lengths). Even a single rod of a FJC has the Langevin function
for its F-E behavior. Also note that for the Fraenkel spring force law, the upper limit of integration
should be oo instead of 1. However, for the infinitely-stiff case, replacing the 0c by 1 causes no
change to the F-E behavior.
3.10 Summary
In this chapter we have used statistical mechanics to systematically analyze the coarse-graining
of polymers into bead-spring chains by examining the force-extension behavior. In this way we
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could avoid the intrinsic stochastic noise of Brownian dynamics, identify the relevant dimensionless
groups, and examine limiting and universal behavior.
The analysis of the force-extension behavior revealed that, because the springs are decoupled,
the response depended only on the number of flexibility lengths represented by each spring, v.
This necessarily means that any deviation between the behavior of the spring model and the true
polymer can not be due to the number of free hinges introduced. Instead we showed through direct
visualization of the phase space that v acts analogously to an inverse temperature, controlling the
magnitude of fluctuations in phase space.
We also examined quantitatively the use of an effective flexibility length to partially correct the
force-extension behavior. The corrected curve is not uniformly valid over the entire force range
leading to multiple possible choices for the effective flexibility length. However, we were able to
place bounds on the choices and examine these choices. Variability in behavior within these bounds
depends on the form of the spring force law; the Marko and Siggia potential has larger variability
than the FENE potential. This is mainly due to the difference in the divergence of the potentials
at high extension.
In addition to the direct relevance of these results to understand the force-extension response of
a polymer and the bead-spring chain model, this analysis forms the basis of subsequent chapters.
We will show later that the response of a bead-spring chain in both weak and strong flows is related
to its force-extension behavior. Much of the later discussion will reference back to the analysis in
this chapter.
Also the ideas developed in this chapter naturally extend to the next chapter, in which new
spring force laws are developed. Our detailed understanding of the force-extension behavior, in
particular that the error results from fluctuations in phase space, will allow us to develop new and
improved spring force laws which exactly represent the force-extension behavior of the polymer of
interest.

CHAPTER 4
New Spring Force Laws
Recall that previously the spring force law was chosen by examining the force-extension behavior
of the true polymer in the constant force ensemble, as shown in Sections 3.4 and 3.9. The mean
fractional z-projection of the polymer was replaced by the fractional radial coordinate of the spring.
In this chapter we examine a new method for determining the spring force law, which we term
the Polymer Ensemble Transformation (PET) method. This method uses the constant extension
behavior of the true polymer to determine the spring force law. The bead-spring model is then
able to reproduce the behavior of the true polymer in both the constant extension and constant
force ensembles. We will see later that reproducing the behavior in the constant force ensemble
is important because many properties such as the the retarded-motion coefficients can be written
in terms of the force-extension behavior in the constant force ensemble. This difference in paths
to determine the spring force law from the micromechanical model is illustrated in Figure 4.1.
This chapter was reproduced in part with permission from Underhill, P.T. and Doyle, P.S., J.
Non-Newtonian Fluid Mech., 122, 3 (2004), copyright 2004 Elsevier B.V. This chapter was also
reproduced in part with permission from Underhill, P.T. and Doyle, P.S., J. Rheol., 49, 963 (2005),
copyright 200-5 by The Society of Rheology. This chapter was additionally reproduced in part with
permission from Underhill, P.T. and Doyle, P.S., J. Rheol., 50, 513 (2006), copyright 2006 by The
Society of Rheology.
4.1. Justification
(z)p(f) (Z)m(f)
Fig. 4.1: There are multiple paths to build a bead-spring model. The goal of
coarse-graining is to produce a model such that its behavior, (z)m(f), matches
the polymer's behavior, (z)p(f). The paths (arrows) represent different methods
of taking a property of the polymer to be the spring force-law. The PET method
introduced here, path I, uses the constant extension polymer behavior as the
spring force-law. The conventional method, path II, uses the constant force
behavior as the spring force-law.
4.1 Justification
The method of using the constant extension ensemble behavior to obtain a spring force law is
illustrated in Figure 4.2. In the figure, a polymer is shown in the constant force ensemble. The goal
is to determine a spring force law that can model the polymer behavior at a given set of reference
points (depicted by black circles in the figure), while coarse-graining out the details of the polymer
between the reference points. To accomplish this, the segment of polymer to be modeled is placed
in the constant extension ensemble, and the average external force required to keep the polymer at
a fixed extension is calculated. The spring force in the model is taken to be equal to this average
force:
fspring(r)= (f)(r) (4.1)
If the reference points on the true polymer correspond to free hinges (as in the FJC with the
reference points taken at the joints), then the spring model defined in this way reproduces exactly
the force-extension behavior of the true polymer. However, for other polymers such as the WLC,
there is coupling across the reference points. Therefore this preliminary bead-spring model can not
reproduce the true polymer behavior for this class of polymers. We will discuss later the necessary
steps to generalize the method to apply to the WLC.
We will first justify this method physically. Note that the behavior of the polymer is an average
over all possible configurations. Consider performing that average by choosing a series of reference
points on the polymer where the beads in the bead-spring model will be (shown by black circles in
Figure 4.3) and separate all the polymer configurations into categories for which each category has
fixed reference points. First the average is performed within each category, for which the reference
points are fixed, thus the constant extension ensemble is needed. In this way we replace each
category (which contains many configurations) by a single configuration of the bead-spring chain.
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Fig. 4.2: Physical interpretation of Polymer Ensemble Transformation (PET)
method. Above: The true polymer in the constant force ensemble. The behavior
is to be modelled between reference points (black circles). Below: The portion of
true polymer between reference points is transformed to the constant extension
ensemble to calculate the appropriate spring force law.
To derive mathematically that the spring force law must be taken from the constant extension
ensemble in order to reproduce the force-extension behavior in the constant force ensemble, we
start by writing down the partition function in the constant force ensemble
Z(f) = f ... (4.2)-jrU+ f -Rtot dV
{configurations} kIT ot
where the force has not necessarily been taken to lie in the z-direction. We can introduce a new
variable, r, through the use of a Dirac delta function
(f) = f ... ~{conigrto} e [-U + f REtot1 _/iBexp kT 6(r- Rtot)dr dV.it configurations) kBT IT (4.3)
By interchanging the order of integration, we obtain
expU +f R 6(r - Rtot)dVdr .kBT I
-* f
Z(=) 
.-- ,'configurations}
(4.4)
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Fig. 4.3: The physical justification for the PET method is based on sorting all
configurations of the polymer into categories. Within each category the refer-
ence points (black circles) are held fixed. The lines signify different polymer
configurations within the category. When performing the average over the con-
figurations in a category, the segment between reference points is effectively in
the constant extension ensemble. This segment is replaced by a spring in the
bead-spring model.
The force term can be taken out of the configuration integral because of the delta function so that
Z(f) = J (r) exp ] dr, (4.5)
where
exp (r - Rtot)dV (4.6)I jconfigurations) kR~ 0 V (T4
is the constant extension ensemble partition function. However, we see that this looks similar to
the partition function of a single dumbbell model
Z(f) = exp[ s exp dr . (4.7)
Thus a single dumbbell model will have the exact same partition function as the true polymer (and
thus the exact same equilibrium behavior) if the spring potential energy is taken from the constant
extension partition function as
Us(r) = -kBT In Q(r) . (4.8)
Here we illustrated how the spring potential can be derived for a single dumbbell. However, a
similar procedure can be used to derive bead-spring chains. All of the spring coordinates can be
introduced into the partition function by using Dirac delta functions (as in equation (4.3)). For
'·····... .........
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example, if three springs were desired the transformation would give
Z(f) =/(r f (r3) + r 2  r3 ) drdr2dr 3BT  , (4.9)
where ri is the spring connector vector of spring i. The potential energy of the spring system would
then be
Us(r , r 2 , r3) = -kBT In Q(rl, r 2, r 3 ) . (4.10)
Note that the total potential energy of the spring system is, in general, not separable into contri-
butions from each spring, and thus includes coupling between springs.
We saw in equation (4.5) how the constant force and constant extension partition function are
related. This is exactly analogous to the relationship between the microcanonical and canonical
ensembles, as well as between other ensembles [45, 61]. If we look at the analytic continuation of
the constant force partition function onto the imaginary force axis, we find that it is the Fourier
transform of the constant extension partition function
Z(ikBTk) = J l(r) exp[ik -r] dr . (4.11)
Thus, the constant extension ensemble partition function can be calculated from the constant force
ensemble partition function as
(r) (- 2 Z(ikBTk) exp[-ik r]dk , (4.12)
where d is the dimensionality of the vectors. This means that there is a one-to-one correspondence
between the two partition functions. If we produce a bead-spring chain with the same constant
force ensemble partition function as the true polymer, then necessarily it has the same constant
extension ensemble partition function as the true polymer. Though this is obvious for a single
dumbbell model, it is not obvious for a multiple spring chain.
There has been recent interest in the constant extension and force ensembles, including what
constitutes a "large system" so the ensembles are equivalent and what concepts from thermody-
namics do not apply for the single molecule analysis [61]. While our work here also discusses the
two ensembles, it is different from previous discussions. Most previous researchers studying these
ensembles are discussing them in the context of comparison with stretching experiments of sin-
gle molecules. Depending on the constraints imposed in the experiment, a different ensemble can
be appropriate for the analysis. We have shown that when coarse-graining, the spring force-law
should be taken from the constant extension ensemble so that the coarse-grained model has the
same response as the polymer under all constraints.
4.2 Application to Freely Jointed Chain
4.2.1 Equal rod lengths
As an example of this new method, we apply it to the freely jointed chain model. The result, which
we call the Random Walk Spring (RWS) model, is a set of spring forces that allow for the modeling
of a FJC with a bead-spring chain at any level of discretization while still reproducing the entire
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force-extension behavior.
We have seen in the previous section that in order to model the FJC with a bead-spring chain,
we must choose the spring potential from the constant extension ensemble partition function. This
can be calculated from equation (4.6) directly for the FJC by taking the Fourier transform of both
sides, and then inverting the transform. Alternatively, the partition function can be calculated
from equation (4.12) since the constant force ensemble partition function is known. The methods
obviously give the same result, which is that the constant extension ensemble partition function
is proportional to the probability density of a three dimensional random walk, given by the well-
known Rayleigh's formula [12]. If the generalized flexibility length is taken to be the Kuhn length,
Atrue = aK, then v corresponds to the number of Kuhn lengths represented by each spring. In our
notation the constant force ensemble partition function using Rayleigh's formula [62] is
(r) = 1 sin(ur) sin(uAtrue) du , (4.13)
ro uAtrue
where the integral represents an inverse Fourier transform. Alternatively, the partition function
can be written as Treloar's summation formula [63] as
1 (-1)1 [ - (r/A) - 2t v-2
a(r) c - 2 (4.14)
t=0t!(V - t)! 2
r I I
where the upper limit 7 is taken from the condition
(v - r/A)/2 - 1 < T < (v - r/A)/2 . (4.15)
We can write the spring potential energy in the Random Walk Spring model, valid for integer v,
as
U•(r) = -kBTIn j usin(ur) sin(uAtrue) du . (4.16)
r [ uAtrue
The spring force is calculated as the derivative of the spring potential
fspring(r) = -kBT lIn l fou sin(ur) [sin(uAtrue) ]" du (4.17)Or r uAtrue
By construction this model reproduces exactly the force-extension behavior of the FJC for integer
v. In Figure 4.4 we compare this spring force law with the inverse Langevin function for different
values of v. For v = 2 we see the RWS force law increasing with decreasing extension, and even
diverging at zero extension, but also with a discontinuous divergence at full extension to prevent
over-extension. By performing the integration for v = 2 it is easy to show
kBT
fspring - , r < . (4.18)r
We also show in Appendix A.3 how one can verify that this force law gives the required F-E behavior
of the FJC. For v = 3 the RWS model produces another interesting force law. Up to one-third
extension, the force is zero. At one-third extension, the force discontinuously jumps to a finite
value. The force law decreases to a minimum then increases up to a divergence at full extension.
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Fig. 4.4: Comparison of the spring force law chosen from the Random Walk
Spring (RWS) model (dotted) and chosen from the constant force ensemble
force-extension behavior of the true polymer (the inverse Langevin function,
solid line). The spring force is plotted as fspring = fspringAtrue/kBT. The differ-
ent plots correspond to v = 2 (Upper left), v = 3 (Upper right), v = 4 (Lower
left), and v = 10 (Lower right).
The functional form for the case of v = 3 is
3kBTAtrue
fspring - (3Atrue- r)r /3 < r < e . (4.19)(3Atrue - r)r
For v > 3 the RWS model spring force laws are continuous. However, v = 4 still shows notable
characteristics. At half extension this force law has a discontinuous first derivative, and the force
has a non-zero limit at zero extension. This force law is given by
3kBT<< /28Atrue - 3r , O < r < £/2
fspring = (4.20)
rBT(4Atrue + r)k(T 4 u) /2 < r < e4 Atrue - r)r
Recall that; the inverse Langevin function is the constant force ensemble force-extension behavior
of the true polymer. Therefore, the inverse Langevin function would be the spring force law used
in the "conventional" method of using the constant force ensemble to obtain the spring force law.
bc
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Fig. 4.5: Progression from the constant extension partition function to the spring
force in the Random Walk Spring model for v = 3. The dimensionless axes are
U8 = Us/(kBT), fRWS = fRWsA/(kBT) and i = r/n. Sample configurations are
shown for the three rod system at fractional extensions of f = 1/3 and ý = 2/3.
The differences between the RWS model and the inverse Langevin function illustrate why the
"conventional" method can not be used to model short segments of the FJC (small v). Only for
v --+ oo are the constant force and constant extension ensembles equivalent, in which case the
inverse Langevin function becomes the correct spring force law.
The dramatic changes in the form of the force-law come about when the true polymer takes
configurations of a certain form. They also correspond to changes in the upper limit 7 in Treloar's
formula, equation (4.15). To better illustrate this, in Figure 4.5 we show Q, Us, fRWS, and sample
configurations for v = 3. We see that the step discontinuity occurs when the ends are separated
by a distance equal to one rod. For end-to-end distances less than one rod, the partition function
(number of configurations) is constant, resulting in a vanishing force. Beyond this special point
the partition function decreases but with a discontinuous slope. This change in slope causes a
jump discontinuity in the force. The change is discontinuous because the rods are stiff. If one
were to coarse-grain three Fraenkel springs into a single spring, it would be continuous, with the
discontinuity appearing when the Fraenkel springs become infinitely stiff.
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4.2.2 Unequal rod lengths
The freely jointed chain discussed thus far consists of rods of equal length. We can examine how
sensitive the spring potentials are to a distribution of rod lengths, which would correspond roughly
to a polymer with regions of differing flexibility. If the scale over which the flexibility changes is
larger than the Kuhn length, a freely jointed chain with changing rod lengths should be a reasonable
model. This situation could appear in block copolymers, atactic polymers, and DNA having blocks
with the same repeated base pair. We first must discuss the behavior of the system that is to
be modeled. For the equal rod case, the constant force response is the Langevin function for any
number of rods. However, the behavior of a general chain is a sum over the response of each rod
Nr Nr (LA
(z) = (zB) EAi), (4.21)=
i=l i=l
where i denotes the different rods in the chain which is to be modeled by a spring, Nr is the number
of rods, Ai is the length of rod i, and L is the Langevin function. In general, this summation does
not simplify. To understand how this response differs from the response with equal lengths, we
examine the small and large force limits and try to identify an effective Kuhn length for which this
appears like a single Langevin function.
If we examine the limit when f is large compared to kBT/Ai even for the smallest Ai, the
average fractional extension of the chain becomes
(z) kBTNr(z) 1 TN (4.22)
f ff
where £ is the fully-extended length of spring and is equal to the sum of the rod lengths
Nr
(4.23)
i=1
Comparing this behavior with a system with equal rod lengths gives a high-force effective Kuhn
length
1N,
Aeff,h = Ai = A. (4.24)
i=1
We have introduced the over-bar notation for the average over the rods in the chain. If we expand
the fractional extension for small force, the behavior becomes
(z) E A/r I (4.25)
- 3kBT A
i=1
Therefore the low-force effective Kuhn length is
Nr Nr Nr
Aef,I = A/= E A/ EAi = A 2 /A . (4.26)
i=-1 i=1 i=1
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The high-force value is simply the average rod length, while the low-force value in equation (4.26)
is larger. The larger the spread in rod lengths, the larger the difference between the two.
After understanding the constant force response of the bead-rod chain, we can examine the
spring force needed in a bead-spring model that gives the same constant force response (which
itself differs from a single Langevin function). As shown previously, this spring force comes from
the constant extension response of the bead-rod chain. This can be written again using Rayleigh's
formula but for a random walk with non-identical steps. For example, to use a spring to model a
three rod system with rod lengths A1, A2, and A 3 one should use a spring potential energy of
(r)1 u sin(ur)sin(uA1) sin(uA2) sin(uA3)d
(r o uA uA2  uA3  . (4.27)
The spring force is the derivative of this potential.
Let us examine a specific system to illustrate the behavior of these unequal rod chains. Figure 4.6
shows the spring force needed for a series of chains each with m rods of length A and m rods of
length 5A for m ranging from 1 to 6. Similar to the equal rod case, for short chains (small m) the
spring force laws needed have discontinuities. For example, when m = 1 it is impossible for the
fractional extension to be less than 2/3. Because a positive force is a retractive force, the force
diverges to -oo to prevent the fractional extension from being less than 2/3. Only in the large m
limit does the spring force law approach the constant force behavior. Note that even in this limit
the spring force needed differs from a single Langevin function based on the average rod length.
Figure 4.6 allowed us to examine how the chains approach the infinitely long limit if the rods
have a significant difference in lengths. To further examine how different rod lengths affect the
spring force law needed to model the chain, we will compare chains will the same contour length
but with different ratios of rod lengths. The system contains m rods of length A and m rods
of length pA. The constraint of constant contour length means that m(1 + p) is held constant.
Figure 4.7 shows an example of the rod system with m(1 + p) = 12 and m ranging from 1 to 6.
Note that the m = 2 case was already seen in Figure 4.6, and the m = 6 case has 12 equal length
rods. For this example, two effects help make the response closer to the inverse Langevin function
as m increases; not only does the number of rods increase with m but also the variance in rod
lengths decreases.
In Figure 4.7 we scaled the force using the average rod length, which changes with m. We saw
that for the constant force response this scaling made curves for all distributions of rod lengths
and number of rods have the same high force limiting behavior. Let us examine closer the constant
extension response near full extension. Consider a chain of v rods with lengths A1, A2, to A,. We
denote the smallest rod length by As. It has been observed that in the region e - 2As < r < £ the
partition function is
(e - r )- 2Q2(r) oc (4.28)
This has been explicitly verified for a number of examples for small v, while a general proof for
arbitrary v appears excessively tedious like a related proof given in Appendix F of [10]. The spring
force needed in this region of extension is
f,(r)=kBT - + 2- (4.29)(r f-r)
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Fig. 4.6: Series of spring forces necessary to model chains with m rods of length
A and m rods of length 5A for m = 1, 2,3,4,5,6, with the arrow denoting
increasing m. The dimensionless axes are f8 = f,3A/kBT and i = r/e. The
dashed line corresponds to m = oo. The dotted line is the inverse Langevin
function. Note that the m = 1 force law diverges at i = 2/3 and ý = 1.
If we non-dimensionalize the force using the average Kuhn length, A, the force as a function of
fractional extension, ý, is
fsA 1 + (v - 3)i (4.30)kBT Vf(1 - )
Because this force only depends on v and not the exact distribution of rod lengths, the force is the
same in this region as an equal rod system having v rods each of length A. Note that this relation
is exact over a finite range which is determined by the smallest rod length. This can be compared
with the constant force response, for which it only matches the response of v rods each of length
A in the limit r -- v.
By examining the FJC with unequal rod lengths, we have examined a crude model for chains
with variable flexibility. Both the constant force response and the constant extension response differ
from the equal rod case (a single Langevin function). In other words, even in the infinite chain
limit, the unequal rod system can be distinguished from an equal rod model. Also, throughout
the analysis, the order of the rods within a spring did not matter. This can be seen directly from
equation (4.27) for the three rod system. The formula is the same independent of the ordering of
the rods.
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Fig. 4.7: Series of spring forces necessary to model chains with m rods of length
A and m rods of length pA for m = 1,2,3,4,5,6, with the arrow denoting
increasing m. The value of p is determined from the condition of constant
contour length, m(1 +p) = 12. The dimensionless axes are f, = f,(6/m)A/kBT
and i = r/t. The dotted line is the inverse Langevin function. Note that the
m = 1 force law diverges at r = 5/6 and f = 1.
4.2.3 Approximate spring force law
While the models developed using the constant extension ensemble are advantageous in that they
give the correct equilibrium behavior and provide a systematic method for changing levels of coarse-
graining, some practical issues remain for using them in computations such as Brownian dynamics
simulations. For small numbers of rods per spring, the spring force laws can have discontinuities.
How do discontinuous force laws perform in BD simulations? We address this question by simulating
directly using BD the two-rod and three-rod spring force laws at equilibrium.
The two-rod spring force law is proportional to r - 1 for allowable extensions. At full extension,
the retractive force must jump to +oo to prevent the spring from extending past that point. The two
features not common to spring force laws are the divergence at small extension and the discontinuity
at full extension. To test the ability to use this force law in a Brownian dynamics simulation, we
use a simple explicit Euler integration scheme [46]. With this scheme it is possible for the length
of the spring at the end of a time step to be larger than the fully-extended length of the spring.
This is analogous to two hard spheres which are not allowed to have a separation distance smaller
than their diameter. For this spring force law, we implement the same type of algorithm used for
hard spheres [64, 65]. If the spring is past full extension at the end of a time step, we rescale the
length of the spring to be at full extension. This algorithm is known to converge to the correct
answer as the time step is reduced. For larger time steps, it is known that this algorithm produces a
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Fig. 4.8: This shows the convergence of a BD simulation for a spring force law
that models two rods of a freely jointed chain. (a) Histogram of the probability
density of the spring length from a BD simulation compared with the exact
distribution. The time steps used were bt = 10- 3 (0), 6t = 10- 4 (c), and
6t =:: 10- 5 (0). (b) The relative error in the second moment (i 2)eq (A) and the
fourth moment (i 4 )eq (x) from the BD simulations.
delta-function in the probability density at full extension with a corresponding depletion at smaller
extensions.
We tested the algorithm by choosing a random starting configuration and stepping forward
in time to equilibrate in a stagnant solvent. We then continued simulating at equilibrium and
sampling the magnitude of the extension of the spring. From this we build a histogram of the
probability distribution of the spring length. The spring length was sampled 106 times to reduce
the statistical error from finite sampling so most of the error is due to the non-zero time step. We
show in Figure 4.8(a) the histograms for different time steps compared to the true distribution.
The time step is nondimensionalized as
t t (JBT (4.31)
where ( is the drag coefficient on a bead and £ is the fully-extended length of the spring. We also
show in Figure 4.8(b) the convergence of the second and fourth moments of the spring length, (ý2)eq
and (ý4)eq, to the true values. To avoid ambiguity in the sign, we define the relative error as
true value - calculated value
E (4.32)true value
The three-rod spring force law also has a feature not common to force laws. It has a finite jump
in the force at 1/3 extension. This jump is equivalent to a discontinuous slope in the probability
density. We again test the ability of a simple explicit Euler scheme to capture this feature. Even
At
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Fig. 4.9: This shows the convergence of a BD simulation for a spring force law
that models three rods of a freely jointed chain. (a) Histogram of the probability
density of the spring length from a BD simulation compared with the exact
distribution. The time steps used were 6t = 10- 5 (D) and 6t = 10- 6 (0). (b)
The relative error in the second moment (i 2)eq (A) and the fourth moment
(O4)eq (x) from the BD simulations.
though the spring force law does continuously diverge at full extension, with this scheme it is
possible to end a time step past full extension. While there exist more sophisticated schemes
for handling this, we opt for the simple algorithm of rescaling the spring to be at 0.99999 of full
extension.
We formed the probability density histogram in the same way as for the two-rod spring. In
Figure 4.9(a) the histograms for different time steps are compared to the true distribution. We also
show in Figure 4.9(b) the convergence of the second and fourth moments of the spring length to
the true values.
These two examples show that it is possible to simulate the new spring force laws using simple
BD algorithms. More elaborate schemes may be able to increase the size of time steps although at
the increased computation cost of a more sophisticated algorithm.
The other main practical issue concerns the spring laws when each spring represents a larger
number of springs. Although we have shown that the spring force from the RWS model (calculated
from equation (4.17)) exactly represents the freely jointed chain, and similarly for the unequal rod
case, the analytical expressions for the spring force laws become increasing complicated as each
spring represents more rods. We have seen that the spring force law has different forms in different
regions of fractional extension. For the equal rod length case the number of different regions is 1/2
of the number of rods per spring (rounding up to the nearest integer). Thus as the number of rods
per spring increases, the number of different regions increases dramatically. Within each of these
regions, the force law is a rational function where the degree of the polynomials typically increases
rapidly as the number of rods per spring increases. The large number of regions and the complexity
within each region decreases the practicality of these force laws for large number of rods per spring.
(b)
x
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However in this limit the spring force laws are becoming smooth, making it likely that approximate
force laws can be developed in the same spirit as approximating the inverse-Langevin function by
a simple rational function.
Our task for the remainder of this section is to develop a spring force law which approximates
the RWS model, because it is that spring force law that exactly models the freely jointed chain.
We start by considering the equal rod case. We have shown that the RWS model can be used
directly when each spring represents two or three rods. When each rod represents four rods, the
RWS model only has two regions of extension, with a simple form in each region, and so could also
be easily implemented in BD simulations.
For the cases where each spring represents five or six rods the spring force laws have three regions
in extension. The force law in the third region (near full extension) is given by equation (4.30).
We can develop a single functional form that can approximate the first two regions. In this way we
can approximate the RWS model which has three regions in extension by a spring force law which
only has two regions and so is easier to implement in simulations. An approximate force law for
the five-rod case is
fA 539?/225kBT < - < 3/5, (4.33)ksT 1 - 3·f2/5 '
fsA 1 + 2?
, 3/5 < <1 (4.34)kBT 5f(1 - f)
The parameters for the force law in the first region were chosen by first assuming a functional
form in ? with two adjustable constants. The parameters were constrained so that the force law
is continuous at ? = 3/5 because the RWS model for five rods is continuous. The other free
parameter was chosen to give a small error in the second and fourth moment of the spring length
at equilibrium. The error in (f 2)eq by using this approximate force law to model five rods is 0.02%.
The error in (? 4 )eq is 0.0006%.
A similar method can be used to approximate the six-rod case. The approximate force law is
fA 63?/25 - 49f3/125
kBT 1 - 9263?2/13500 0 2/3, (4.35)
fsA 1 + 3f
kBT 6(1-) 2/3 < ? < 1 . (4.36)
This approximate force law for the six-rod system has an error of 0.01% in (f2)eq and an error of
0.02% in (f 4)eq.
The advantage of still using two regions for the five and six-rod cases is that we can utilize
exactly the RWS model in the final region of extension. This allows us to build an approximation
that accurately represents many properties such as the second and fourth moments of the spring
length and also the response under large stretching.
For even larger number of rods per spring the final region near full extension which has a simple
force law is only valid over a smaller and smaller region of extension. In this case the advantage to
using two spring force laws spliced together does not seem great and so we have chosen to develop
a single approximate force law over the entire extension range. While many possible forms are
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possible to approximate the true spring force laws, we choose the form
fsA CP - DP3fsAT- C D 3  (4.37)
kBT 1 - ý2
where A is the rod length and C and D do not depend on the fractional extension, i, but will
depend on the number of rods represented by the spring, v. The dependence on f takes the same
form as the Cohen force law [66]. We will see that with an appropriate choice of C and D, this can
give an accurate representation of the freely jointed chain. Because we have chosen the same form
in f as the Cohen force law, calculations such as BD simulations can be easily and quickly modified
to use the new force law with no loss of computation speed but a uniformly more accurate result.
Although we are not using the RWS force law near full extension, we will still require that the
limiting behavior of our approximate form match the limiting behavior of the RWS force law. The
result of this choice will be that the approximate spring will behave like the freely jointed chain in
the limit of strong stretching. As the fractional extension approaches 1, the RWS force law diverges
as
f,A 1 - 2/v
- -, . (4.38)kBT 1 -
For our approximate force law to diverge in the same manner, we obtain the constraint on C and
D of
C + D = 2 - 4/v . (4.39)
We must now develop a method for determining the remaining free parameter. One natural method
would be to examine the RWS force law at small extension, find the coefficient to f in that expansion
which will be a function of v, and match this coefficient with C. Because the constraint on C + D
is to capture the strong stretching limit, the rationale behind this choice would likely be so that
the spring correctly captures the equilibrium limit. However, with this choice the second moment
of the spring length at equilibrium, (? 2)eq, is not correct. This is because, even at equilibrium, the
spring samples the non-linear regions of the force law, and the shape of the approximate force law
does not exactly capture the shape of the RWS model.
Alternatively, one could calculate numerically the function C(v) such that the second moment
of the spring length for the approximate force law matches exactly the freely jointed chain (which
is also the same as the RWS model). Recall that the second moment of the spring length is a
key property that is important to capture [67]. Not only is it related to the size of the coil at
equilibrium, but also it is related to the zero-shear viscosity. In the constant-force ensemble, the
slope of the average extension versus force curve at small force is also proportional to the second
moment of the spring length.
Instead of having to deal with a numerical function C(v), it would be better to have a simple
approximate formula for C(v) that still gives a very small error in the second moment of the spring
length. Another reason an approximate form for C(v) is sufficient is that even if we could make
the error in the second moment vanish, the shape of the spring force law will limit the ability to
capture other properties like the fourth moment exactly.
Using the asymptotic expansion developed in ref. [67], the second moment of the spring length
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for the force law (equation (4.37)) with the constraint in equation (4.39) is
3 30 30(24 - 7C + 2C 2)  (4.40)
C v2C3 3C5 . (4.40)
We want to choose C(v) such that this second moment is the same as the freely jointed chain. The
freely jointed chain has (p22 )eq = 1/v. By choosing
10 10C = 3 - 27 ' (4.41)
33v 27+2 '
the second moment of the spring length for the approximate spring force law (equation (4.37)) is
( 2)eq 1 +O . (4.42)
The resulting approximate spring force law is
3- 10 10 2 10 3
fsA 3 3v 27v2 3v 27v2(
BT 1 - 2 (4.43)
To quantify the accuracy of this approximate spring force law, we need to compare it's properties
with those of the underlying freely jointed chain. The average (i 2)eq of this spring force law is
compared in Figure 4.10(a) to the freely jointed chain it is meant to represent as a function of the
number of rods per spring. From the asymptotic expansion of the second moment, equation (4.42),
we see that the relative error should go like v- 3 which we see explicitly from Figure 4.10(a). The
approximate spring force law has an error of 0.01% at v = 6 and smaller error for larger v. For
reference we show the error if the Cohen force law were used. An asymptotic expansion of the
second moment of the spring length using the Cohen force law shows the relative error decays like
v- 1 as seen in the figure. The slight changes made to the Cohen form have had a significant impact.
The error has been reduced by over a factor of 1000. The new force law can even be used down to
four rods per spring with only a small error.
The fourth moment of the spring length is also important to capture correctly because of it's
impact on zero-shear rheology. Similar to the second moment, we show in Figure 4.10(b) the error
in the fourth moment of the spring length for the approximate force law with the error of the
Cohen form for comparison. The fourth moment of the spring length for the freely jointed chain is
(?4 )eq - (5v - 2)/(3v3 ). Again we see that the error of the approximate force law (equation (4.43))
is very small, only about 1% at v = 6 and smaller at larger v. The error has been reduced by about
a factor of 40 below that of the Cohen force law.
The final property we analyze here is the force-extension behavior in the constant force ensemble.
Recall that the response of the freely jointed chain in this ensemble is the Langevin function,
(-) = L£(f). We compare the error of the approximate force law and the Cohen force law in
Figure 4.11 for v = 4, 6, 20, oo. Note that the error does not exactly vanish in the limit v --+ o0
because the Cohen force law is not exactly the inverse Langevin function, although the error in
fractional extension is less than 2% in that limit.
We have now developed and analyzed the error from using an approximate spring force law
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Fig. 4.10: Relative error in the equilibrium moments of the spring length between
an approximate spring force law compared with an equal rod freely jointed chain.
The solid lines are for the Cohen force law, and the dashed lines are for the new
force law (equation (4.43)). (a) Relative error in the second moment, (i 2)eq.
(b) Relative error in the fourth moment, (P4 )eq.
(equation (4.43)) to represent freely jointed chains. The error from using this approximate force
law instead of the RWS model is small enough that the dominant error in a Brownian dynamics
simulations will likely be from a nonzero integration time step and statistical error from a finite
number of samples. The error is small even when each spring represents only four rods. It is
important to emphasize that the new force law (equation (4.43)) outperforms the Cohen force
law at all levels of discretization and so should be used instead of the Cohen force law by future
simulators.
We can develop a similar approximate force law that models freely jointed chains with unequal
rod lengths by proceeding in the exact same manner. As with the equal rod case, we will assume
a form like the Cohen force law:
f 8sA B± + Gf 3
kBT I -i 2 (4.44)
The values of B and G will depend on the number of rods and also the distribution of rod lengths.
For the spring to have the correct limiting behavior at full extension we need
B + G = 2 - 4/v (4.45)
where here v is defined using the average rod length, v = /lA, which is equal to the total number
of rods that the spring represents. For the equal rod case, we used the expansion of the second
moment of the spring length for the approximate spring to get the remaining parameter B. Because
the spring force takes the same form as the equal rod case, the expansion of the second moment of
(a)
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Fig. 4.11: Relative error in the average fractional extension between an approxi-
mate spring force law compared with an equal rod freely jointed chain, where the
number of rods each spring represents is v = 4, 6, 20, 0c and the arrows denote
increasing v. The dotted lines are for the Cohen force law, the dashed lines are
for the new approximate force law (equation (4.43)), and the solid line is the
v = cc limit of both force laws. The force is nondimesionalized using the rod
length, f = fA/kBT.
the spring length is the same:
3 30 30(24 - 7B + 2B 2)  (1 (4.46)
(2)eq + + O . (4.46)vB - v2B 3  v 3B5
We choose B in order to match this second moment with the second moment of the freely jointed
chain. The second moment of the freely jointed chain is (i 2)eq = A 2/v, where A 2 is a function of
the distribution of rod lengths and is defined as A 2 - A2/A 2. Similarly we will define A 4 =
which we will use later in discussing the fourth moment. By choosing
3 10A 2  10A 2 (4A - 21A 2  18)B - + 2  (4.47)A2 3v 27v2
10-1 100 10' 102
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Fig. 4.12: Relative error in the equilibrium moments of the spring length between
an approximate spring force law compared with a unequal rod freely jointed
chain. The solid lines are for the equation (4.50) force law, and the dashed
lines are for the new force law (equation (4.49)). (a) Relative error in the
second moment, (f 2)eq. (b) Relative error in the fourth moment, (?4 )eq.
the second moment of the spring length for the approximate spring force law (equation (4.44)) is
(4.48)
The resulting approximate spring force law is
fsA 3 10A 2  10A 2 (4A 2 - 21A 2 + 18) + (2 - 4/v)i 3
kBT - A2 3 + 27v2 1 -± 2 (4.49)
In the limit v - oo this becomes
f 8A 3 2i 3
kBT A2 1 - i 2
(4.50)
We can quantify the accuracy of the approximate force law by comparing the second and fourth
moments of the spring length with the second and fourth moments for the underlying freely jointed
chain. The fourth moment of the freely jointed chain is (i 4 )eq = (5A2 v- 2A 4 )/(3 3 ). Even when
expressing a unequal rod system in terms of a few averages over the rods, the parameter space is
large. We will quantify the error of the approximate spring force law for the same system shown
in Figure 4.6. This system consists of equal numbers of rods of length A and rods of length 5A,
resulting in A 2 = 1.444 and A 4 = 3.862. With these parameters fixed, we change the number of
rods, and examine the error in the moments of the spring length in Figure 4.12.
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Fig. 4.13: (a) Constant extension partition function of a single F-actin fila-
ment. (b) Comparison of the spring force law determined by the PET method
(solid line) for a dumbbell model of an F-actin filament with the Marko-Siggia
interpolation formula (dashed line). The force is made dimensionless using the
persistence length, f. = fsAp/kBT.
4.3 Application to Worm-like Chain
4.3.1 Application to dumbbell model
The next polymer model we examine is the worm-like chain (WLC), but initially only for dumbbell
models. The next section discusses the extension to multi-spring chains. The application for a
dumbbell follows the general prescription given in equation (4.8). If the worm-like chain contains
a large number of persistence lengths, then the spring force law reduces to the long chain limit
approximated by the Marko-Siggia interpolation formula. However, many biopolymers of interest,
such as F-actin and microtubules, do not contain many persistence lengths. In contrast to the FJC,
for which exact analytical results can be obtained for short chains, the analytical calculation of the
exact distribution function for short WLC's can not be done at this time. However, a number of
numerical and approximate analytical techniques have been developed recently [68, 69, 70].
As an example, we calculate the spring force needed to model a single actin filament using a
dumbbell. Because the end-to-end distance distribution for an actin filament has been measured
experimentally [71], this example illustrates how the use of the distribution function to produce
a bead-spring model is not restricted to analytical models. The distribution function can come
directly from experiments.
Ref. [71] show that the distribution for actin matches well to the worm-like chain, and ref. [68]
develops a good approximation to that behavior. In Figure 4.13(a) we show the distribution function
of a 3-D WLC calculated from the approximate formula given by ref. [68] for the actin parameters
found by ref. [71]: L = 13.40pm , Ap = 16.1pm. In Figure 4.13(b) we compare the resulting
spring force necessary to reproduce the actin distribution with the Marko and Siggia interpolation
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Fig. 4.14: Restricting the configurations within a category eliminates the cou-
pling in a multi-spring worm-like chain model. Within each category the refer-
ence points (black circles) are held fixed as well as the polymer's tangent vector
at the reference point. The lines signify different polymer configurations within
the category. The coarse-grained model consists of beads which have a vector
direction which is the direction of the polymer's tangent vector. The interaction
of neighboring beads depends both on the bead positions and the bead directions.
formula. The dramatic difference between the force laws illustrates the importance of choosing
the correct one, because the incorrect use of the Marko and Siggia form would result in significant
errors.
4.3.2 Exact generalized model
In order to develop a multi-spring model of the worm-like chain, one must calculate the multidi-
mensional partition function Q(rl,r2, ... ). This illustrates a hurdle with implementing the PET
method. For models such as the worm-like chain with coupling across the reference points (black
circles in Figure 4.3), the multidimensional partition function is not separable, and therefore the
spring potential energy is not separable into a sum over each spring.
However, we can use the same thought process used in Figure 4.3 to overcome the difficulty
in a systematic way. We can eliminate the coupling between the segments by further restricting
the category of configurations. The new type of model is illustrated in Figure 4.14. In addition to
holding points along the polymer with fixed positions, the tangent vector of the polymer is held
fixed at each of these points. Because the tangent vector is held fixed, there is no coupling across the
points. We can replace the category of configurations by a single configuration of a coarse-grained
model. This new coarse-grained model is not a typical type of bead-spring chain, but a series of
beads that have a direction associated with them (the direction of the polymer's tangent vector).
The interaction of two neighboring beads depends both on the vector connecting the bead centers,
r, and the tangent vectors associated with the beads, tl and t2. The "potential energy" of this
interaction is
U(r, tl, t2) = -kBT In Q(r, tl, t2) (4.51)
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where f(r, tl, t 2) is the partition function in the ensemble where both the separation of the ends
and tangent vectors at the ends are held fixed.
While this new type of coarse-grained model will give the correct equilibrium distribution func-
tion as the worm-like chain at any level of discretization, it may not be computationally desirable
to perform si:rnulations such as Brownian dynamics (BD) with such a model.
We propose that this system can be approximated by a conventional bead-spring chain with
bending potentials. The spring force in this approximation would be taken as the force in a dumbbell
model of the short segment of polymer. This separation is a reasonable first approximation because
it correctly models the behavior at the two extremes of discretization.
In the limit of a large number of persistence lengths between reference points, the coupling
vanishes and thus the bending energy should vanish. In the limit of zero persistence lengths
between reference points, the polymer acts like a rigid rod. The polymer model of rigid rods with
bending potentials is the Kratky-Porod model if we choose the bending potential to be
Ubend(0) = kBTA 2 , (4.52)2e
where 0 is the angle between the directions of successive rods, f is the length of the rod, and Ap is
the persistence length. In the limit of f much smaller than Ap this approaches the continuous WLC
model. This bending energy could also be used when the spring length, f, is much larger than the
persistence length, Ap, because it correctly vanishes in that limit. We leave a detailed analysis of
the decomposition approximation using bending energy and an analysis of how the bending energy
varies with v:= £/A for future work.
4.3.3 Use of bending potentials
Although the use of bending potentials to approximate the exact generalized model may provide
the best approximation, there are still hurdles to overcome to implement that model and guarantee
that it is in fact a good approximation. At large discretization these models with bending potentials
would look similar to a Kratky-Porod model [16, 72, 73, 74]. However, in some situations it may be
sufficient to develop a model without bending potentials, but simply with an altered spring force
law. Before developing this new spring force law, we must discuss some implications of using a
model without bending potentials between the springs as a coarse-grained version of the worm-like
chain.
Consider the continuous worm-like chain in Figure 4.15. The vectors rl and r 2 correspond
to segments of polymer which will be modeled by springs. The polymer has a persistence length
Ap, and each segment has a contour length of e, so represents v = f/Ap number of persistence
lengths. The segments are separated by an amount of polymer with contour length &c. One way
of examining the assumptions in the coarse-grained model is to compare (r2) and (r1 - r2) between
the continuous worm-like chain and the bead-spring model. We can calculate these properties of
the continuous WLC by using the average correlation of the tangent vector
(t(s) - t(p)) = exp(- s - pj/Ap) , (4.53)
where s and p denote the positions along the contour of the WLC and t(s) is the unit tangent
vector at position s. We will also use that the vector connecting two points on the chain is the sum
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Fig. 4.15: Illustration of a worm-like chain with vectors connecting positions
on the chain. The coarse-grained model would ideally reproduce the average
correlation of the vectors. The polymer has persistence length Ap. The contour
length represented by the vectors is £. The contour length between the two vectors
is £c.
over all the tangent vectors connecting those points, for example
a+t
ri = ds t(s) , (4.54)
Ja
where a is an arbitrary constant related to the convention of where s and p are defined to be zero.
Using these two equations we can show that
(r - r 2 ) = Ap(1 - e-V) 2 e - cV (4.55)
(r2) = 2eAp + 2A2(e - v - 1) . (4.56)
We would like the coarse-grained version of the WLC (the bead-spring chain) to reproduce these two
properties. Consider first the behavior of (rl - r2). Without bending potentials in the bead-spring
chain model, the mean dot product between two spring connector vectors is zero. Note that even if
each spring represents a large segment of polymer (i.e. v -- oc), neighboring sections (c = 0) would
need to have a nonzero mean dot product to exactly model the continuous WLC. Next-nearest
neighbors (c = 1) in the continuous WLC have an exponentially decaying mean dot product for
large v. As we will see later, it is not possible to use a bead-spring chain without bending potentials
to accurately model a WLC with v < 2 (less than one Kuhn length). For the case v > 2 which we
consider here, the correlation between next-nearest neighbors in the continuous WLC is small, so
can be approximately modeled without bending potentials.
Another issue that must be addressed is the matching of the force-extension behavior between
the bead-spring chain and the continuous worm-like chain. This turns out to be related to (r')
because the slope of the force-extension behavior at small force is proportional to the second moment
of the spring length [67].
Figure 4.16 shows a sketch of the force-extension behavior of a series of continuous worm-like
chains of different contour lengths relative to the persistence length, a = L/Ap. This represents the
e
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1
Fig. 4.16: Sketch of the average fractional extension as a function of the applied
force for a continuous worm-like chain model. The arrow denotes increasing
a =: L/Ap, where L is the contour length and Ap is the persistence length. The
dashed curve represents a = oc. The z-extension is made dimensionless using
the contour length, i = z/L. The externally applied force is made dimensionless
using the persistence length, f = (fAp) / (kBT).
behavior of the exact WLC which we want the bead-spring chain to reproduce. Using the second
moment of the squared end-to-end distance for the exact WLC (similar to equation (4.56) but for
the entire polymer) and its relation to the zero force slope, one can show that in this sketch, the
slope at zero force is
& 2 2lim .(z) = 2 +  (e- - 1) . (4.57)j-o f 3 3a
As a increases, the slope increases until it saturates at 2/3. The behavior at large force has not
been rigorously calculated for finite a. However, approximate calculations for worm-like chains
with a x 1 [68] suggest that the behavior at large enough force may behave as
( - + O (4.58)
for all values of a > 0.
Now consider two different bead-spring chain models, one with N, = 1 number of springs and
v = 4 number of persistence lengths represented by each spring and the other model with N8 = 100
number of springs and v = 4 number of persistence lengths represented by each spring. Because
there are no b:ending potentials between the springs and the value of v is the same, the average
fractional extension versus force curves of these bead-spring chains are identical [671. The total
number of persistence lengths in the whole chain is a = Nyv, so the continuous worm-like chains
that are to be modeled contain a = 4 and a = 400 respectively. Figure 4.16 shows that these
continuous worm-like chains have different force-extension behaviors. This would appear to be an
inconsistency in our method of determining the spring force law by matching the force-extension
behavior of the bead-spring model with the continuous worm-like chain. This inconsistency results
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from the absence of bending potentials in the bead-spring chain model.
To proceed with a bead-spring model without bending potentials that is also consistent, we
will only attempt to model continuous worm-like chains which are "long" in the sense that a > 1.
However, keep in mind that the systems of interest here, and any real system, will have a finite a no
matter how large it is. For example, consider now two bead-spring models, one with N, = 25 number
of springs and v = 10 number of persistence lengths represented by each spring and the other model
with N, = 100 number of springs and v = 4 number of persistence lengths represented by each
spring. The continuous worm-like chains to be modeled contain a = 250 and a = 400 respectively.
While these continuous worm-like chains do not have identical force-extension behaviors, because
a > 1, they are very close to each other and also very close to the a = 00 force-extension behavior
of the continuous WLC shown in Figure 4.16. From equations (4.57) and (4.58) we see that the
maximum relative error between a curve with finite a and the a = 00 curve is 1/a for large a. In
this article the spring force law will be constructed so that the force-extension behavior of these
bead-spring models with v = 10 and v = 4 will be identical (to within the error discussed later),
and that force-extension behavior will be the a = oo limit in Figure 4.16. In other words, the spring
force law developed here will be valid even if each spring represents a relatively small amount of
polymer (e.g. v = 4) as long as the entire chain contains many persistence lengths (a = Nsv > 1).
In practice this is not much of a restriction because many worm-like chains of interest contain many
persistence lengths, such as the commonly modeled stained A-phage DNA which contains about
a ; 400 persistence lengths.
The more subtle point is that we are essentially sacrificing some accuracy at the scale of a single
spring (as (r )) or neighboring springs (as (ri - r 2) for c = 0) to obtain the correct behavior at
the scale of the entire chain. We can see this sacrifice by comparing (r2 ) for the bead-spring chain
and the WLC. In order for the bead-spring chain to have the a = 0c force-extension behavior at
small force without bending potentials, the bead-spring chain will be required to have (r2) = 2VA,
because of the relation between this moment and the zero-force slope of the force-extension behavior.
Comparing this with equation (4.56) we see that the relative error in this second moment decays
as 1/v for large v and is 76% when a spring represents two persistence lengths.
This is the same type of compromise at equilibrium that is made when the bead-rod chain is
used to model a > 1 worm-like chains. In fact, the bead-spring chain models developed here would
become the bead-rod chain if each spring represents two persistence lengths. A worm-like chain
of two persistence lengths is not a rigid rod and neighboring segments are not freely jointed. The
bead-rod chain sacrifices this accuracy to describe the entire a > 1 worm-like chain at equilibrium.
The approximation made in this paper is less severe because each spring represents at least two
persistence lengths and the bead-spring chains developed here also capture the response correctly
when external forces are applied.
4.3.4 Real continuous WLC
As discussed in the previous section, the spring force law in the new bead-spring chain model will
be chosen so that the force-extension behavior of the model matches that of the a = 00 continuous
WLC in the limits of large and small force. Recall that the a of any system considered here is
finite, but we are only considering systems with a > 1 such that the force-extension behavior is
very close to the a = oo force-extension behavior. To gauge the accuracy of this bead-spring chain
we will calculate the error in the force-extension behavior relative to the a = oo behavior over the
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entire force range. The force-extension behavior for an a = oo worm-like chain cannot be written
exactly as a simple analytic function, but the response can be calculated numerically. In this article
we use the numerical calculation by [75] as the "true" worm-like chain.
The asymptotic expansions for both large and small forces are
2f1/2 128 3 / 2  (4.59)2
2 44 - ( - -- f" + O Is (4.60)3 135
where (i) is the average fractional extension and f is the externally applied force made dimensionless
using kBT divided by the persistence length, Ap. The numerical data from Bouchiat et al. has these
asymptotic behaviors. Bouchiat et al. also developed a simple formula to approximate the numerical
evaluation. While this formula only introduces a small error, because of the functional form chosen,
it does not have exactly the expansions above. Thus in the main body of this article we only use
the numerical, data from Bouchiat et al. See Appendix A.4 for a discussion of the simple functions
to approximate the behavior.
4.3.5 Accuracy of Marko-Siggia spring
Before discussing the new spring force law, we will address the accuracy of using the Marko and
Siggia interpolation formula as the spring force law at different levels of discretization. This anal-
ysis is related to that done previously in Chapter 3 and in ref. [67] though it differs in one very
important aspect. Previously, we were concerned with understanding how the different ensembles
and corresponding fluctuations affect the response. Therefore when analyzing the behavior of bead-
spring chains using the Marko-Siggia force law, we compared the force-extension behavior of the
bead-spring chain with a hypothetical polymer which has the Marko-Siggia formula as its "true"
behavior. This is because we did not want the fact that the Marko-Siggia form is not the same as
the real WLC to complicate our understanding of the different ensembles and fluctuations.
However, our concern here is to analyze how well a bead-spring chain models the real continuous
WLC, so we compare the behavior of Marko-Siggia chain to the real WLC (using the numerical
data from [751]). Note that because the hypothetical Marko-Siggia polymer is the same as the real
WLC at small and large force, the error will be the same as the previous analysis in those two
limits. It is at; intermediate forces where there is a difference.
Recall that the Marko and Siggia spring force law takes the form
fspring (r) = T) () - + 1 (4.61)Aeff f 4 4(1 - r/J)2
where Aeff is an effective persistence length which can be different from the true persistence length
of the WLC being modeled Atrue (previously denoted Ap). The effective persistence length is
a fudge factor used to improve the behavior of the bead-spring chain. An extensive analysis of
different choices for this effective persistence length was performed previously [67] in terms of the
ratio A = Aeff/Atrue. The result is that a single choice of A is not capable of correcting the force-
extension behavior at both small and large forces. In this section we will see further evidence of
this fact. The value of A is a function of the number of persistence lengths represented by each
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Fig. 4.17: Relative error in the fractional extension versus force for the Marko-
Siggia spring using the low-force criterion for the effective persistence length.
The gray lines signify that e < 0, while the black lines signify that e > 0. The
curves correspond to v = 4 (dotted), v = 20 (dashed), and v = 00 (solid). As
v -- 10/3 the curves approach the bead-string chain (dash-dot).
spring v. Here we will use the low-force criterion for A, which chooses the function A(v) such that
the force-extension behavior of the bead-spring chain matches the force-extension behavior of the
a = oo continuous WLC at zero force.
Figure 4.17 shows the relative error in the fractional extension versus force between using
the Marko-Siggia spring force law and the a = oo continuous WLC. The curves correspond to
v = 4, 20, oo00, and the low-force criterion was used for A. To avoid ambiguity in the sign of the
relative error, we define it as
true value - calculated value
E- (4.62)true value
The key point is that the error appears to not be the smallest at v = 00. At intermediate v (like
v = 20) the maximum error can be smaller than when v = oo. This is because the error discussed
previously [67] counteracts the error because the Marko-Siggia formula does not match the real
WLC.
The general response can be understood by examining the limiting behaviors of the bead-spring
chain and the real WLC. At large force the average fractional extension using the Marko-Siggia
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force law is
S 1 , (4.63)
where the external force f is made dimensionless using the true persistence length, denoted Atrue.
Recall that in Figure 4.17, A(v) was determined using the low-force criterion. This means that for
any 10/3 < v < oo, the relative error eventually decays as f- 1/2 with a coefficient that is negative,
and the error gets worse as A grows (i.e. v decreases for the low-force criterion).
The form of the Marko-Siggia formula makes the behavior at small force slightly more subtle.
For any 10/3 < v < oo00, the relative error at small enough force decays as f 2. This is because (&)
is an odd analytic function of f around small force, and the low-force criterion for the effective
persistence length makes the order f term match the real WLC. The coefficient to this decay in
relative error is determined from the order f3 contribution to (i), which is related to the second
and fourth moments of the spring length, (p2) and (p4) [67]. The subtlety arises because as v --, 00,
the coefficient to f 2 in the relative error diverges as v1/ 2. Higher order terms in force also have
diverging coefficients. This large number of terms each with diverging coefficients combine and
cancel perfectly to give a relative error that decays as f. The actual curve in the v - oo limit is
found by comparing the inverse of the Marko-Siggia force law with the behavior of the real WLC.
The inverse of the Marko-Siggia force law is not an odd function, so has all terms in the expansion
for small force.
It may appear that the Marko-Siggia spring force law with an effective persistence length has
sufficiently small error at intermediate levels of discretization such as v = 20. However, in many
cases it is not sufficient to simply have the relative error approach zero at large force. Any bead-
spring model with a finite fully-extended length will have a fractional extension that approaches
one as the force approaches infinity, thus the relative error in the fractional extension will approach
zero as the force approaches infinity. It is also important for an accurate model to have the correct
approach to full extension. As shown in equation (4.63), the approach to full extension is affected
by the effective persistence length. The approach to full extension has been used to analyze the
behavior in strong flows and the relaxation after cessation of elongational flow [58, 76] and is
therefore important to capture with the coarse-grained model.
It is useful to pause at this point and recall how far the low-force criterion can be pushed. It
was shown previously [67] that the low-force criterion for the Marko-Siggia force law can not be
pushed past '- = 10/3. At that point, the effective persistence length becomes infinite. What that
means is the spring force is zero for all extensions less than the fully-extended length. This type of
model is also called the bead-string chain [12]. The fractional extension as a function of the force
for the bead-string chain is
-3kBT 1(i) = + (4.64)f - £(fl/(kBT)) '
where L is the Langevin function [67]. We show this curve in Figure 4.17, which is the limiting
behavior of the Marko-Siggia system with low-force criterion when v - 10/3. Note that the
f- 1/2 approach to full extension has totally vanished. In fact the response is not all that different
from using the freely jointed chain to model the worm-like chain (with each rod representing two
persistence lengths).
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4.3.6 New approximate force law without bending potential
The main goal of this section is to systematically build a new spring force law which can be used
in bead-spring chain models and performs better than the Marko-Siggia formula. We now develop
that new spring force law. We proceed as for the freely jointed chain previously [77]. We start by
assuming a form of the spring force law
Cf GC
s = + 2+ Df + BP(1 - ? 2 ) . (4.65)
We choose the values (functions of v) for C, G, D, B such that the force-extension behavior of the
bead-spring chain is the same (in the limits of small and large force) as the a = oo continuous
WLC.
For the similar analysis for the freely jointed chain we knew the way the spring force must
approach full extension to have the desired force-extension behavior from the random walk spring
(RWS) model. For the worm-like chain we must instead directly calculate the force-extension
behavior of a bead-spring chain using the postulated form as the spring force law. For large force
the fractional extension is
C1/2 G +7 1 (C1/2(C - 16D) C 1/ 2 (G + 4) (G + 1)(G + 3) 1
2f/ 2  4vf 3/2  64 16v 16v 2C1/ 2  2
(4.66)
To match with the behavior of the a = oo WLC (equation (4.59)) we choose C = 1, G = -7, and
3 3 6
D = 3. (4.67)
32 4v v2
With these choices the average fractional extension expansion is
1 1 1
2f 1/2 1283/2 + O . (4.68)
The remaining parameter, B, is chosen to match the behavior at small force (at equilibrium). We
will first proceed in the same way as for the freely jointed chain, using the large v expansion of the
second moment of the spring length, (?2). Because this second moment is proportional to the slope
of the force-extension behavior at small force, matching the second moment between the spring and
the WLC means that the force-extension behavior is correct at small force.
Provided ? = 0 is the global minimum of the spring potential energy, the behavior of the second
moment for large v is obtained by expanding the energy for small ? [67, 77]. Recall that for our
bead-spring chain to match the equilibrium behavior of the a = oo00 WLC, each spring must have
by construction (r2) = 2eAp. In dimensionless form, this is equivalent to (?2) = 2/v. If we choose
13 39 323Bhv = + 3 (4.69)32 16v 192v 2  (4.69)
then the expansion of the second moment for the spring with our new force law is
2) ~ +0 (4.70)
u V 4 "
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Fig. 4.18: Relative error in the second moment of the spring length, (?2), using
the new spring force law and the function Bhv.
We have denoted this Bh, because the value comes from examining the expansion at high v. For
the freely jointed chain we found that using the high v expansion allowed us to get a very small
error even at smaller v. Figure 4.18 shows the relative error in the second moment of the spring
length as a function of v. While the error does decay as v- 3 as we expect, the pre-factor is large
enough that the relative error at v = 4 is about 15%. This is larger than we want. While one way
to reduce the error is to continue the expansion to higher order in 1/v, making the error decay as
v- 4 or even higher, this will have most of its impact at large v where the error is already small
enough and will barely change the error at small v.
An alternative is to determine numerically the function B(v) such that the error is exactly zero.
This is similar to how the effective persistence length is determined numerically as a function of
v when using the Marko-Siggia force law and low-force criterion. In fact, the low-force criterion
function for the Marko-Siggia force law A(v) is the function such that (?2) = 2/v. It would be more
useful to have an approximate formula for B(v) that still has a small error. One such formula is
13 0.8172 14.79
+ --- 2B - 32  2  (4.71)
4.225 4.87 (4.71)1-+
V V2
Using this formula, the error in the second moment of the spring length vanishes at v = 4, 5, 9, 30, oo
by construction and has a maximum relative error of 0.07% for v > 4.
1
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Fig. 4.19: Relative error in the average fractional extension (i) using the new
spring force law (equation (4.72)). The gray lines signify that e < 0, while the
black lines signify that e > 0. The curves correspond to v = 4 (dotted), v = 20
(dashed), and v = oo (solid).
Using this function for the parameter B we obtain our new spring force law
13 0.8172 14.79A7 
_3 3 6 2 2) (4.72)= (1 - p2)2 (1 -- 2) 32 4 v2 -4.225 4.87 r(1 
1- ±+
Figure 4.19 shows the relative error in the fractional extension versus force using this new spring
force law. We see that the maximum error is approximately 1% even for v = 4. The response also
has the correct approach to full extension, which can be seen from the steeper power law near large
force than was seen for the Marko-Siggia force law.
We can use the expansions of the fractional extensions to examine the limiting behavior of the
relative error. At large force our new spring force law captures correctly up to order f-3/ 2 so the
relative error decays as f - 2 . For v = 4, 5, 9, 30, oo the parameter B makes the error vanish at small
force, so the relative error decays as f2 . For other values of v, there is a small but nonzero relative
error at zero force, so the relative error behaves as a small constant plus a term of order f 2 .
We will again pause to discuss how far this force law can be pushed. Recall that the force law
uses the B parameter to make (i 2 ) = 2/v. This is only possible if v > 2 because the spring can not
be larger than the fully-extended length. If each spring represents two persistence lengths, then the
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Fig 4.20: Spring potential energy versus fractional extension for the new spring
force law (equation (4.72)). The curves correspond to v = 20, 10,4, with the
arrow denoting decreasing v. The arbitrary additive constant has been chosen
so the potential energy vanishes at zero extension.
B value would need to make (p 2) = 1. In other words, the spring will have to look more and more
like a rigid rod because the average equilibrium length and fully-extended length become equal.
To make this true it would be necessary to have B = -oo. In this limit, the bead-spring chain
becomes a freely jointed chain. This is best illustrated by examining the spring potential energy
directly.
Figure 4.20 shows the spring potential energy calculated from our new spring force law (equa-
tion (4.72)) for a few values of v. Initially as v gets smaller, the potential energy weakens, allowing
for fluctuations to larger extensions. As v gets even smaller, the minimum in the potential appears
at nonzero extension. This allows the spring to correctly model both the low and high force behav-
iors. The minimum is at nonzero extension because the spring is becoming more like a rigid rod.
As v decreases, this minimum moves towards full extension and gets deeper. For B = -oo (which
is necessary to get the correct (i 2) = 1 for v = 2), the potential is infinitely deep at i = 1. In other
words, one way of simulating a freely jointed chain using stiff springs would be to set v = 2 and
B -+ -oo in our spring force law.
The subtle point has to do with the behavior at large force. From the high force behavior
in equation (4.66) and our choice of C, G, and D, one might think the behavior at high force is
retained even in the limit v = 2 and B -+ -oo. This is not true because one of the neglected
terms in equation (4.66) goes as B/f 2. This means that for any finite B, there exists a force large
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Fig. 4.21: Relative error in the average fractional extension (ý) using the new
type of spring force law as v -+ 2. The value of B was determined numerically to
make the error vanish at zero force. The curves correspond to v = 4, 3, 2.5, 2.1, 2
with the arrow denoting decreasing v. The v = 2 curve is the response of the
freely jointed chain.
enough that the term is negligible. However at any finite force, as B --- -oo these higher order
terms become important, so the response approaches that of the freely jointed chain.
We illustrate this approach by showing in Figure 4.21 the error in the fractional extension for
v -+ 2, where in this plot B is determined numerically such that (f2) = 2/v. The curves shown
are for v = 4, 3, 2.5, 2.1, 2 with corresponding B = -1.265, -9.836, -70.68, -8185.9, -oo. For the
v = 2, B = -co curve, we have plotted the behavior of the freely jointed chain. Note that each
curve eventually decays like f-2 for large force, but the transition to that behavior is delayed as
v -- 2. When v = 2, the transition never occurs. For each force, as v -- 2, the response approaches
the freely jointed chain response.
4.4 Summary and Outlook
In this chapter we have examined a new method to generate coarse-grained models of polymers
as bead-spring chains using the constant extension ensemble behavior of the polymer. We applied
it to a number of toy problems to illustrate the mechanics of the method and important aspects
of coarse-graining. Applying this method to the FJC polymer showed why current bead-spring
chains are incapable of modeling polymers at high discretization. The analysis was applied to
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freely jointed chains in which the rods can have different lengths showing that as the spread in
rod lengths increases, the response of the chain can change dramatically. This change can not be
accounted for solely by using an effective Kuhn length. We applied the method to construct a
dumbbell model of actin filaments. This illustrated that the method in dumbbell form is applicable
to the WLC as well as showing it can be used directly from experimentally data.
At the length and time scales that polymer kinetic theory aims to capture, the two common
approaches are to use more detailed models such as the freely jointed chain or to use bead-spring
chains where each bead represents a large segment of polymer. Because the current bead-spring
models, such as the Cohen force law or Marko-Siggia force law, produce errors if they are pushed
to high discretization, there exists a gap where there is no accurate coarse-grained version of the
more detailed model. One method to reduce the size of this gap is to use an effective Kuhn length
or persistence length as discussed previously. This method has significant limitations including
that there is not a unique, "correct" choice of the effective Kuhn or persistence length valid for all
situations.
The advance of the PET method is that it bridges this gap in a systematic manner, showing
how to calculate the force law at any level of coarse-graining. However, in practice the force laws
calculated from the PET method may be difficult to implement. In these situations it may be
sufficient to use an approximate force law. The approximate force law can have a simple functional
form that is easy to use in calculations and captures the underlying model to high accuracy. We
have shown examples of developing approximate force laws, including equation (4.43) which is
capable of modeling a freely jointed chain to high discretization (springs representing as few as four
Kuhn steps). Simulations that have used the Cohen force law can be easily modified to use this
new force law, equation (4.43), including the semi-implicit predictor-corrector method developed
by ref. [31]. Because the new force law is always better than the Cohen force law, equation (4.43)
should always be used instead of the Cohen force law for modeling of freely jointed chains.
While we have shown that there exists a generalized bead-spring chain model which is capable
of exactly modeling the worm-like chain, it is currently not an appropriate option for simulations.
Not only does the inclusion of orientation to the beads increase the complexity of the simulation
algorithm, but currently a simple form does not exist for the interaction of this new type of beads.
We have postulated that this model could be approximated by a bead-spring chain with bending
potentials between the springs. However, the technical aspects of choosing the bending potential
correctly have not been examined to obtain a simple but also accurate model.
If the entire worm-like chain to be modeled contains many persistence lengths, it seems possible
to use a bead-spring chain without bending potentials. We developed a simple spring force law
which is capable of accurately modeling a worm-like chain even if each spring represents as few as 4
persistence lengths, so long as the whole chain contains a large number of persistence lengths. This
corresponds to the situation in most current situations modeling the worm-like chains with bead-
spring chains. However, future situations may require even more detailed models. Thus, future
possible work in this area would most likely focus on implementing the generalized bead-spring
chain model or using bending potentials between the springs.
Up to this point, we have focused on the force-extension behavior of bead-spring chains. In
the previous chapter we analyzed the behavior of current spring force laws. In this chapter we
have developed new force laws which eliminate the error in the force-extension behavior which was
present when using the previous force laws. The remainder of this thesis will look at the behavior
of bead-spring chains beyond force-extension behavior. Along the way we will illustrate that the
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other responses are related to force-extension behavior. This will allow us to understand why the
new force laws developed in this chapter perform better than the previous force laws in situations
other than simple force-extension.
CHAPTER 5
Low Weissenberg Number Response
Thus far we have only considered the force-extension behavior of the bead-spring chains. In ad-
dition to F-E behavior we are interested in the rheology of the bead-spring chains, and how it
changes as the level of coarse-graining changes. In general, this is a much harder problem compu-
tationally than the work done thus far. In order to continue in the spirit of calculating properties
near equilibrium and using equilibrium statistical mechanics, we will investigate the rheology of the
bead-spring chains by looking at potential flow in the limit of small deformation rate. Potential flow
has the desirable property that the chain behavior can be calculated using equilibrium statistical
mechanics with an effective energy due to the flow. From this analysis the retarded-motion expan-
sion coefficients can be calculated. These coefficients give insight into the rheological properties of
the bead-spring chains in slow and slowly-varying flows. This chapter was reproduced in part with
permission from Underhill, P.T. and Doyle, P.S., J. Non-Newtonian Fluid Mech., 122, 3 (2004),
copyright 200.4 Elsevier B.V.
5.1 Retarded-motion Expansion Coefficients
The goal of this section is to examine the retarded-motion expansion coefficients for bead-spring
chains. This has been done previously for Finitely Extensible Non-linear Elastic (FENE) [78] springs
and for Hookean springs. Bird et al. [12] also present a general framework for the retarded-motion
coefficients fo:r any bead-spring-rod chain. However, because of the generality, that analysis can
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not simplify the integrals over phase space to a convenient and intuitive form. Here we present the
results of a specific application of that framework to only bead-spring chains but for arbitrary spring
force law. As assumed previously, we will assume that there are no bending potentials between
springs and that the spring force only depends on the magnitude of extension. Furthermore we will
neglect any hydrodynamic interaction and excluded volume between the beads and assume that
the polymer solution is dilute. With these assumptions, the retarded-motion coefficients can be
written as a function of simple moments of the force law probability distribution. These moments
are given by fo dr r2exp[I B
(rn)eq = (5.1)
efo dr T2 [expr]
Written in terms of the moments, the first two retarded-motion expansion coefficients equal
np(N 2 - 1)2bl - qrs = ?70,p (r 2)eq (5.2)
_ 1 -
2  [((r4)eq (r2) 2q N 4
b2 2 120kBT) 15 9 N (53)(5.3)
9 6
where r1, is the viscosity of the Newtonian solvent, 7r0,p is the polymer contribution to the zero-
shear viscosity, W1,o is the zero-shear first normal stress coefficient, n, is the number density of
polymers, ( is the drag coefficient of each bead, and N is the number of beads in the chain.
Because we have neglected hydrodynamic interaction, we also know from Bird et al. [121 that bll
is zero. See Appendix A.2 for the derivation of these coefficients. It should be emphasized that
for equations (5.2) and (5.3) no assumption has been made about the form of the spring force law
Ueff(r).
A more common approach to calculating the polymer contribution to the zero-shear viscosity
is through the Giesekus form of the stress tensor, from which it can be shown that
np(N 2
70O,p- g, (5.4)
where Rg is the root mean square radius of gyration at equilibrium. For bead-spring chains Rg is
related to the single spring moments as
N 2 - 1
R2 = 6N2 (2)eq. (5.5)
From these equations we can verify equation (5.2). Equations (5.2), (5.3), and (5.5) were addi-
tionally used to calculate the model properties given in Tables 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 as discussed in
Section 3.6. A relaxation time for the bead-spring chain can also be calculated from the retarded-
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motion expansion coefficients
-b2
TO - (5.6)bi - 77S
Recalling from the definitions of the moments (equation (5.1)) that they are defined for a single
spring, it seems natural to scale them by the fully-extended length of a spring, e, if it is finite. For
that case let us define dimensionless moments as
(rn I& f nodin+2 exp[-v()(?n )eq (r)eq h exp [ Ueff(r) (5.7)fn fo d p2 exp[ e() (5.7)
After a number of parameter substitutions the retarded-motion expansion coefficients can be rewrit-
ten as
bt - 7s = l70,p = np(N)LAtrue) (N+1) (i 2 )e) (5.8)
12 N 3
b - '1,0 - p(N(y)2n2A2 rue 2 ( p 4 ) e q  V2 ( (2 ( 2  + 1 ) (N + 1 ) )
2 120kBT 15 9 N3(N - 1)
+(V(f2) 2 (N + 1)(2N2 + 7)3 6N2(N - )
The advantage of working with the dimensionless moments is that they only depend on the param-
eters v and A but not on the absolute number of beads (or springs). Thus all dependence on the
absolute number of beads is shown explicitly. In this way we have separated out in the formulae
the contribution from the specific form of the spring force law and the contribution from the chain
having multiple beads. Contrary to the force-extension behavior, we do see a dependence on the
absolute number of beads. The coefficients are made dimensionless as
7o70,p (5.10)
' (np(NC)LAtrue12
b2 =2 2A2  (5.11)
-np(N()2L2 true
These were chosen as the scales because they depend only on properties intrinsic to the true polymer
or the system of study. The polymer solution being modeled has a number density of polymers,
np, and a temperature T. The true polymer being modeled has a value of the persistence length
Atrue, a contour length L, and a total drag. Because we are using a freely-draining model, the total
drag on the chain is N(. By comparing dimensionless quantities with N( as the scale of drag, we
are looking at how the property changes if for bead-spring models with different number of beads,
we recalculate the drag on a single bead, C, such that the whole chain has a constant drag.
To better understand the behavior of the retarded-motion coefficients, let us first examine how
much the coefficients depend explicitly on the number of beads (in addition to the level of coarse-
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Fig. 5.1: Polymer contribution to the zero-shear viscosity of Marko and Siggia
bead-spring chains as the number of effective persistence lengths represented by
each spring, v/A, is held constant. The curves correspond to v/A = oc (solid
line), v/1 = 400 (dotted), v/A = 100 (dashed), and v/A = 10 (dash-dot).
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Fig. 5.2: Zero-shear first normal stress coefficient of Marko and Siggia bead-
spring chains as the number of effective persistence lengths represented by each
spring, v/A, is held constant. The curves correspond to v/A = oc (solid line),
v/A = 400 (dotted), v/A = 100 (dashed), and v/A = 10 (dash-dot).
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Fig. 5.3: Polymer contribution to the zero-shear viscosity of Marko and Siggia
bead-spring chains as the number of effective persistence lengths in the total
polymer contour, a/A, is held constant. The curves correspond to a/A = 00
(solid line), a/A = 4000 (dotted), a/A = 400 (dashed), and a/A = 100
(dash-dot).
graining, v). In Figures 5.1 and 5.2 we show respectively ý0,p and b2 as a function of the number
of beads, N, while the level of coarse-graining, v, is held constant and using the Marko-Siggia
force law. We will see later a similar application for other force laws. The ý0,p curves for different
values of v are exactly self-similar as could be seen from equation (5.8), while the 62 curves are
approximately self-similar except when both v and N are small. We attribute the change of the
coefficients with N while v is held fixed to the fact that for finite N the drag is not distributed along
a continuous contour. Thus for the bead-spring model to be an accurate coarse-grained model of
the true polymer, the number of beads must be large enough to operate in the large N region. The
deviation for v < c is due to the errors in the spring force law as discussed in Chapter 3 with
regards to the F-E behavior. The v = co curve corresponds to the "Rouse model" result. What
we mean by the "Rouse model" result will be discussed later.
In order to model a given polymer with different numbers of beads, the value of v is not
constant. Instead the value of a (the number of true persistence lengths in the polymer's contour)
is constant. In Figures 5.3 and 5.4 we show respectively ý0,p and b2 as a function of the number
of beads, N, while a is held constant. Again we initially use the Marko-Siggia force law as an
illustrative example. This type of progression corresponds to discretizing a polymer finer and finer.
We can see the interplay between drag error and discretizing error as discussed in the introduction.
When the number of beads is small, error is present because the drag on the polymer due to the
solvent is lumped at the beads, not exerted along a continuous contour. When the number of
beads is large, error is present because the polymer has been discretized so finely that each spring
represents a small number of persistence lengths. As discussed previously this fine discretization
:::: i( : :::: :: ..........
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Fig. 5.4: Zero-shear first normal stress coefficient of Marko and Siggia bead-
spring chains as the number of effective persistence lengths in the total polymer
contour, a/A, is held constant. The curves correspond to a/A = co (solid line),
a/A = 4000 (dotted), a/A = 400 (dashed), and a/A = 100 (dash-dot).
leads to error predicting the size of the coil and the extension of polymer segments. If the number of
persistence lengths in the whole polymer, a, is large enough, there exists an approximate plateau.
This corresponds to the situation in which the number of springs is simultaneously large enough
to reduce the drag error and small enough to prevent discretization error. Using the expansions
developed in Section 3.8 we can predict the location of this plateau.
To use these expansions and also explain why the behavior approaches the "Rouse result," we
need to express the spring moments in terms of the force-extension behavior. From equation (3.23)
we see that
lim ((tot)m = )eq (5.12)
j-o - f 3
It can also be shown by taking the third derivative of the force-extension curve that
1 a 3 2 ( 4 )eq 2 M 2  (21 lim 3 tot)m e (5.13)3v j-.o &f3  15 9
Making use of these equalities we can write the retarded-motion expansion coefficients as
7O0,p = ( i aim (Ztot)m4 (5.14)
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[(1 lim ( (tot)m 1)(N + 1)
L2 3viNlo23 ( N3 (N - 1) (5.15)
+ (im (tot)m) 2 (N + 1) (2N2 +7)](j-_o af 6N2(N - 1)
Let us first examine the plateau of ý0,p. We can easily see from the prefactor in equation (5.14)
that the drag error is negligible if
N > 1. (5.16)
To predict the upper limit of the plateau, we use the expansion in equation (3.28). Use of this series
is justified because we know that if the behavior is within the plateau region then v must be very
large. In fact, the leading order term must be dominant. For the WLC model this corresponds to
Idil ( - << 1 (5.17)
Written in terms of the parameter a/A, which is constant while discretizing, this condition becomes
(N - 1)1/2 )1/ 2  (5.18)
Note that this is true for the WLC model because for the Marko and Siggia spring potential
3 -4
2 = - di = 3 (5.19)4 3%
However some models like the FENE model have di = 0. The appropriate analysis shows that in
general
(N - 1)i/2 -2 , (5.20)
where i denotes the first coefficient di that is non-zero (excluding do = 1). Combining the two
bounds on N gives a formula for the plateau region for ?O,p:
I<N , (N-l )i/2 <<  a /2 (5.21)
A similar analysis can be done for b2 . Because a has to be large for a plateau region to even
exist, we will neglect the term with the third derivative. Following an analogous procedure we find
the plateau region for b2
2 < N , (N - 1)i/2 << a (5.22)
Note the factors of two that result from expanding the rational function of N for large N and from
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expanding the square of the zero-force slope.
Let us consider application of these formulae to the WLC model. For the Marko and Siggia
potential with A = 1 the two plateau conditions state that
1 <N , (N - 1)1/2 < 1.151a 1 / 2  (5.23)
2 < N , (N - 1)1/2 < 0.576a 1 / 2  (5.24)
If we consider that an order of magnitude difference is sufficient to satisfy the < conditions, then
the conditions could be approximated as
15 < N < 0.01a (5.25)
In words this says that the number of beads must be larger than approximately 15 while simulta-
neously each spring must represent more than approximately 100 persistence lengths. Recall that
based on force-extension simulations [30] of the Kramers chain, Somasi et al. [31] argued than each
spring should represent more than 10 Kuhn lengths but were not able to estimate a lower bound
on the number of springs and had to extrapolate from the Kramers chain result to the WLC result.
Here we have used zero Weissenberg rheology to derive both lower and upper bounds on the number
of beads for arbitrary spring force law. From Brownian dynamics simulations of start-up of steady
shear flow [31], there is initial evidence that our bounds may even retain approximate validity in
unsteady, strong flows. The response in unsteady, strong flows will be addressed later in Chapter 6.
In addition to allowing for the derivation of the plateau region, writing bl and b2 in terms of the
force-extension curve allows for a better physical understanding for the deviation of the curves for
v < oo and what is meant by the "Rouse result." The "Rouse result" is the value that the Rouse
model would give if the spring constant were equated to the zero-extension slope of the spring force
law. Recalling that the spring force law was taken from the true polymer force-extension behavior,
one can show that this Rouse model would have coefficients
p N 1 lim a(itot) p (5.26)N /jo Of /
(im (tot) (N + 1)(2N 2 + 7)b2 lim ) (5.27)
[J-0o af 6N 2(N - 1)
We see that because the force-extension behavior of the model approaches that of the true polymer
as v -- oc, the retarded-motion expansion coefficients of the model approach the Rouse result.
Note that while the part of b2 with the third derivative is zero for the Rouse result because its
spring is Hookean, that term vanishes for the model as v --+ oc because of the 1 pre-factor. The
third derivative of the true polymer force-extension curve is not zero.
Now we turn to a discussion of how using a best-fit A criteria affects the rheological behavior
as the polymer is more finely discretized. In particular let us look more closely at the low-force
criteria. The low-force criteria is such that
lim-- (4tot)m = lim -(4tot)p . (5.28)f--o Of j--o Of
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If we put this result into equations (5.14) and (5.15) we see that the zero-shear viscosity equals the
Rouse result exactly. The zero-shear first normal stress coefficient will be close to the Rouse result
but will deviate slightly. This is because the third derivative is non-zero and v is not infinite. Note
that the third derivative is also not equal to the third derivative of the true polymer force-extension
curve. The equality and approximate equality with the Rouse results holds only up to a critical N,
at which point the low-force criterion diverges (equation (3.45))
2q2a
Nmax 5 + 1 . (5.29)
5.1.1 FENE and Fraenkel force laws
To this point, we have used the Marko-Siggia force law when a specific force law was needed. How-
ever, recall that the relation between the retarded-motion expansion coefficients and the moments
of the spring force was written for arbitrary spring force law. In this section, we will show the
application of those formulae to the FENE and Fraenkel spring force laws.
Because we have simple formulae for the moments of the FENE force law, the retarded-motion
expansion coefficients reduce to simple formulae. In fact, they correctly reduce to the previous
result by Wiest and Tanner [78]
o1p = N+1)v/ 5 (5.30)
V2(N + 1) -12(N 2 2 1) 2b2 = 6(v/A + 5) 2(N - 1)N 2  -N(/A +7) 2N  +7 (5.31)b2N + 2 +7 (5.31)+
We can apply the same methodology used to analyze the zero Weissenberg number rheology of
the WLC to the FENE bead-spring chain. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the first two retarded-motion
expansion coefficients when the level of coarse-graining, v, is held constant. Figures 5.7 and 5.8
show the coefficients as the polymer is discretized finer and finer. We see the same qualitative
trends as with the WLC coefficients. If the number of beads is small, there is error in the rheology
due to the drag being exerted only at the beads, instead of along a continuous contour. However,
if the polymer is being more finely discretized, then there is error if the polymer is discretized
too finely. This is due to error in representing the size of the coil and the extension of polymer
segments.
To calculate the rheological properties for the infinitely stiff Fraenkel spring force law we need
to calculate the moments, which are
(n)eq = 1 . (5.32)
The first two retarded-motion expansion coefficients then become
N+I
70,p 3N (5.33)
N + 1 -12(N2 + 1) 2b2 = +5 4 N2(N_ 1) [ 5N  2N2 + 7 , (5.34)
which are the well-known results for the infinitely-stiff Fraenkel chain (equivalent to the FJC) [12].
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Fig. 5.5: Polymer contribution to the zero-shear viscosity of FENE bead-spring
chains as the number of effective persistence lengths represented by each spring,
v/A, is held constant. The curves correspond to v/A = 0c (solid line), v/A =
400 (dotted), v/A = 100 (dashed), and v/A = 10 (dash-dot).
0.1
Fig. 5.6: Zero-shear first normal stress coefficient of FENE bead-spring chains
as the number of effective persistence lengths represented by each spring, v/A,
is held constant. The curves correspond to v/A = c00 (solid line), v/A = 400
(dotted), v/A = 100 (dashed), and v/A = 10 (dash-dot).
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Fig.. 5.7: Polymer contribution to the zero-shear viscosity of
chains as the number of effective persistence lengths in the
tour, a/A, is held constant. The curves correspond to a/A
a/A = 4000 (dotted), a/A = 400 (dashed), and a/A = 100
1.0
0.1
100
FENE bead-spring
total polymer con-
= 00 (solid line),
(dash-dot).
Fig. 5.8: Zero-shear first normal stress coefficient of FENE bead-spring chains
as the number of effective persistence lengths in the total polymer contour, a/A,
is held constant. The curves correspond to a/A = o00 (solid line), a/A = 4000
(dotted), a/A = 400 (dashed), and a/A = 100 (dash-dot).
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5.2. Old Versus New Force Laws
By taking the ratio of the two coefficients, we can calculate a relaxation time for the chain
F'01, (a 2  -12(N2+ 1 )TO 2,p 180 T N + 2N2 + 7 (5.35)
2 700,p 180 kBT 5N
5.2 Old Versus New Force Laws
We have now seen the low Weissenberg number response of bead-spring chains using previous force
laws such as the Marko-Siggia and FENE force laws. This response was related to the force-
extension behavior which had already been discussed. We have also discussed a new method for
developing spring force laws which accurately captures the response of both freely jointed chains
and worm-like chains with respect to the force-extension behavior. We can now show that these
new force laws also have an improved response in low Weissenberg numbers.
Looking back at the formulae for the retarded-motion expansion coefficients, the influence of
the spring force law enters through the derivatives with respect to force of the average extension in
the limit of zero force. The average z-extension of the model has been made dimensionless using
the contour length L, and the force has been made dimensionless using kBT/A. In general, the
derivatives of the force-extension behavior can be a function of v = e/A.
The terms other than the force-extension behavior are contributed to the fact that the hydro-
dynamic drag is exerted only on the beads and not along the continuous polymer contour. When
the number of beads is large enough, these factors disappear. When using spring force laws such
as FENE or Marko-Siggia, the force-extension terms change when each spring represents a small
segment of polymer. This causes significant errors in the rheology which places a limit on how small
the springs can be [67]. Using the new spring laws eliminates this error. For example, for the RWS
model discussed in Section 4.2.1 and choosing A to be the Kuhn length in non-dimensionalizing
the force, the bead-spring chain always has
0 1lim tot)m = (5.36)
j-o0 f 3
a 3  
-2
lim -(tot>m (5.37)j-.o Of3  15
We can also use the retarded motion coefficients to gauge the difference between the different
dumbbell models of F-actin shown in Figure 4.13(b). For a dumbbell model, it is useful to write bl
and b2 directly in terms of the equilibrium averages of the spring length. For the dumbbell models,
writing bl and b2 in terms of these moments of the spring length gives
bi - ls = o,p = (n L2 ) (ý2 )eq (5.38)
b2 - (-np_ 2 L4  (i(2 4 )eq. (5.39)
2 240kBT j
The force laws in Figure 4.13(b) will have different equilibrium averages. The averages for the
Marko-Siggia spring can be calculated using numerical integration. Using the Marko-Siggia dumb-
bell to model an F-actin filament with the contour length and persistence length from Section 4.3.1,
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the averages are (?;2 )eq = 0.41 and (r 4)eq = 0.21. Alternatively, using the dumbbell model that
correctly models the worm-like chain distribution has averages (ý2)eq = 0.77 and (p4 )eq = 0.61.
This means that the spring force laws in Figure 4.13(b) have a factor of 2 different r70,p and a factor
of 3 different b2.
5.3 Influence of HI and EV
In this chapter we have seen the implications of the spring force law for the low Weissenberg number
rheological response. In this analysis we have neglected the effects of hydrodynamic interactions
and excluded volume. At the close of this chapter it is worth discussing whether the analysis we
have presented allows us to understand the influence of the spring force law even when HI and EV
are included and important.
It should be first noted that free-draining models are still often used even when HI is important,
and our analysis will help in the analysis of such models. For example, A-phage DNA is generally
considered "short" in that the effects of HI on nonlinear rheology, such as the start-up of uniaxial
extensional flow, can be approximately modeled by using a free-draining model if the drag is rescaled
appropriately [15]. The use of these models should be done carefully because a free-draining model
fails in predicting some aspects of polymer behavior.
However, our approach here is not limited to this class of molecules. An accurate model will
include full fluctuating HI, which is important for all long polymers. Even if HI is included in the
model, obviously the size of the coil is critical to model correctly. In fact, in the non-draining limit
in "theta" conditions, any dynamic property is directly related to the radius of gyration Rg through
a universal ratio [79]. Thus it is crucial for the coarse-grained model to accurately represent the size
of the coil, which is directly related to the force-extension behavior at small force. In addition to its
impact on rheological properties, the size of the equilibrium coil will have important implications
for the behavior in confining geometries in microdevices or in many size-dependent separation
techniques. Along these same lines, in non-"theta" conditions EV effects must be included to get
the correct coil size. This is particularly important because typical single molecule experiments
using DNA are performed in good solvents. Under these conditions it is still important for the
spring force law to give the correct "theta" condition size of the coil, with the solvent quality
parameter giving the correct deviation from this size.
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have discussed the low Weissenberg number response of bead-spring chain
models. To better understand the influence of the spring force law, we examined the retarded-
motion expansion coefficients without including hydrodynamic interactions and excluded volume.
We were able to write these retarded-motion expansion coefficients in a general form for bead-
spring chains but with arbitrary force law. These formula can equivalently be written in terms of
the force-extension behavior at small force. Thus the response can be related back to the discussion
of the force-extension behavior in the previous two chapters. This also means that because the new
force laws developed correctly reproduce the force-extension behavior of the polymer, they will also
correctly reproduce the low Weissenberg number behavior.
However, recall that the low Weissenberg number response does not solely depend on the force-
extension behavior. It also depends explicitly on the number of beads in the model, because the
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hydrodynamic drag is only exerted on the beads instead of along the whole continuous contour of
the polymer. This error is present when the number of beads is small and is present independent
of the spring force law used.
For force laws such as Marko-Siggia, FENE, and Cohen, the low Wi response has an error
for small number of springs because of the incorrect distribution of drag. At large number of
springs, and thus each spring represents a small segment of polymer, the low Wi response has an
error because the force-extension behavior is incorrect producing an incorrect coil size. Only if the
polymer contains enough persistence or Kuhn lengths does there exist a plateau region in which
both errors are small. If the low force criterion is used for the effective persistence length or Kuhn
length, the error at high discretization virtually disappears with respect to the low Wi response
because the force-extension behavior is correctly modeled at small force. The disadvantage of this
choice is that the behavior at high forces or flows is incorrect. This choice can also only be used
down to the level of discretization where the low force criterion fails (diverges). However, with
the new force laws developed, the low Wi response does not have an error at high discretization
because the force law was developed to correctly model the force-extension behavior. With these
new force laws, the behavior at large forces or flows is also modeled correctly.
Having examined the response of bead-spring chains for low Wi, we will next examine the
behavior at high Wi.
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CHAPTER 6
High Weissenberg Number Response
In the previous chapter we considered the low Weissenberg number response, which is a small
perturbation away from equilibrium. We related the response to the force-extension behavior at
small force and showed the advantage of using the newly developed force laws. In this chapter we
will be focusing on the effect of the spring force law on the response when the polymer is strongly
stretched (approaching full extension). In such states the inclusion of excluded volume effects
should have not affect the response because the likelyhood that the chain will be in a configuration
which is influenced by the solvent quality is small. Initially, we will also not include the influence of
hydrodynamic interactions. In an extended configuration, the segments of polymer are further apart
so the hydrodynamic interactions will be weaker than in the equilibrium coiled state. However,
when expressing the flow strength in terms of a Weissenberg number, the longest relaxation time
is used. This longest relaxation time is affected by hydrodynamic interactions. In the end of this
chapter we will give a brief discussion of the influence of hydrodynamic interactions.
6.1 Longest Relaxation Time
When examining the behavior of bead-spring chains in flow, it is common to express the flow
conditions (shear rate or elongation rate) in terms of a Weissenberg number. The Weissenberg
number (Wi) is taken as the product of the shear rate or elongation rate and the longest relaxation
time. For models for which analytic calculations can be performed such as for linear springs, the
6.1. Longest Relaxation Time
longest relaxation time can be expressed exactly as a function of the model parameters (such as the
bead drag coefficient and spring constant). For nonlinear spring models, such an analytic formula
for the longest relaxation time is not possible.
The longest relaxation time for these models can be calculated numerically using dynamical
simulations such as BD. These simulations can be computationally costly, particularly for long
chains that have long relaxation times. It is also inconvenient to have to perform a preliminary
simulation for each set of model parameters before performing the primary simulations. One way
around this is to use instead the characteristic time from dividing the zero-shear first normal stress
coefficient by two times the zero-shear polymer viscosity as discussed in equation (5.6)
TO - , (6.1)2r7p,o
Both of these zero-shear properties can be calculated from the retarded motion expansion coeffi-
cients [67]. For the FENE force law, these can be calculated analytically. For other force laws,
such as the Marko-Siggia force law, they require numerical integration but are much less computa-
tionally costly than full BD simulations. The disadvantage of using this characteristic time is that
it differs from the longest relaxation time even for chains with the relatively simple linear spring
force law [12]. It is unclear how the two characteristic times are related for more complicated force
laws.
Another way of estimating the longest relaxation time is to use the linear force law formula [15].
The linear spring constant is taken from the nonlinear spring law at small extensions, where the
spring law looks linear. If the chain, as it is relaxing back to equilibrium, only samples the linear
region of the spring at long times, then this should be a good approximation. It has been shown that
this approximation can result in significant errors. This error results because even at equilibrium,
the springs can sample the nonlinear parts of the force law as discussed in Section 3.5 and in
ref. [67].
Because of the deficiencies of each approximate method, we performed direct BD simulations of
the relaxation of chains over a wide parameter range and with both the FENE and Marko-Siggia
force laws. In order to calculate the longest relaxation time, the chains were started in a stretched
configuration (95% extension) in the z direction. The chains were simulated as they relaxed back to
equilibrium. At long time, the stress difference Uzz - axx decays as a single exponential, exp(-t/T).
A least-squares fit is used to extract the value of the longest relaxation time. Before plotting the
results of the simulations, we will review what we call the Rouse relaxation time of a chain and
express it in the notation used here. Consider a chain of N beads connected by N -1 linear springs
with spring force law fspr(r) = Hr. The longest relaxation time of the chain is
1 (S 21 (6.2)
2 sin 2(r/ (2N)) 4H
Now, consider a chain of inextensible springs. Using the notation from ref. [67], we write the Taylor
expansion of the spring force as
ksT2 2z
fspr(r) = 2 r + (r 2 ) . (6.3)
If we treat the linear term like the linear spring, the longest relaxation is what we call the Rouse
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time
1 ( 2A
2 sin2(2 r/(2N)) 8 2 kBT (.4)
With our choice of Atrue as the persistence length then 2 = 3/4 for the Marko-Siggia force law,
and with Atrue as one-third of the Kulhn length then 02 = 1/2 for the FENE force law. Note that
because of our ability to take different choices for Atrue the formulas can appear to take different
forms. Howewver, because any change of choice affects the meaning of v while also changing the
value of 02, the physical mIeaning of a foriula rem ains invarianlt. To illustrate this, let us insert
into the Rouse time the defilnitions of v and A and the, value of 02. For the Marko-Siggia force law,
we have taken Aeff to be the effective persistence length, Ap,eff, and the Rouse time becomes
1 (tAp.effR = Ape (6.5)2 sin2 (ir/(2N)) 6kBT
For the FENE force law, we have, taken Aeff to be one-third of the effective Kuhnl length, aK,eff/3,
and the Rouse time beconmes
1 (faKeff (6.6)
2 sin2(Tr/(2N)) 12kBT
These two formunlas remain the salme independent of any choice for Atrue and the corresponding
value of 2.*
We now show the results of the BD sinmulations using the Marko-Siggia force law in Figure 6.1
where the longest relaxation time of the chain is divided by the above Rouse time. The first thing to
note is that the longest relaxation time is the sainme as the Rouse time when u/A --- ·0 but deviates
for smaller values. This is because the Rouse time assumles that near equilibrium the spring onlly
samplles the low extension (linear) part of the spring. As discussed in ref. [67] and Chapter 3, if v/A
is not infinite, the spring samples tile nonlinear parts of the spring even at equilibritun. However,
the other iImportant aspect to notice from Figure 6.1 is that the relaxation time scales with N just
like the Rouse result. The deviation fromi the Rouse time is only a finiction of v/A. This suggests
that it is possible to describe the relaxation time using a chain with linear springs, but which have
a linear spring constant that differs fromn that inl equation (6.3). In some a)pproximate sense, the
chain still responds linearly to external forces even if the spring samples the nonlinear regions and
so returns to equilibrium using some effective linear restoring force. This is reminiscemnt of the
force-extension behavior of the chains seen in Chapter 3 and ref. [67]. Even if the chain samples
the nonlinear regions, the force-extension behavior is linear at low force. In equation (3.23) and
ref. [67] it is shown that a bead-spring chain has
i (N - 1)£2 p2)eglif-O (ztot)m = (N - (2.7)f-.o0 f 3kBT
where the spring force law comes in through the equilibrimn averaged single spring Inoment
fo di( •4 {exp [' ed("r]('F2)eq - fF xp[ Ueffr) (6.8)
(I' P2 (X T[5 Ueff(0)]
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Fig. 6.1: Plot of the longest relaxation time of Marko-Siggia bead-spring chains
relative to the Rouse prediction as a function of the number of effective persis-
tence lengths each spring represents. The symbols represent different number
of beads: N = 2 (diamond), N = 5 (triangle), N = 10 (square), N = 30 (x),
N = 50 (+), and N = 100 (*).
For a chain of linear springs, the force-extension relation is
a (N - 1)(Ztot)m H(6.9)
Comparing equations (6.7) and (6.9), we define a modified Rouse model as a chain of linear springs
where the spring constant is
3kBT
HM 3kBT (6.10)H (2)e q
This statement is equivalent to choosing the linear spring constant such that it has the same
equilibrium averaged end-to-end distance squared and number of beads as the nonlinear spring
chain. Following from this is that they also have the same equilibrium radius of gyration and zero
shear viscosity. While these equivalences do not guarantee that this modified Rouse model will
have the same longest relaxation time as the nonlinear spring chain, we hope that they will be
similar. Therefore we will compare the modified Rouse relaxation time with the exact relaxation
time to examine how well it predicts the nonlinear chain behavior. The longest relaxation time of
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Fig. 6.2: Plot of the longest relaxation time of Marko-Siggia bead-spring chains
relative to the modified Rouse prediction (equation (6.11)) as a function of the
number of effective persistence lengths each spring represents. The symbols
represent different number of beads: N = 2 (diamond), N = 5 (triangle),
N = 10 (square), N = 30 (x), N = 50 (+), and N = 100 (*). The lines
represent io,8 divided by the modified Rouse prediction for the same range of
number of beads.
the modified Rouse model is
TMReq (6.11)2 sin2 (7r/(2N)) 12kBT
In Figure 6.2 we show the longest relaxation times of the bead-spring chains as in Figure 6.1 but now
dividing the values by T7MR to gauge the predictive capability of the modified Rouse model in terms
of longest relaxation time. We should note that the equations (6.4) and (6.11) are not new, and
have been used before. See, for example, the review by Larson [15]. However both equations have
been called by the name "Rouse" because for the Rouse model, for which they were derived, they
are equivalent. Our contribution is to notice that for nonlinear spring force laws, the formulas give
dramatically different results. In order to carefully distinguish between these formulas which give
different predictions for nonlinear springs, we call them "Rouse" and "modified Rouse" respectively.
We have shown here that while the Rouse result (equation (6.4)) fails to predict the relaxation of
nonlinear springs, the modified Rouse formula (equation (6.11)) retains approximate validity for
nonlinear springs.
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Fig. 6.3: Plot of the longest relaxation time of FENE bead-spring chains relative
to the modified Rouse prediction as a function of the number of effective per-
sistence lengths each spring represents. The symbols represent different number
of beads: N = 2 (diamond), N = 5 (triangle), N = 10 (square), N = 30 (x),
N = 50 (+), and N = 100 (*).
To this point, we have compared exact BD simulations of the longest relaxation time to what
we call the Rouse time (equation (6.4)) and compared the exact simulations with a modified Rouse
model (equation (6.11)). The other method for estimating the relaxation time is from the ratio of
zero-shear properties, equation (6.1), which we now compare with the exact BD simulations. One
problem with using this estimate is that the functional dependence with N is different. For a chain
of linear springs To is
2N 2 + 7
15 4H
This inspires us to define a scaled time
15 1
TOs 2N 2 + 7 2 sin2 (r/(2N)) '
which compensates for the difference in N dependence that exists even for the linear spring system.
Figure 6.2 also shows curves representing To,s for the Marko-Siggia force law divided by TMR. It is
clear that 70,s represents the data any better than TIMR. Because of the useful physical interpretation
of TMR in terms of the coil size and force-extension behavior, we will not consider To0,, further. We
have also performed a fit through the data to give a formula which is only slightly more accurate
• · . ...... I . . . . . .. I UI . .
0 + +
x
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Fig. 6.4: Plot of the longest relaxation time of bead-spring chains using the new
force law for the worm-like chain relative to the modified Rouse prediction as a
function of the number of persistence lengths each spring represents. The sym-
bols represent different number of beads: N = 2 (diamond), N = 5 (triangle),
N = 10 (square), and N = 30 (x).
than TrMR. For the Marko-Siggia force law, this is
fit = 21 (2 1 (6.14)
2 sin 2 (7r/(2N)) kBT 6v/A + 7.26V-A + 21.2
We have also performed BD simulations of the longest relaxation time using the FENE spring
force law to verify that the trends seen with the Marko-Siggia force law are not specific to that
force law. In Figure 6.3 we show the longest relaxation time divided by TMR for the FENE force
law. We can also perform a fit through this data to give a slightly more accurate result
1 £2 11i t 2 1(6.15)Tfit = 2 sin2 (r/(2N)) kBT 4vl/A + 1.05 V +-/A  21.1
These fitted functions will be used later as a closed form expression for the longest relaxation time
when discussing the change of the elongational viscosity with the degree of discretization.
We see that the modified Rouse formula gives a reasonable prediction of the longest relaxation
time even to very high discretization. This is important because the modified Rouse formula allows
us to gain intuition about the governing factors towards the relaxation time. The modified Rouse
formula contains the size of a spring at equilibrium, which can be related to the force-extension
o
x x
-. ,I , , , ... I , , , , i.. I
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response at small force. This gives us confidence that if a new spring force is used which gives the
correct size of a spring and force-extension behavior, then the relaxation time will be the expected
value. We can show this explicitly by calculating the relaxation time for a new force law to represent
the worm-like chain (equation (4.72)). Figure 6.4 shows the relaxation time of this force law divided
by its modified Rouse prediction. We see the same basic result as with the Marko-Siggia and FENE
force laws, that the modified Rouse formula is a reasonable prediction. Note that this new force
law was developed to have the correct behavior near equilibrium, and tihus by construction the
modified Rouse formula is
1 (£A
TMR 2 ( . (6.16)2 sin2 (7r/(2N)) 6kT (.
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After understanding the behavior of the longest relaxation time, we can investigate the high Weis-
sernberg response. One advantage of looking at steady elongational flow is that the viscosity can be
written formally as an integral over configuration space [12]. This can be done because we are not
including tie effects of EV and HI, which should be of secondary importance near full extension.
Although calculating the integrals numerically is not efficient for getting the exact response for
chains of many springs, they can be used to develop series approximations. This same type of ex-
pansion was performed at small flow strength to obtain the retarded-motion expansion coefficiemnts
such as in ref. [67].
6.2.1 Models of the worm-like chain
We begin our analysis of the response of bead-spring chains in strong, steady elongational flow
with bead-spring chains used to model the wornm-like chain. The most coummonly used spring force
law to model the worm-like chain is the Marko-Siggia interpolation formula. The expansion of the
elongational viscosity for large strain rates using time Marko-Siggia force law is
S- 37s N(N2 - 1) N-1 1
p N(N2 -- /k(N- k) + O , (6.17)
n 12 F 2Pe P( )
k=1
where the Peclet number is defined as
Pe - (6.18)
kBT
Our approach is to use this expansion to ilderstand( the change in the response of the chain as
the amount of polymer represented by a spring is changed. Using an analytic expansion will allow
us to make precise statements about the effect of the different spring force laws and criteria for
the effective persistence length. Since it is an expansion for large strain rates, for sufficiently large
strain rates it will eventually describe the response, but it is necessary to exanmine exactly how
large the strain rate must be for this expansion as trincated to describe the exact response.
To investigate the exact chain response and the range of validity of tie expanlsion we performed
BD simulations of chains without EV and HI from approximately Wi=1 to 1000 for a range of
parameters of the Marko-Siggia force law. These are shown in Figure 6.5. We plot the data versus
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Fig.. 6.5: Comparison of the approach to the plateau elongational viscosity be-
tween BD simulations (symbols) and the two-term series expansion (solid lines).
The spring force law is the Marko-Siggia formula and the chains consist of 10
beads. The curves correspond to (from left to right) v = 1, 10, 100, 1000. Each
curves spans strain rates from approximately Wi = 1 to Wi = 1000.
Peclet number instead of Weissenberg number because the Peclet number is the natural parameter
in the expansion and simulations. The Peclet number is a local comparison of the strain rate to
the characteristic time for a bead to diffuse the fully-extended length of a spring. In absence of an
exact formula for the longest relaxation time in terms of model parameters (an approximate one is
given in the previous section) there exists an uncertainty in the value of the Weissenberg number.
There is also variability in what characteristic time that is used to define the Weissenberg number.
In our comparison of the simulations and expansion we choose to eliminate the uncertainty of the
Weissenberg number as a possible source of deviation.
Having verified that the expansion represents the high extension rate behavior of the Brownian
dynamics simulations, we can examine the behavior of the two term expansion. We will use the
analytic nature of the expansion to investigate the behavior of different bead-spring chains. After
the analysis we will return to the question of whether the expansion accurately represents the data
over the entire range of analysis. As in ref. [67] and Chapter 5 we will examine the viscosity as a
function of the number of beads while the total number of persistence lengths in the molecule is
held constant. We will also keep the Weissenberg number constant as we change the number of
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Fig. 6.6: Calculation of the elongational viscosity as a function of the number
of beads for a constant Wi and a using the first two terms in the asymptotic
expansion for the Marko-Siggia force law with A = 1 (equation (6.21)). The
values of Wi are 1 (left) and 10 (right). The lines correspond to different values
of a, from top to bottom ranging from 100, 400, 4000, and oo. The dashed line
is 1 - V3/(3Wi) (equation (6.22)), and the dotted line is 1 - 0.46/Wi (from
equation (6.27)).
beads. We manipulate equation (6.17) to write the expansion in terms of the Weissenberg number
N + 1 6 EZN_ 1  -k(N - k) +2sin2 (ir/(2N))v/A
N - 1 N sin(r/(2N)) N 2 - 1 Wi
Th - 3r7s
np(NO)L2/12
The prefactor
6 Z-N k(N - k)
Nsin(r/(2N)) N 2 - 1
(1)
(6.19)
(6.20)
ranges from vf2 for both N = 2 and N = 3 to 3/2 for N - co. This prefactor changes by a
total of about 6% over the entire N range so is not a dominant effect. We can replace this by the
asymptotic value of 3/2 without significant error. Similarly, we can replace the relaxation time
using the approximation in equation (6.14) which represents the relaxation time to within an error
of about a few percent
S- 37s N + 1  3 1 1
np(N()L2/12 N -- 1 2 Wi(6 + 7.26//u + 21.2A/u) Wi (6.21)
With equation (6.21) we have a simple approximation to the response written in terms of Wi.
We show in Figure 6.6 the value of equation (6.21) as a function of the number of beads, N, for
Wi = 1 and Wi = 10 and using the high-force criterion for the effective persistence length (A = 1).
The curves are also at a constant total number of persistence lengths, a = L/Atrue = v(N - 1).
Although we do not expect equation (6.21) to accurately represent the simulations down to Wi = 1
<it--i
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over the whole range of N, the larger spread of the curves allows one to see better the shape of the
curves. The behavior at low number of beads is similar to the zero Weissenberg number response,
which we again attribute to that the hydrodynamic drag is exerted only on discrete beads instead
of along a continuous contour. If the chain is very long (a > 1), there will exist a large region for
which 1 < N < a and the viscosity is
1- + w O (6.22)
However, for chains with a finite length (so finite a), N will eventually become large enough that
each spring represents a small segment of polymer. The limit of this progression is when a < N.
In the limit that 1 < N and a < N, the viscosity approaches
1+O W . (6.23)
The difference between equations (6.22) and (6.23) decreases as Wi- 1/ 2, which means that for very
large Weissenberg number, there is no upper limit on the number of beads past which the response
deviates significantly. Essentially, if the Weissenberg number is large enough, the chain will be
almost fully extended and so even if the spring force is not represented correctly, the chain will still
be in the fully extended state. Thus for some properties the change if the incorrect spring force law
is used may appear to have a negligible effect. Note that this is different from the low Weissenberg
number behavior which was found to have a maximum number of beads of N 1/ 2 < 1.15a 1/2 for the
Marko-Siggia spring force law [67]. This means that the response of the bead-spring chain seems
to be less sensitive to using an inappropriate spring force law when the springs become very small.
To this point we have not used an effective persistence length that differed from the persistence
length of the WLC being modeled, thus A = 1. Recall the progression of analysis used to study the
behavior at low Wi. The analysis with A = 1 showed that there was an error in the low Wi response
if each spring represented too small an amount of polymer. However if the low-force criterion was
used for the effective persistence length, the error due to the incorrect force law vanished in the
range of applicability of the low-force criterion. The only error that remained was from the fact
that for small number of beads, the drag was not distributed along the contour. We would thus
expect that a similar vanishing of the error would be present in this case if the high-force criterion
were used. But recall that for the Marko-Siggia force law using A = 1 is the high-force criterion.
There is still a deviation when each spring represents too few number of persistence lengths. Let us
compare this response if instead A were chosen according to the low-force criterion. This response
is shown in Figure 6.7. We see that this response more quickly deviates from the plateau. Although
it is true that the high-force criterion produces a more extended plateau region, there is still an
error if each spring represents a small number of persistence lengths.
If we look closer at the expansion we see that the prefactor to Pe- 1/2 , that is A-1/ 2, is correct
if the high-force criterion is used and deviates if the low-force criterion is used. However the plots
have been produced at constant Wi. To convert the formula from Pe to Wi the longest relaxation
time must be used. This longest relaxation time depends on the low-force behavior of the chain.
Recall that the modified Rouse relaxation time is a function of the second moment of the spring
length, (r 2 ), and the low-force criterion gets this second moment correct. Thus when using the
high-force criterion it is the longest relaxation time that deviates at high discretization causing
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Fig. 6.7: Comparison of the different criteria for A and their effect on the
elongational viscosity for the Marko-Siggia force law. The parameters are Wi =
1, a = 400, and either the low-force (upper line) or the high-force criteria (lower
line) for A. The high-force criterion curve and the dashed and dotted lines are
identical to in Figure 6.27.
the error, while using the low-force criterion gets the longest relaxation time correct (to within
the error between the true relaxation time and the modified Rouse relaxation time) but has an
error in the explicit prefactor to the Pe. In some sense this makes the response at high Wi more
complicated and a more stringent test of the accuracy of the spring force law because the response
has a contribution having to do with the high force response and one having to do with the low
force response. However, recall that it is also a less stringent test because if the Wi is large enough
the chain is fully extended irrespective of the details of the spring force law.
To this point we have used the first two terms in the asymptotic expansion to examine an-
alytically the behavior of the bead-spring chains. We have gained significant knowledge about
the response of the bead-spring chains using an expansion that is relatively simple to produce
and will be valid at large enough strain rates. We now return to a more detailed description of
how accurately the two terms represents the true response of the bead-spring chains. To answer
that question, we will examine the higher order terms in the expansion. The Pe- 1 correction to
equation (6.17) can be calculated with some effort, but the Pe- 3/ 2 term is excessively complex.
However, we can use knowledge of the structure of the series and our BD simulations to generate
an approximate form for the Pe- 3/ 2 term. These two corrections to equation (6.17) are
- (N ) 3 Pe3/2 [3 2 3/2 , (6.24)(N [ - 1)- 3C [Pe3  .6 + Vý + (6.24)Pe 2 Pe 32 N2 A I
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where we have defined
C N-1 (6.25)CN 1 E +m+m 2
m=l
While the Pe - 3/ 2 term is only approximate, with the addition of these two terms, the expansion
models well the response of chains with N = 2, 5, 10, 30 and vuA = 1, 10, 100, 1000 for flows ranging
from Wi = 1 to Wi = 1000. The expansion has a typical error of 2% for Wi = 1 with a much smaller
error for higher Wi. Using this, we can find the next corrections to equations (6.22) and (6.23).
The next correction for equation (6.22) comes from examining the limit 1 < N < a. In that limit
the Wi - 1 term vanishes and the Wi- 3/ 2 term becomes
-0.07  (6.26)
Wi3/2
where the possible error in the coefficient results because this term was only inferred from the
simulations. While this correction will play a role if the Wi is not large enough, it should play
a secondary role and the qualitative behavior discussed previously will remain unchanged. The
correction for equation (6.23) is more subtle. When only using the first two terms in the expansion,
the Wi- 1/ 2 term vanishes in the limits 1 < N and a < N. Therefore, we only capture the finite
extensibility but not the approach to finite extensibility. The 0(1) term is modeled correctly,
but the O(Wi - 1/2) term is not. To examine this limit we must examine the higher terms in the
expansion. However, we see that the coefficient to the Wi - 3 /2 term actually diverges. This happens
because the limit to a bead-string chain is a singular limit. This is similar to the behavior which
could be seen for the force-extension behavior at large force using the Marko-Siggia spring force
law. Thus the Pe- 1 term in equation (6.24) is the behavior seen if, for a constant v/A, the Pe is
made large. If instead the limit v/A -- 0 is taken for a constant Pe or Wi, the response approaches
the bead-string chain. If this bead-string chain response is expanded for large Pe or Wi, the Pe- 1
term is different. The coefficient to Pe- 1 depends on the order in which the limits are taken. We
will see later that the expansion of the bead-string chain has a Pe- 1 term that is similar to in
equation (6.24) but with the 7/2 replaced by a 4. Thus in the limit 1 < N but a < N the true
next correction to the response of the Marko-Siggia bead-spring chains as seen in Figures 6.6 and
6.7 is
-0.46
Wi (6.27)Wi
where the possible error in this coefficient results from using our approximate formula for the
relaxation time (used to convert from Pe to Wi) in the limit v/A -- 0. We have now examined
the next corrections to the behavior in the two different limits, both 1 < N << a and 1 < N and
a < N. While these obviously affect the quantitative comparison between the curves in Figures 6.6
and 6.7, the qualitative nature will not be changed significantly because at a large enough Wi only
the first two terms in the expansion are sufficient to describe the simulation results.
The analysis of the Marko-Siggia force law has shown that the response does begin to deviate
at large enough discretization because each spring represents too small a segment of polymer.
In this limit the Marko-Siggia spring force law does not accurately capture the response of the
worm-like chain it is trying to represent. A new spring force law has been developed which can
be used to model a worm-like chain even if each spring represents as few as 4 persistence lengths
(provided the whole chain contains many persistence lengths) [80]. This new force law was given
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in equation (4.72). The expansion of the elongational viscosity using this new spring force law for
the worm-like chain is
S- 3rs N(N 2 - 1) N-v 3CN 1
n'  _12_ - e /k(N - k) + T O_ ( .Pe/2  (6.28)
p(J2 12 k2Pe Ee+rPee
We can explicitly see from this expansion the great advantage of the new spring force law. Note
that the Pe- 1/ 2 term looks like that for the Marko-Siggia force law using the high-force criterion
for the effective length, while the new force law does not need to use an effective persistence length.
Previously we saw that even using the high-force criterion and the Marko-Siggia force law, the
response deviated at high discretization because the longest relaxation time (used to convert from
Pe to Wi) did not correctly compensate for the v in the expansion. Using the idea of a modified
Rouse relaxation time, we can understand that essentially the relaxation time deviated because the
size of the spring at equilibrium (r2) was incorrect. However the new spring has by construction
the correct equilibrium (r2). To within the accuracy of the modified Rouse relaxation time, the
longest relaxation time will be correctly modeled even at high discretization.
The other advantage of the new spring force law is the order Pe- 1 term. Recall that in developing
the spring force law the constant G in equation (4.65) was set to -7 which was necessary for the f-1
term in the force extension behavior near large force to vanish (which it does for very long worm-like
chains). While the choice of G = -7 does not make the Pe- 1 term vanish here in the elongational
viscosity, the coefficient is made ((1) instead of O(N) which is a significant reduction when N is
large. Recall that N must be large to even be in the plateau region of discretization. We postulate
that the true continuous worm-like chain would not have a Pe- 1 term just as it did not have a
f- 1 term in the force extension behavior. Thus even at the next order in the expansion having the
correct force-extension behavior corresponds to having the correct behavior in elongational flow.
In this subsection we have analyzed the behavior of bead-spring chains in uniaxial elongational
flow at large strain rates. After verifying the applicability of the expansion for large strain rates, we
could use the expansion to better understand the physical origin of the chain response. We found
that if the strain rate is large enough, the chain is essentially fully-extended and so the elongational
viscosity is the fully-extended value virtually independent of the accuracy of the spring force law.
However, the "deficit", or how close the system is to that plateau, does depend on the accuracy
of the spring force law. In fact the accuracy of this deficit is even more subtle to understand
than the weak flow response. The response certainly depends on the behavior of the spring near
full extension which is shown by the expansion of the viscosity in terms of Pe. However, it is
conventional to express the expansion in terms of a Weissenberg number, which uses the longest
relaxation time. This longest relaxation time depends on the equilibrium response of the spring,
not the response near full extension. To get the correct behavior for the deficit a model should get
both behaviors correct, at large forces and at equilibrium. For the Marko-Siggia spring force law,
neither the low-force nor the high-force criteria capture correctly the response at both extremes.
For this reason the deficit is incorrect if very small springs are used. However our new spring
force law does get the behavior correct at low force and high force, and thus represents the deficit
correctly even to high discretization provided the number of beads is large enough.
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6.2.2 Models of the freely jointed chain
We now examine the behavior of bead-spring chains which are coarse-grained versions of the freely
jointed chain., The freely jointed chain is the other micromechanical model which is often coarse-
grained into bead-spring chains. This will allow us to examine further the dependence on both
the low and high force response of the bead-spring chain. Furthermore we can explicitly judge the
accuracy of the coarse-grained model because we have an expression for the response of the freely
jointed chain which is being modeled by the bead-spring chain.
The first bead-spring chain system used to describe the behavior of the freely jointed chain that
we examine is with the FENE spring force law. For the FENE force law, the expansion of the
elongational viscosity in terms of Pe is
S- 37rs N(N2 - 1) 1 1
, (+ 4)(N - 1) - 3CNN + 0 . (6.29)
u,(£2 12 Pe A Pe2
Recall that for the FENE force law we have chosen to define Atrue as one-third of the Kuhn length
such that v = f/Atrue is three times the number of Kuhn lengths represented by a spring. While this
choice will affect the look of the equation written in terms of v, the physical meaning is unchanged.
We now rearrange and include an approximate form for the longest relaxation time to obtain
q_ - 3rs_ N + 1
np(N()L2 /12 N - 1
12 1 3
N(N - 1)2 sin 2(7r/(2N))Wi 4v/A + 1.05'V/A + 21.1 g N- 1  0 (Wi2
We can now analyze how this expansion (the response of the chain) changes as the number of
beads is changed while the Weissenberg number Wi is held constant, and a = (N - 1)v is held
constant. When analyzing the behavior we must decide which criterion for choosing A will be used.
We will start by choosing A = 1. Note though that this does not correspond to either the high-force
or low-force criterion.
Figure 6.8 shows plots of equation (6.30) as a function of N for constant Wi and a for A = 1,
i.e. not using an effective persistence length. We see similar shapes as with the previous bead-spring
chains discussed. If 1 < N < a we see a plateau which occurs at a viscosity of
1 W- + O ±. (6.31)
For all chains with a finite a, the number of beads will eventually become large enough that
the springs represents very small segments of polymer. The system then approaches the limiting
behavior of the bead-string chain when 1 < N and a < N which is
1 - 0.46+ O 2 . (6.32)
Again we see a similar behavior as with the worm-like chain in that the difference in responses
between the long chain plateau and the bead-string chain decreases with Wi, as Wi- 1. This means
that some properties are less sensitive to the incorrect and changing accuracy of the spring force
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Fig. 6.8: Calculation of the elongational viscosity as a function of the number
of beads for constant Wi and a using the first two terms in the asymptotic
expansion for the FENE force law with A = 1 (equation (6.30)). The values of
Wi are 1 (left) and 10 (right). The lines correspond to different values of a,
from top to bottom ranging from 100, 400, 4000, and oo. The dashed line is
1-6/(7r2Wi) (equation (6.31)). The dotted line is 1-0.46/Wi (equation (6.32)).
The long-dashed line is 1 - 0.34/Wi (from equation (6.36)).
law.
Recall that for the FENE force law, even the high-force criterion is not A = 1. We show in
Figure 6.9 the response of the elongational viscosity for the high-force and the low-force criteria. As
for the Marko-Siggia spring force law, we see that the high-force criterion performs slightly better
(stays in the plateau longer) than the low-force criterion, although the difference is almost not
distinguishable. However, there is the counter-intuitive result that using A = 1 seems to do even
better than either criteria. This can be understood by looking at the expansion in equation (6.30).
The coefficient to Wi- 1 only depends on the ratio v/A. Therefore, the smaller the value of A, the
larger the ratio v/A, and the closer the term is to the long chain limit behavior. In essence, a
smaller A makes it look like there are more effective Kuhn lengths per spring so the chain looks like
a chain with a very large number of Kuhn lengths. This arbitrary change of the Kuhn length does
not cause a detrimental response in the strong stretching limit because the long chain behavior
does not explicitly depend on the true Kuhn length, only on the total drag on the chain, the
contour length squared, and the Weissenberg number. So although arbitrarily choosing A very
small does increase the size of the plateau, we do not consider that a viable option for developing
an accurate coarse-grained model because the change in effective persistence length would cause all
equilibrium properties to be incorrect. Actually the same type of effect could have been seen with
the Marko-Siggia force law if A had been chosen smaller than one.
To this point we have presumed that the existence of the plateau in the viscosity means that
the chain is an accurate coarse-grained model. For the Marko-Siggia and FENE force laws this
plateau essentially exists when the chain has many beads but each spring still represents a large
segment of polymer. We have shown that even if the incorrect spring force law is used when each
spring represents a small segment of polymer, for sufficiently high Wi the response in elongational
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Fig.. 6.9: Comparison of the different criteria for A and their effect on the
elongational viscosity for the FENE force law. The parameters are Wi = 1,
a == 400, and either the low-force (upper line) or high-force criteria (middle
line) for A or A = 1 (lower line). The A = 1 case and the dashed, dotted, and
long-dashed lines are identical to in Figure 6.8.
viscosity does not actually deviate a significant percentage from the plateau because the chain is
always virtually fully extended. However, the existence of this plateau does not in of itself guarantee
that the bead-spring represents the desired micromechanical model. For the FENE chain, we can
easily see how well this plateau matches the behavior of the freely jointed chain because the behavior
of the freely jointed chain in elongational flow is known [81]. The expansion of the elongational
viscosity of a freely jointed chain for large strain rates is
q - 37--s N(N2 - 1) kBT[2(N - 1) - 3CN] + O (6.33)
np(a 2  12 (a2i
where a is the length of a rod and the sum over the Kramers matrix which was tabulated by
Hassager can be written equivalently as a simpler sum, CN. Currently we are concerned with the
limit of a large number of rods because we want to compare this series expansion with the plateau
occurring for a FENE chain with a large number of springs and where each spring still represents
a large number of Kuhn lengths. In the limit of a large number of rods, the elongational viscosity
of a freely jointed chain becomes
S- 3rs 24 kBT-. 134)
np(N()L2/12 Wi N 2(a 2 Wi2
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From ref. [30] we know that the relaxation time of long freely-jointed chains is approximately
r 0.0142N 2 a  (6.35)kBT
so the viscosity is
4 - 34s 0.34 1n L12 1 - W4 + O .. (6.36)
np(N()L2/12 Wi Wi2
We expect that equation (6.31) would be the same as this freely jointed chain result, equation (6.36),
however we see that they are not the same. Recall that the FENE force law does not have the exact
same behavior as the inverse Langevin function near full extension. This will account for some of
the difference, which we will now address.
We will next examine the behavior of the Cohen spring force law. Because the Cohen spring
force law does have the same approach to full extension as the inverse Langevin function but
different from the FENE force law, we will be able to see the influence of this divergence. Note that
because the first two terms in the flow expansion (in terms of Pe) only depends on the dominant
behavior of the spring near full extension, the Cohen force law has the same two term expansion as
a bead-spring chain with the inverse Langevin function as the spring force law. Obviously higher
order terms in the expansion will be different between the Cohen force law and the inverse Langevin
function. The equilibrium behavior (and relaxation time) will also be different at intermediate v.
At infinite v it only depends on the linear region of the force law which is the same, and at zero v
they both become the bead-string chain which are the same. The first two terms in the high strain
rate expansion are
ý - 3778 N(N2 - 1) 1 2vnp - P (- + 4)(N - 1) - 3CN + e(6.37)
(2 12 Pe 3A Pe2
In the limit of 1 < N < a, the expansion becomes
-4 ) - (6.38)
np(N()L2 /12 r2W i  Wi238)
where we have used our knowledge of the relaxation time of the bead-spring chain when v is very
large. We can also look in the limit of such large N that each spring represents a very small amount
of polymer, 1 < N and a < N. In this limit the chain looks like a bead-string chain, which is the
same result as for the FENE chain. In this limit the expansion is approximately
-3s 0.46 +( 1 (6.39)
np(NC)L2/12 Wi Wi2
Recall that the approximation here in determining the expansion for the bead-string chain is that
the longest relaxation time is only known approximately.
There are two important aspects to notice about the behavior of the Cohen force law chain.
The first is that the structure has changed from that of the FENE and Marko-Siggia in that
equation (6.38) is now greater than equation (6.39). The other is that even this expansion (which
is the expansion for the exact inverse Langevin function) deviates from the freely jointed chain
result when there are a large number of springs and each spring represents a large segment of
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polymer (i.e. comparing equations (6.36) and (6.38)).
This deviation, however, turns out to be related back to a subtlety with the longest relaxation
time of the freely jointed chain which is not often discussed. Consider a freely jointed chain with
such a large number of rods that if one models it with a bead-spring chain with the exact inverse
Langevin force law, it is possible to both have a very large number of springs and at the same
time have each spring represent a very large number of rods. The longest relaxation time of this
bead-spring chain is given by equation (6.6) or alternatively (with A = 1)
(NC)LaKT = 6 2 kBT (6.40)67r2kBT
We know this relaxation time exactly because if each spring represents a very large segment of
polymer, near equilibrium the spring only samples the linear region of the force law so we can use
the analytic result for the relaxation time of a bead-spring chain with linear springs. Because this
bead-spring chain correctly models the equilibrium and force-extension behavior of the freely jointed
chain, one might think that it would model the longest relaxation time of the chain. However, this
is not true. The longest relaxation time is given in equation (6.35) or equivalently
0.0142(N()LaK
" = (6.41)kBT
It is this difference in relaxation times that causes the difference between the viscosity expansion of
the freely jointed chain and the Cohen or inverse Langevin chain even when the bead-spring chain
has a large number of springs and each spring represents a large segment of polymer. We can see
this by using equation (6.40) in the expansion of the freely jointed chain, equation (6.34), instead
of the exact formula, which is then identical to the Cohen chain expansion, equation (6.38). We
can also see that it is the relaxation time that causes this final discrepancy by noticing that both
the freely jointed chain and Cohen chain can be written in these limits as
3iq-,3ru (N1)L2 _ kBT [2 x (number of Kuhn lengths in whole molecule)] + O . (6.42)
nP 12 e 2
It is only when the extension rate is written in terms of a Weissenberg number using different
longest relaxation times that gives this final discrepancy.
It should be noted that it is not only from ref. [30] that we know the longest relaxation time of a
freely jointed chain. Other researchers [82, 83, 84] have performed similar simulations verifying the
same result as well as independent tests of the relaxation time. This is also not the first mentioning
of this discrepancy [83, 84]. The 20% deviation in the longest relaxation time is an unresolved issue
and is outside the scope of this thesis. For the purposes of this thesis we can not do better than
reproducing the expansion in equation (6.42), which depends on the behavior near full extension,
and to capture the longest relaxation time if each spring represents a large segment of polymer.
Thus this plateau (equation (6.38)) is considered "accurate" for our purposes. However, even the
Cohen force law or the inverse Langevin force law will deviate from this as each spring represents
a small segment of polymer, and the chain approaches the bead-string chain.
A new spring force law has been developed such that the bead-spring chain accurately represents
the force-extension behavior of the freely jointed chain (equation (4.43)) [77]. We can examine how
using this new force law affects the elongational viscosity at large strain rates. The expansion of
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the viscosity for this force law is
q - 377 N(N2 - 1) 1 2v 1
np12 P -(N - 1) - 3CN e . (6.43)212 Pe 13 Pe2
This expansion should be compared with the expansion for the Cohen force law or inverse Langevin
force law (equation (6.37)). We see that because the new force law correctly represents the behavior
at large forces, the expansion in viscosity in terms of Pe is modeled correctly (like when using the
high-force criterion for an effective persistence length). The term 2v(N - 1)/3 is always equal to
two times the total number of Kuhn lengths represented by the chain independent of how few Kuhn
lengths each spring represents, just as we saw in equation (6.42). However the equilibrium behavior
is also captured correctly with the new force law. This means that the longest relaxation time will
also be captured essentially. Because both are captured correctly, the system will not deviate at
high discretization from the plateau.
It is useful to review at this point the main features we have observed through the analysis
of the elongational viscosity at large strain rates. At very large strain rates the chain is virtually
fully-extended, so as long a the spring has the correct fully-extended length £, this infinite strain
rate viscosity is independent of the details of the spring force law. In this sense the behavior at large
enough strain rate is insensitive to the details of the spring force law. However some experiments
may aim to explore more than the absolute value of viscosity (or similarly fractional extension). For
example, ref. [58] used the deficit (difference between the fractional extension from full extension)
to distinguish between the worm-like chain, freely jointed chain, and stem-flower models. Shaqfeh
et al. [76] and Doyle et al. [85] examined the relaxation after strong elongational flow and found
that the relaxation was highly influenced by the deficit away from the fully extended state. For a
bead-spring chain to accurately represent these types of response of a micromechanical model, it is
necessary to capture not only the plateau but also the approach to the plateau. This approach is
sensitive to the accuracy of the spring force law. In fact it is dependent on the force law both near
full extension and at equilibrium because of using the longest relaxation time to form a Weissenberg
number. For this reason previously used spring force laws do not capture this deficit when each
spring represents a small segment of polymer. However, the new spring force laws developed to
represent the worm-like chain and freely jointed chain do not deviate at high discretization.
6.3 Influence of Hydrodynamic Interactions
In this chapter we have focused on the role of the spring force law and have not included effects of
hydrodynamic interactions. In highly extended states we expect the effect will be much less than
in the coiled stated, and the spring force law will play the major role. For the Marko-Siggia force
law, we found that the elongational viscosity has a series expansion of the form
np- 37s N(N 2  - 1) 1 /2 0 (6.44)
up(C2  12 Pe(/2 Pe
Certainly the plateau value will be dependent on hydrodynamic interactions, which changes the
scaling with length to include a logarithm. However, we postulate the coefficient C may have the
same scaling with or without hydrodynamic interactions. This is because the chain is so close to
full extension that the positions of the beads, and therefore their interactions, will not be much
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Fig. 6.10: Coefficient of the Pe- 1/ 2 term, C, as a function of the number of beads
with and without HI. The spring force law is Marko-Siggia with v = 200 and
A = 1. The squares are without HI and the diamonds are from BD simulations
using the RPY tensor and h* = 0.25. The dashed lines represent power laws of
N - 1, N - 0o 9, and N -0 .75
different from in the fully extended state. The postulated form is thus
37s ( 3s) oo 1 - O )) (6.45)
Whether the scaling of C is the same with and without hydrodynamic interactions has interesting
consequences. Without hydrodynamic interactions the scaling is C - N - 1 . This is consistent with
turning the Peclet number into a Weissenberg number, because without HI the longest relaxation
time scales as N 2 . However, in the non-draining limit, the longest relaxation time scales as N 3 /2 .
Turning the expansion Pe to Wi using a non-draining scaling for the longest relaxation time gives
a coefficient of
CN3/4N /2 . (6.46)
Wil/2
If the value of C scales as N - 1 , this implies a vanishing coefficient to Wi- 1/ 2 as N -4 c.
To test this hypothesis, we performed simulations in collaboration with Chih-Chen Hsieh using
the Marko-Siggia force law and the RPY hydrodynamic interaction tensor, with parameters v = 200,
A = 1, and h* = 0.25 [86]. We performed simulations at a range of Pe until we were confident that
higher order terms in Pe were negligible and extracted a value of C from the simulation data. The
E
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infinite Pe number response was calculated exactly using the formalism presented in an appendix
to ref. [87]. In Figure 6.10 we plot the value of C calculated from the simulations versus N. From
the figure we can see clearly that the the scaling is not N - 3/4. The fitted scaling is approximately
N -0 . 90 for the largest N simulated here.
These simulations bring about an interesting point which warrants further investigation. If the
scaling of C with N in the large chain limit is different than N -3 /4 as we see here, that means that
near the fully extended state the time used to convert from Pe in order to have collapse of the data
in the long chain limit is not the longest relaxation time. However, it may be necessary to reach
the non-draining limit in the extended state in order to reach the long chain limit scaling of the
coefficient. By non-draining limit in the extended state, we mean that the plateau viscosity scales
as would be expected from Batchelor's formula. We can estimate the number of beads necessary
to be in that limit using an approximate formula in the appendix of ref. [87]. Because of the slow
logarithm convergence in the number of beads, with the parameters used here, the number of beads
would have to be greater than 106 to be into the non-draining limit in the extended state. This is
not feasible to simulate. A better route to reach the non-draining limit would be make each spring
represent a smaller segment of polymer. However, care should be taken to make sure the correct
h* is used relative to the size of a spring.
6.4 Summary and Outlook
In this chapter we have looked at the behavior of bead-spring chain models in strong flows and
the effect of the spring force law. We did this for coarse-grained models of both the WLC and
FJC. We expect that EV effects are small in such strong flows and the effects of HI may be small
(or smaller) so we initially neglect those contributions. The longest relaxation time was examined,
which is used to express the strain rate as a Weissenberg number. It was shown that the chain
samples the nonlinear regions of the force law even at equilibrium, making the relaxation time
deviate from the Rouse result. However, a modified Rouse model is able to capture the relaxation
time even if each spring represents a small segment of polymer. This modified Rouse model gives
insight into the important role the force-extension behavior at small force plays in determining the
longest relaxation time.
We looked at the elongational viscosity in the limit of large strain rates and used the first
few terms in the expansion to understand how the response of the chain changes as the level
of discretization changes for different spring force laws. We saw that for arbitrarily large strain
rate the viscosity becomes insensitive to using the correct spring force law because the system is
always fully-extended. However, it is often important to model correctly how close the chain is
to fully-extended. To get this correct it is even more sensitive than in weak flows/equilibrium.
In a highly extended state the expansion depends on the large force behavior, but also when
writing the response in terms of a Wi with the longest relaxation time, it is influenced by the low
force/equilibrium behavior. To get the correct response both must be modeled correctly. Using
the previous force laws with an effective persistence length requires a trade-off in which only one
is correct but not both. Our new force laws get both correct, so do not produce error when each
spring represents a small segment of polymer.
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Nonhomogeneous Flow
In this chapter we will consider an example of a flow which has a nonhomogeneous strain rate over
the size of the molecule. Many of the flows which have been considered previously are homogeneous
in that the strain rate is the same everywhere in space, such as uniform shear or elongational flow.
Even in a macroscopic complex geometry, at the scale of a single polymer molecule, the strain rate
is homogeneous in space, although the flow can change in time in a Langrangian sense. This is a
result of the difference in scales between the size of the device and the size of a polymer molecule.
However, a number of microfluidic devices involving biological polymers such as double-stranded
DNA produce! nonhomogeneous strain rates over the scale of a polymer molecule. Examples of this
type of flow include DNA separation devices using post arrays or entropic traps and DNA stretching
devices for genome mapping. A number of studies have been performed of polymers in nonhomo-
geneous flows. For example, Szeri et al. [88] examined deformable bodies in two-dimensionless
nonhomogeneous flows to understand the strong flow criterion. A number of different groups have
performed Brownian dynamics simulations of polymers using an imposed, known flow field which is
nonhomogeneous, and the dynamics and stretching of the polymer have been examined [89, 90, 91].
Randall et al. [92] have recently examined experimentally the stretching of DNA using nonhomo-
geneous fields generated using micro-contractions or the motion of DNA from a gel into aqueous
solution.
In this chapter we consider a simplified geometry which contains the required physics of a
nonhomogeneous strain rate over the scale of the molecule, a step increase in the electrophoretic
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Fig. 7.1: The polymer is moving from right to left, initially with electrophoretic
velocity (pCE) 1. The maximum extent in the x direction is denoted by X. The
chain crosses the dashed line into a region with electrophoretic velocity (jIE)2 >
(pE)1 . The maximum extent of the polymer when the rear crosses the dashed
line is defined as Xf.
velocity. This geometry is shown in Figure 7.1. The problem which most resembles this geometry
is the exit of a DNA molecule from a gel (region 1) to aqueous solution (region 2) [92]. Our
simplified geometry does not contain any structure in region 1 to describe details of the gel. The
gel would simply act as a method of changing the electrophoretic velocity. The geometry could also
represent the change of field that occurs in sharp constrictions such as entropic traps and hyperbolic
contractions, although those geometries have additional steric hindrance not included here.
Our analysis will show that in a limiting case this geometry reduces to a tethered chain in
a uniform flow, a problem which has received significant attention. Brochard-Wyart and co-
workers [93, 94] have used a blob theory to examine the stretching and unwinding of tethered
polymers. The validity of the blob theory has been investigated using Brownian dynamics simula-
tions by Zimmerman and co-workers [95]. Brownian dynamics simulations have also been used to
investigate the validity of a dumbbell model for a tethered chain [32] and to examine the dynamics
of tethered chains in shear flow [58].
We will first examine a toy model consisting of a single Hookean dumbbell neglecting Brownian
motion to derive the two dimensionless groups governing the response. A similar type of toy model
can be used to understand the coil-stretch transition in elongational flow as reviewed by [96]. We
will then show with Brownian dynamic simulations that the Hookean chains in the long chain limit
converge to a result which has the same scaling as the toy model. We then show the effect that
finitely extensible springs has on the result.
7.1 Dumbbell Model
Here we will discuss a toy model which considers a single Hookean spring without Brownian motion.
The system is sketched in Figure 7.1. The polymer is moving in region 1 with an electrophoretic
velocity (pE)1 and crosses into a region with electrophoretic velocity (.tE) 2 . For this discussion we
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consider (ME)2 > (pE)I, which causes the polymer to stretch in the x direction. The stretch when
the last seglnt:nt of polymer crosses from region 1 to 2 is defined as Xf. By using this toy model
we can understand how this stretch scales with the properties of the chain and strength of the two
velocities. In. this way we can umderstand the physical mechanism involved in stretching.
In ad(lition to having a change of electrophoretic velocity across the boundary, it is possible to
have a change in the drag coefficient on a bead across the boundary. Fromi looking at the response
of a single Hookean sp)ring without Brownian motion, the response can )be shown to deptend on the
averaged drag coefficient
1 1 ) + , (7.1)
where (1 and( (2 are the drag coefficients on a bead in regions 1 and 2 respectively. The toy
model shows that when the coil is crossing the interface, the chain sees a difference in velocity of
(pE)2 - (pE)1 over the length of the size of the coil. This gives an effective strain rate which can
be used to calculate a Weissenberg munmber. We define a Weissenberg number for this situation as
Wi = E2T (7.2)
(R2 )eq/3
where 6 1,E (E) 2 - (ytE)I, 7 is the longest relaxation time of the chain if each bead had drag
coefficient 4*, and (R 2 )eq is the equilibriumn averaged end-to-end distance squared of the chain. This
is not like a typical elongational flow, though, for two reasons. First, las the chain extends, the same
(lifference in velocities is seen by the chain over a larger distance, resulting in a decreasing effective
strain rate as the chain stretches. This continues Ilutil the stretching provided by the change in
velocity exactly cancels the spring force trying to resist stretching. Second, the chain only has a
finite residence time across the step change. Once the rear of the chain passes over the step change
in electrophoretic velocity, the chain relaxes back to the equilibriulll state. The finite residence
time is due both to the fact that the front of the molecule is pulling the back across the interface
and to the fact th that the back is being convected across the interface. Thus the velocity in region 1
also plays a role, which comes in through a Deborah mulber whichl we define as
(ILE)147De= (VE)1 4 (7.3)(R2 )eq/3
This is like a Deborah number because the residence time to cross the interface is typically of or(ler
v/(R 2)eq/3/(E)i because Brownian inotion has been neglected in the toy model. Because this
convective time scale introduces another flow timne scale which can) be compared to the relaxation
time. separate from the inverse strain rate, we can define a Deborah munber in addition to the
WVeissenberg number, which is always taken to be the product of the strain rate and the relaxation
time [15, 96]. The factors of 2 and 4 in the definitions of Wi and De resp)ectively are a result of the
toy model analysis. These factors make order 1 values of Wi and De correspond to approximate
transitions between behaviors.
In the rest of this chapter we will consider the case in which El = E2. The difference in
electrophoretic velocity coIles about because of a difference in mobtility. We use the leading order
assumption that p oc 1/4 [97]. This is the case if region 1 contains a gel which reduces the mobility,
or effective viscosity. We can characterize the response of this model by examinning the amount of
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Fig. 7.2: Contours of constant (Xj)/(X),q for the toy model as a function of
the two parameters De and Wi. From left to right, the lines represent constant
(Xf)/(X)eq of 2, 10, and 30.
stretching relative to equilibrium (Xj)/(X)eq as a function of Wi and De, as shown in Figure 7.2.
The details of the calculation of the response of the toy model are shown in Appendix A.5.
The first key observation is the absence of a coil-stretch transition. Near a value of Wi = 1
the toy model predicts no stretching beyond equilibrium because at this point the stretching is
balanced by the spring force. Therefore, we see that below a value of about Wi = 1 there is only
minimal stretching. At larger Wi the stretch increases approximately linearly. The slope of this
increase is determined by De.
The affine limit is reached as the De becomes very large. In this region, the back part of the
chain is simply convected to the interface. The final stretch is the distance the front of the chain
travels in the time it takes for the back part to reach the interface. In this limit the toy model gives
(Xf) 2Wi (7.4)
(X)eq De
The key observation in this region is that the stretch is only a function of the ratio Wi/De. There-
fore, the details of the polymer in terms of the coil size and relaxation time and the applied electric
field are irrelevant in determining the relative stretch from the equilibrium state. In this region the
stretch is simply a function of the ratio A2 /A1.
In the limit of very small De, the response approaches that of a tethered chain. In this region
the toy model gives
(X)q oc Wi . (7.5)
(X) eq
The mobility in region 1 is small enough that the chain in region 2 reaches a "steady" or balanced
configuration in which the stretching due to the velocity difference is balanced by the spring force
before the rear of the polymer crosses the interface. Note that in this limit the Wi could also be
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Fig. 7.3: This shows a comparison of Brownian dynamics simulations in the
long chain limit to the toy model. We show the the result of the simulations
divided by the approximation in equation (7.6). The symbols represent values
of De: 0.5 (x), 1.0 (squares), 2.0 (triangles), 5.0 (+), and 10.0 (diamonds).
thought of as the Peclet number in the two regions because De --+ 0. For example, in this limit
the average drag C* -• 2(2, and the relaxation time could be related to a diffusivity using scaling
relations [98].
7.2 Long Chain Limit
To verify that these scaling ideas hold even for polymer chains, with the additional complexity
of back-folds and kinks, we performed Brownian dynamics simulations of bead-spring chains with
Hookean springs. The details of the Brownian dynamics method have been presented in Section 2.2
and in the literature [46]. The change in drag coefficient, and therefore diffusivity, across the step
change must be correctly included. We used the midpoint algorithm of Grassia et al. [47] which is
able to account for this change.
Chains were simulated for increasing number of beads, and it was found that for N > 40 the
results collapsed onto a single curve, and thus are in the long chain limit. These chains in the
long chain limit were observed to have the same scaling with De and Wi as the toy model. This
illustrates the validity of the two dimensionless groups and the regions in phase space discussed
previously. It is not surprising that there is not quantitative agreement between the toy model and
the chains which can form kinks and hairpins. Over a range of parameters it was found that a
simple formula can relate the response of the long chains and the toy model. This approximation
is defined by the equation
(Xf)app, 1 + 0.6 (Xf)to 1) . (7.6)
(X)eq (X)eq
In Figure '7.3 we show the ratio of the simulated stretch of the bead-spring chains with N = 40
to this approximate formula versus Wi. We see that other than at very small De, this simple
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Fig. 7.4: Results from simulations with increasing finite extensibility. The Deb-
orah number is De = 2.0. The dashed line represents the approximation for
Hookean chains in the long chain limit (equation (4.72)). The symbols repre-
sent simulations for A (triangles), 2A (squares), and 3A (x).
approximation works quite well. This pre-factor of 0.6 and the slight change at small De are
probably due to the tendency of chains to form hairpins which tend to reduce the extension relative
to that seen with a dumbbell model.
7.3 Finite Extensibility
To this point we have only considered Hookean springs which can be infinitely extended. Real
polymers however have a finite length. As the chain is extended to a significant fraction of that
fully extended length, the spring force increases nonlinearly, ultimately diverging to prevent the
chain from extending past the contour length. Typically this nonlinear increase in force begins
when the extension is approximately one-third of the contour length. We expect that if the stretch
experienced crossing the step change (Xf) is less than about one-third of the contour length, the
finite extensibility does not influence the result. The stretch will be the same as with Hookean
chains.
We performed a series of simulations of bead-spring chains with nonlinear springs, with some
characteristic data shown in Figure 7.4. The spring force law was developed previously in Chapter 4
and in ref. [80] to model a worm-like chain polymer. The spring force law is given in equation (4.72).
A common molecule used in single molecule video fluorescence microscopy experiments is A-
phage DNA which contains about 400 persistence lengths when stained with a fluorescent dye [67].
It is also common to examine concatemers which are twice and three times as long, which we call
2A and 3A. The result of simulations of these three molecules are shown in Figure 7.4. The chains
contain 20, 39, and 58 beads respectively so that the number of persistence lengths per spring is the
same. The dashed line is the approximation to a long chain of Hookean springs (equation (7.6)). For
the nonlinear bead-spring chains with a large number of beads, we expect that at small extensions
the simulations follow the Hookean chain result. As the extension grows, it eventually reaches a
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Fig. 7.5: Approach of the nonlinear bead-spring chains to full extension. The
chain contains 20 beads and 400 persistence lengths in the whole chain. The
data corresponds to De of 2 (triangles) and 5 (squares). The dotted line is a
power law of Wi- 1/ 2. The dashed line represents a value of (Xf) = 0.3L.
fraction of the contour length. At this point the nonlinearity in the spring makes the extension
less than that predicted from the Hookean model which was valid at small extensions. The finite
extensibility for longer contour length chains does not influence the result until larger Wi as seen
in Figure 7.4.
At large enough Wi the extension will approach the contour length of the polymer, L. A
characteristic of the worm-like chain in elongational flow is that the approach to full extension
follows the power law Wi- 1/ 2. This is distinguished from the approach for the freely jointed
chain which follows Wi- 1. This same power law has also been observed for the stretching of
tethered DNA in uniform flow, which can be generated either by hydrodynamic or electrophoretic
forces [18, 99, 100]. For a tethered worm-like chain in shear flow [101], it has been shown that the
approach to full extension follows the power law Wi- 1/3 [58]. In Figure 7.5 we show the approach
to full extension for the case of A DNA modeled with 20 beads. We see that for both De = 2
and De = 5 if the stretch is greater than about 0.3L, the finite extensibility is important and the
approach to full extension decays as Wi- 1/ 2.
This influence of finite extensibility can also be understood in terms of the phase plot given
in Figure 7.2. For a given molecule of interest, a line of constant stretch can be placed on the
phase plot which corresponds to one-third of the contour length. In the region with stretch less
than this value, a simple Hookean chain can correctly model the stretch experienced. On the other
side of the line, the nonlinearity will limit the stretch to a smaller value than that predicted by a
Hookean theory. For molecules of increasing contour length, this line will be pushed to higher Wi
and smaller De. Thus for increasingly long polymers, more of the region of phase space will be
correctly modeled using a Hookean chain.
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7.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have discussed a simplified system which has a nonhomogeneous strain rate over
the scale of a single polymer molecule. We used a toy model of a single Hookean spring without
Brownian motion to identify a Weissenberg number and Deborah number. We showed that the
stretch of Hookean chains in the long chain limit still scale with these two parameters. The change
in velocity divided by the size of the molecule as the effective strain rate. The chain stretching is
also a transient process, with a finite residence time experiencing the stretching force.
These two dimensionless groups formed a phase space which we examined. For Wi < 1 the chain
experiences minimal stretching. Above Wi = 1 there is an approximate linear increase of stretch
with Wi. For large De, this increase follows the affine limit scaling. For very small De, the system
approaches a tethered limit, in which the chain has time to reach a "steady" balance between the
velocity difference which is trying to stretch the chain and the spring force which is trying to relax
the chain. If chains are stretched to greater than approximately one-third of the contour length,
the finite extensibility of the chain is important. We showed a characteristic approach of Wi- 1/ 2
to full extension for the worm-like chain.
These same dimensionless groups and this type of phase space analysis should also provide
insight into other more complex flow geometries in which the flow has nonhomogeneous strain rates
over the scale of a single molecule as well as transient flows. These types of flows should become
even more prevalent in single molecule studies in microfluidic devices.
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Conclusions and Outlook
In this thesis, we have examined the coarse-graining of polymers into bead-spring chain models.
We have focused primarily on the spring force law to understand how to systematically develop
a force law even if a spring does not represent a large segment of polymer. This is particularly
important to understand when trying to model the behavior of polymers and biological molecules
in micro- and nano-fluidic devices.
8.1 Force-extension Behavior
In Chapter 3 we examined the force-extension behavior of bead-spring chains. This was a natural
starting point; because one motivation for using springs is the force-extension of polymers. It
also is convenient to examine because the response can be written using equilibrium statistical
mechanics. Through this analysis, we were able to identify the key parameter which governs the
force-extension behavior, v, which represents the number of flexibility lengths represented by a
spring. This parameter governs the fluctuations in phase space like an inverse temperature.
These fluctuations are important to consider when v is not very large. Previous force laws
neglected these fluctuations because they were being developed to represent very large segments
of polymer. Using these force laws to represent smaller segments of polymer gives an error which
we quantified. To eliminate this error, Larson and coworkers used an effective flexibility length.
We analyzed this method and showed that there is no unique choice for the effective flexibility
8.2. New Force Laws
length. A simple rescaling of the flexibility length is not sufficient to counter act the neglect of the
fluctuations over the whole range of forces.
8.2 New Force Laws
The understanding of the fluctuations in phase space allowed us to develop new spring force laws
in Chapter 4. Because the springs do not represent an infinite amount of polymer, fluctuations
must be taken into account. In particular, the ensemble (which determines the quantities that are
allowed to fluctuate and the ones which are held fixed) must be specified precisely. We showed that
if the spring force law is taken from the constant extension ensemble response of the polymer, the
bead-spring chain will be an accurate representation of the polymer.
This new method of producing spring force laws (called the Polymer Ensemble Transforma-
tion (PET) method) was applied to the freely jointed chain micromechanical model to obtain the
Random Walk Spring (RWS) model. The RWS model is a set of spring force laws which can be
used to represent the response of the freely jointed chain depending on how many Kuhn lengths a
spring represents. This eliminates any need for an effective Kuhn length because the response is
reproduced by construction. While this solved the problem in principle, in practice the RWS model
is not convenient to use at intermediate discretization. We were able to develop a simple spring
force law, which is as simple to use as current force laws, but is a close approximation to the RWS
model.
Chapter 4 also discusses the application of the PET method to coarse-grain the worm-like
chain model into bead-spring chains. This is more complicated because of the coupling along the
polymer's contour. However, a straightforward application can be used to produce a dumbbell
model. In order to apply the method to bead-spring chain models of the worm-like chain, the
method must be generalized. We showed that a generalized bead-spring chain model could be
developed in which the beads also have an orientation, and neighboring beads interact based on
the relative positions and relative orientations. As with the RWS model, it is progress to know
that there does exist a model which can accurately represent the micromechanical model. However,
it is not currently possible to use this generalized bead-spring chain in practice. The interaction
between these beads must be taken from the response of the worm-like chain which has both the
ends and orientation at the ends held fixed. Currently, there does not exist an expression for this
interaction.
We have postulated that this generalized model could be approximated by a conventional bead-
spring chain but with bending potentials between the springs. However, if the whole chain contains
a large number of persistence lengths, we have developed a simple spring force law which can be
used even if each spring does not represent a large number of persistence lengths.
8.3 Rheological Response
In Chapters 5 and 6 we examined the rheological response of the bead-spring chains. Chapter 5
discusses the response in weak flows, or low Weissenberg number. We were able to calculate the
coefficients of the retarded motion expansion for bead-spring chains with arbitrary force law. By
doing this, we were able to express the coefficients in terms of the force-extension behavior at small
force. This ties the low Weissenberg number response back to the force-extension behavior analysis
in the previous two chapters. However, another error is present in the rheological analysis not
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present in the discussion of force-extension behavior. The rheology depends on the drag of the
viscous solvent on the polymer. In the bead-spring model, this drag is exerted on the beads. If
a small number of beads is used, the drag is not distributed along the polymer's contour, which
results in an error. This might make one think that the largest number of beads possible should be
used. However, the low Weissenberg number response also depends on the force-extension behavior
at small force. If each spring represents a small segment of polymer and the incorrect force law
is used, an error results. Thus, if using previously developed spring force laws, there is an error
both at small and large number of beads. However, if the new spring force laws are used, the error
present when using small springs disappears.
In Chapter 6 we examined the response in strong flows, or high Weissenberg number. The
first task was to examine the longest relaxation time, which is used to calculate the Weissenberg
number. We found that because of fluctuations in phase space, the spring samples the nonlinear
region of the force law even at equilibrium, which causes the relaxation time to deviate from the
result assuming that the chain only samples the linear region of the force law. However, it was
shown that an approximate model can be found which predicts the longest relaxation time. This
modified Rouse model can also be related to the force-extension behavior at small force.
Having determined the longest relaxation time, and therefore the Weissenberg number, we
examined the strong flow response in uniaxial extensional flow at large strain rates. The extensional
viscosity was expanded in the limit of large strain rate. Although this will only be valid at large
strain rates, the expansion allowed us to examine how the viscosity changed as the spring parameters
were changed with an analytical expression. We showed that at the same time the response is both
less sensitive to and more sensitive to the force law. At large strain rates, the extensional viscosity
is near the plateau value because the chain is almost fully extended. This plateau viscosity is
determined by the fully extended length, not the details of the force law. At large strain rates the
viscosity is always very close to the plateau value and thus less sensitive to the details of the force
law than at low Weissenberg number.
However, the viscosity is not the only property of interest. How close that viscosity is to the
plateau value is also important to model correctly. This deficit has a different approach to zero for
the freely jointed chain and worm-like chain models so can be used to distinguish between models.
We shoed that this approach to full extension depends on the behavior of the spring force law
both near full extension and near equilibrium. The behavior near equilibrium comes in through
its influence on the longest relaxation time used to calculate the Weissenberg number. Thus to
correctly model the deficit both the response at small and large forces must be modeled correctly
by the bead-spring chain. This is not possible using the previous force laws, even when using an
effective flexibility length, while the new force laws capture both responses correctly, and therefore
model correctly the behavior in strong flows.
8.4 Nonhomogeneous Flow
In Chapter 7, an example of a nonhomogeneous flow was examined in which the flow is nonho-
mogeneous over the scale of the molecule. This type of flow is possible in micro- and nano-fluidic
devices, for which the new force laws developed in this thesis will be necessary. Also, if the flow
changes over the scale of the molecule then small springs will be needed to capture that physics
correctly. We examined a simplified version of this problem in which the electrophoretic velocity
undergoes a step change. By construction, a step change will always be a change over the scale of
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the molecule.
A toy model was developed using a single linear spring, which was used to determine the two
key dimensionless groups. One acts like a Weissenberg number, governing the strength of the
stretching. Another acts like a Deborah number which influences the residence time of the chain
across the step change. We showed through Brownian dynamics simulations that this toy model
gives the correct scaling of the stretch with these two parameters. We were able to represent the
response in phase space and identify three regions: (1) equilibrium or no stretch, (2) steady which
acts like a tethered polymer, and (3) affine stretching.
8.5 Future Work
This thesis has looked at the systematic development of polymer models and the response of those
models. There are a number of directions in which future research could go. In terms of developing
new spring force laws, the main area that could be addressed is the models for the worm-like chain.
It may be possible to obtain an approximate formula which could be used in the generalized bead-
spring chain model. This model could then be implemented in a Brownian dynamics algorithm.
This could be used to study the behavior of worm-like chains in confined geometries, in which the
size of confinement is comparable to the persistence length. Alternatively, the bead-spring chain
model with bending potentials between the springs could be developed.
Much of the future work consists of applying the new force laws to problems of interest. This
includes trying to better understand how the strength parameters governing excluded volume and
hydrodynamic interactions should be chosen for small springs. Because the spring force law has been
determined independently, the other interactions can be determined without the other interactions
having to compensate for deficiencies in the force law.
The other main area of future work would be to use these new force laws and the knowledge
gained in this thesis to analyze the response of polymers in situations in which the behavior at
a small scale is necessary to capture correctly. This includes DNA stretching and separations in
micro- and nano-devices, motion of polymers through nanopores, and many others that have not yet
even been imagined. This thesis will help form the framework with which coarse-grained polymer
models can be used to answer these questions.
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A.1 Fluctuations in Force-Extension Behavior
This Appendix discusses the derivation of the fluctuations in the force-extension behavior for bead-
spring chains, equations (3.18) and (3.19). Recall that the average extension of the chain is calcu-
lated as
(ztot)= w I fconfigurations} tot exp [ .dVkBT I (A.1)
Using the quotient rule, the derivative with respect to the force can be calculated:
(A.2)
Non-dimensionalizing gives the desired result for the longitudinal fluctuations.
The transverse fluctuations are calculated by writing down explicitly the prescribed average.
We first note that
(A.3)
where x is the x-coordinate of a single spring because all the cross-terms between springs vanish.
af(Zt
o t) = ~ ((Ztot 
- (Ztot)) 2 ).
(X20 t) = Ns(x 2 ) ,
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The average over the single spring is
,2 21 x -2 Us(r) + fz] d3r (A.4)(x2 f exp kBT dr. (A.4)
We then write the integral explicitly in spherical coordinates:
(X2) = 1 r4 c0s2 sin [ exp -Us(r) + frcos1 d rd0d. (A.5)
We can rewrite the 0-integral using the relation
cos2¢ d¢ = = - d . (A.6)
S2 0Jo
We can rewrite the 0-integral by integrating by parts once:
Ssin3O exp frcos dO = 2Tr sin cos O exp kf T rcdO . (A.7)
okBT fr = o kBT
Using these relations we see that
kBT /r3 [-Us(T) + fr COS O(x2) = f r3 cos 0 sin 0 exp Us(r) f os] drd0d¢ . (A.8)fZS kBT
The resulting integral is simply the average z-coordinate of a single spring:
kBT
(X2 ) = (z) . (A.9)
The z-coordinate of the whole chain is given by
(Ztot) = Ns(z) , (A.10)
which combined with equation (A.9) gives the transverse fluctuation for the whole chain:
kBT(2 0t) = tot . (A.11)
Non-dimensionalizing gives the desired result for the transverse fluctuations.
A.2 Retarded-motion Expansion Coefficients
This Appendix discusses the derivation of the retarded-motion coefficients for bead-spring chains,
equations (5.2) and (5.3). This is a specific application of the general bead-spring-rod chain frame-
work of Bird et al. [12]. The analysis is similar to the FENE chain result by Wiest and Tanner [78],
but is much more general because it does not assume a form for the spring force law.
We consider the behavior of the bead-spring chains in steady, homogenous potential flow for
which the velocity gradient tensor, n, is symmetric and constant. In this case, the chain probability
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density function is given by the equilibrium statistical mechanics result with an effective energy
due to the flow [12]:
= exp jkK:rj rk kUT (A.12)
jk
In this expression, the matrix Cjk is a symmetric (N - 1) x (N - 1) matrix called the Kramers
matrix and is given by
jk (N- k)N , j (A.13)k(N - j)/N , k < j '
the vector rj represents the the connector vector of spring j, U is the total potential energy of the
springs, and
J = exp[ CjkK: rj - drN . (A.14)
jk
Note that sums over roman indices are from 1 to (N - 1). We can rewrite the probability density
in terms of the equilibrium (K = 0) values:
--= V)eq exp T CjkK:rj rk (A.15)
S jk
1 -u(A.1
Jeq = exp drN '. (A.17)
We now expand 0 in the limit of small K. In order to expand the ratio Jeq/J, we make use of
the relation
(r 2 )eq
(rj rk)eq = bjk 6 , (A.18)
where rj represents the magnitude of the vector rj and we have dropped the subscript within
the average since the average does not depend on the value of the subscript. Furthermore, for an
incompressible fluid
n:6 = trK = 0. (A.19)
Using these relations, the probability density function to first order is
0) -- Oeq 1 2 kBT E Cjkr rjk (A.20)
jk
To use this probability density function to calculate the rheological behavior we use the non-
equilibrium part of the stress tensor in Giesekus form:
7 = -2rlsK + 7Tp (A.21)
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Tp -nP({ KZC iirirj i K C ijri rj -K. (A.22)2i ij
The probability density function in equation (A.20) is used to perform the prescribed averages and
obtain the stress tensor up to second order in K. To write the expression for the stress tensor in
terms of moments of the spring force distribution, it must be used that
(ri rj rm rk)eq = 6ij 6jm 6mk 1 ( 6
-
6ij6mk( 6jm- 1),__eq 669 (A.23)
- im6jk(6jm - 1)(•A I
(r2)2
where I and It are fourth-order isotropic tensors defined with cartesian components [12]
Imnpq 6 mq 6 np , Inpq = mp 6nq . (A.24)
Relations involving the sum over the Kramers matrix must also be used:
N2  1
i
N 4 - 1
Ci 30N (A.25)
SC2  (N2 - 1)(2N2 + 7)713180
Using these relations and performing the averages in the stress tensor we find that up to second
order in r
r = -2 7rs nP((N2 - 1) (r2)eq •3
np( 2 [((r4)eq (2 2)eq N41 (_21))2 (N2 - 1)(2N2 + 7) (A.26)
kBT 15 9) 30N + 180
However, the retarded-motion expansion can also be used to calculate the stress tensor in steady,
homogeneous potential flow up to second order in r, for which
7 = -2b 1, + 4b2K - K - 4b11K -K . (A.27)
Additionally we know from Bird et al. [12] that because we are considering bead-spring chains which
do not have rigid constraints and we have neglected hydrodynamic interaction, b1l is zero. Thus,
A.3. Example of the Behavior of the Random Walk Spring Model
from matching equations (A.26) and (A.27) we find the desired formulae for the retarded-motion
expansion coefficients in terms of the moments of the spring force distribution.
A.3 Example of the Behavior of the Random Walk Spring Model
This Appendix discusses how one can calculate the behavior of the Random Walk Spring (RWS)
model for v -= 2 and verify that it correctly models the freely jointed chain. Thus, we want to
calculate the force-extension behavior in the constant force ensemble of a bead-spring chain with
-kBT
fspring(r ) = kBT <r (A.28)
v=2.
This is done using the methodology presented in Section 3.4 and shown in equation (3.9). By
integrating the spring force law, and choosing a convenient arbitrary additive constant, we find
that
Ueff(r) kBT In ) . (A.29)
This gives a Boltzmann factor of
1 (A.30)
exp VUeff(r = exp[- Iln()] -(A.30)
and a corresponding mean extension of
(1tot)m { + In(j di sinh [2fj (A.31)
After performing the integration of the hyperbolic sine, the mean fractional extension becomes
If -1 a cosh(2f) 1(1tot)m = + - . In ( (A.32)
1 = -2 2sinh(2f) (A.33)(4tot)m = +  (A.33)2 f cosh(2f) - 1
By making use of trigonometric identities, we can simplify this expression to
-1 2 sinh(f) cosh(f)
(-totm - + = £(f) . (A.34)f 2 sinh2 (f)
This example has illustrated how to use a spring force law from the RWS model. In particular,
we have shown explicitly that if one wants to model a freely jointed chain with each spring repre-
senting two Kuhn lengths (v = 2), one should choose the spring force law shown in equation (4.18)
because it has a force-extension behavior equal to the Langevin function.
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A.4 Alternative to Exact Worm-like Chain
As mentioned previously, the force-extension behavior for the infinitely long WLC is not known
analytically. It is convenient to have a simple analytic form which is a good approximation. The
Marko-Siggia formula is such a function which is correct asymptotically for small and large forces.
However, it can deviate by up to 10% at intermediate forces. Ref. [75] developed a new approximate
formula by adding terms to the Marko-Siggia form. This formula is
1 1
4(1- -) 2  4
+ - 0.5164228i 2 - 2.737418i 3 + 16.07497 4 - 38.87607f 5 + 39.49944f 6 - 14.17718 7]
(A.35)
They used this new formula to analyze force-extension experiments with double-stranded DNA
to determine if a continuous WLC model is appropriate and determine the persistence length.
Figure A.1 shows how accurately equation (A.35) represents the infinitely long WLC. The maximum
relative error is 0.3% at a dimensionless force of about 0.1 (about 8 fN for double-stranded DNA),
with a much smaller error at higher forces. Certainly for any numerical calculation or comparison
to experiments this is sufficiently accurate.
The one drawback of this formula is that it only has the first term correct in a series expansion
at small and full extension. This does not dramatically impact the overall error because the
coefficients have been determined by fitting. This means that the series converges slowly, making
a series expansion of the approximate function not very useful.
It would be nice if the approximate function had many correct terms in the series expansion.
We can do this by using a function that is a sum of terms of the form 2n+1 (1 - 2)m inspired
by ref. [102]. It is possible to have the same limiting behavior as the real WLC with terms for
integers n > 0 and m > -2. Not all these terms are necessary though because the three terms
(n, m) = (i,j), (i + 1, j), (i,j + 1) are linearly dependent. We have chosen the form
CF Gf = 22 + ( + D + B(1 - 2) + J(I _ f2)2 1 + k2r 2 + k4r 4 +. . (A.36)(1 - f2)2 (1 - 2)
Note that the formulas in this section are not spring force laws, but are approximations to the
force-extension behavior of the infinitely long WLC. For the infinitely long system it is not necessary
to distinguish between the constant force or constant extension ensembles. We can therefore drop
the averaging notation and use simply f and f.
The advantage of the new form is that it correctly captures the odd parity of the WLC. This
allows us to match successive terms in the expansions near ? = 0 and i = 1 between our approximate
form and the infinitely long WLC. We have chosen C = 1, G = 0, D = 3/32, B = 5/64, J =
21/64, k2 = 41/35 which gives expansions of
1 1 (91 +)2) (A.37)S4(1- %)2 3
P 3 + 33f- + O(.(5) . (A.38)2 20
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Fig. A.1: Relative error in extension between the real infinitely long WLC (nu-
merical data from Bouchiat et al.) and approximate formulas. The approxima-
tion from Bouchiat et al. (our equation (A.35)) is shown by diamonds while
our equation (A.40) is shown by squares.
Our choice of functional form means that performing a fit with the other parameters does not affect
the expansions above. We have chosen
k4 = 0.627 , k6 = -11.71 , ks = 10.26 (A.39)
and all higher k's are zero. This gives an approximation to the WLC behavior of
_ 3 5 2 21 2)2 412 ]
f = 1 + - -(1 2 12 + + 0.627r4 1171r + 10.26r (A.40)(1- 2)2 32 64 64 35
Figure A.i shows how well this new formula approximates the infinitely long worm-like chain.
The maximum error is 0.04%, with much smaller error at small and large forces. The main difference
between this new form and that developed by Bouchiat et al. occurs at small forces where, because
the new formula has the correct series expansion, it has a smaller error.
A.5 Calculation of the Response of the Toy Model
In this Appendix we will discuss more details of the calculation of the response of the toy model
used to understand the stretching due to a step change in electrophoretic velocity. The model
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consists of a Hookean dumbbell without including Brownian motion. The deterministic equations
can be integrated directly in time. The value t = 0 is taken to be the first time one of the beads in
the dumbbell reaches the step change, which is defined to be x = 0. The equations of motion are
dxa -1
-_ = H(x__ - xP) + (pE)(xa) (A.41)dt ((xa)
dx _ 1dt= (x) H( - xZ) + (pE)(xf) , (A.42)
where the drag coefficient on a bead, C, and the electrophoretic velocity, AE, can be a function of
position. The initial condition is that x,(0) = 0 and xz(0) = -Xo. Prior to t = 0, the spring is at
equilibrium, so Xo is a random variable taken from a half-Gaussian. The integration is split into
two types, depending on the value of Xo. If X 0 is small, dXa/dt will be positive, and there will be
a range of times 0 < t < t1 for which xz > 0 and xz < 0. With these restrictions we can calculate
X _ x, - x3 to be
X 2H(t) - - Xo) exp[-t2H/(*] . (A.43)
We can then calculate the final stretch Xf - X(t = t1 ) where t1 is defined by xp(tf) = 0. This
condition for tf becomes an algebraic equation that must be solved numerically
0= -2±+ [('')+ () (H + (") IEC* [ ) -1] [exp -t2H]•(i \2HXo HXo * (1 2HXo *
(A.44)
Once this equation is solved for tf, the result can be placed into
X =2H - 2H - Xo exp[-tf2H/* ] . (A.45)
This summarizes the procedure to calculate Xf for a value of X0 such that the front part of
the dumbbell moves forward. First, the value of tf is calculated numerically from the algebraic
equation (A.44). This value is then used in equation (A.45) to calculate the final value of the
stretch. However, for large values of X 0 these two equations are not appropriate because the front
bead can retract back into the first region.
This situation is not a problem however. If we return to the general formula with position
dependent drag and electrophoretic velocity we see there will exist a region of time from 0 < t < t*
for which both beads are in the first region and have the same drag and electrophoretic velocity.
This time t* can also be calculated by solving numerically an algebraic equation
exp-t*2H ( 11 t*2H (A.46)
-exp 1 - - 1(A.46)(1 HXo (1
At time t* the front bead will reach the step change (at x = 0) again. However, the value of the
stretch will now be smaller. This new stretch can be calculated from
[-t*2H] (A.47)
X0,new = Xo exp . (A.47)
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This value of the stretch is small enough that the integration will now proceed exactly as in
equation (A.44) and (A.45) but now with a new value of the initial stretch Xo,new.
To this point we have discussed how the final value of the stretch Xf can be calculated for a
given an initial value of the stretch Xo. The property of interest is the average value of Xf given
a distribution of initial stretch Xo. This is calculated simply as
(Xf) = j XfP(Xo)dXo , (A.48)
where P(Xo) is the probability distribution of initial stretch and is given by a half-Gaussian because
of the linear spring force law.
Throughout this analysis we have seen that two parameters affect the response. These two
parameters are
(A.49)
HXo,typ
(A.50)
2HX0,typ
where XO,typ is a typical value of the initial stretch. For the linear springs this typical value is taken
to be
X0,typ = ./kBT/H. (A.51)
These two parameters correspond to the Deborah and Weissenberg numbers defined in Chapter 7.
To use these formulas to understand the behavior seen in the Brownian dynamics simulations, we
must rewrite these two parameters. We make the following generalizations
(*/H 4r (A.52)
XO,typ -4 (R 2 )eq/3. (A.53)
With these substitutions the two parameters become the dimensionless groups shown in equa-
tions (7.2) and (7.3).
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